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The deposits and scars of 432 rock-slcpe failures (RSFs), affecting 
over 74 RM2 of the Scottish Highlands, have been mapped frcin aerial 
photographs. Some 80% of the RSFs have formed in schists. Most RSFs 
lie within or close to the limits of the Loch Lcacnd Advance glac- 
iation. RSFs usually occur midway up a slope often to where the upper 
surfaces of Advance glaciers reached. A spatial correlation has been 
I, established between RSF positions and the upper limits of the Advance. 
Despite this correlation the RSFs were not, generally, triggered by 
glacial oversteepening. Mechanical analyses of 27 slopes prove that 
n*cst i, ýould not have displaced unless scime force augmented gravity. 
High cleft-water pressures, progressive-failure and earthquakes were 
probably the most inportant catalysts of slope failure. 
A classificatim of RSFs into plane-sliding, wedge-sliding and tcPP-- 
ling rodes of failure provides a useful franework for the analysis of 
the smaller case studies. Large-scale RSFs (up to 112 million m3), 
often displaying extensive cbsequent-scarps, are an amigam of var- 
ious fonre of failure and are more difficult to classify and analyse. 
Assuming a consýaýt frequency of rock-slcpe failure in the Scottish 
Highlands over the last 12,500 years (the generally accepted tim Of 
final Scottish ice sheet deglaciation), a rock-slope failure should 
have occurred on average every 29 years. However, field evidence 
suggests that a phase of high rock-slcpe failure incidence accanpanied 
the deglaciation of the Loch Lcmond Advance and perhaps other earlier 
readvances. The case study RSFs are thought to range in age fran 
greater than 11,000 years to c. 250-300 years old. 
A probabilistic model, incorporating factors that are intrinsic and 
extrinsic to the rock-slcpe system, is advanced to explain the delayed 
response of some rock-slcpes to deglaciation. An attempt is made to 
quantify the denudation achieved by RSFs. 
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Mor Cr SYMBUS 
A= area ,, 
B. P. = before present 
b breadth of a body 
d distance 
F factor-of-safety 
H, h = height 
i= roughnessangle 
RSF = rock-slcpe failure 
Si = shear strength intercept 
U 'water pressure 
W weight 
zw depth of water 
a (alpha) slcpe angle 
(gamma) =,: unitweightof rock, 
Pw unit weight of water 
6 (epsilon) = shear displaceaent 
U (sigma) = normal stress 
T (tau) = shear stress 
G (theta) failure-plane angle 
(phi) angle of internal friction 
Or residual angle of internal friction 
Ou friction angle of a smooth joint 
effective friction angle 
Uv) 
I 
Fig-are 1-1: rock-slcpc fail-arc 
. I. 
1: 
1.1 Definiticns and ncmenclatil 
A rock-slcpe failure (RSF) is a gecmorphic event that results 
-in 
the downs1ppe arxi outward displacement of a rock-mass under the 
influence of gravity (cf. Terzaghi 1950). Ice and water rMy 
contribute to failure of the slcpe, by reducing its strength, but are 
not directly respcnsible for the rmvement of the rock-mass. The 
displacement may be abrupt but can occur in creepp-like nwements. TO 
distinguish rock-slcpe failure fran faulting, the plane or zone Of 
movement nmst. riot be ccirposed wholly of a fault-plane (Zclýruba and 
Mencl 1969). 
Rock-slope failures are often referred to as a fom of land- 
rea r-scarp tension-crack 
C-2 
toe 
sliding. The tem "landslide" 
however is a misnaner as displace- 
nient of a rock-wass need riot occur 
by 'sliding', -alone (Coates 1977). 
The definition of rock-slcpe failure 
avoids this difficulty and is also 
advantageous in that it describes 
the nature of the displaced 
material. Other terms used to identify RSF features are illustrated 
in Figure 1.1. 
In this study a lower RSF size limit of c. 2#000 M3 was brposed. 
This size limit lies within Whalley's (1974) 'cliff-fall' Bass of 
RSFs. A 'logical division' (cf. Harvey 1969) is used in this studY to 
classify RSFs according to their Mode and degree of displacement- 
1 
Figure 1.2: Forinulation of the a pjiLcri model and 
hypothesis testing. - 
II1 
61j_ 
1.2 Research strategy 
The research project utilises a deductive approach with an 
explanatory framework ccnposed of five main research themes (Fig. 
1-2). An a priori ncdel was fonnulated frcm reading of the previous 
'literature and a series of hypotheses followed logically 'frcm 'the 
n6del`* These hypotheses we're'tested-and organised under five research 
themes: M what is the spatial distributicn of",, RSFs? "(W-what 
caused the slcpe failures to occur? (iii) what was their niode'-, of 
failure? Uv) what is their tenporal distribution? and, (v) what'are 




How? [-HoW rnuch/ 
a1 when? 
Data 
co I lect ion 
reject ion Hypothesis testing 
and generat ion 
E 
their magnitude frequency relationships? The research'themes'can be 
simplified into five questions: where? why? how? when? and, how 
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rmich/when? These themes are retained througbout. the thesis and are 
used to, organise discussicn of the research. Working hypotheses were 
constructed around the research aims and were generated by testing of 
the a priori model. 
Following the fonrulation of hypotheses the data collection 
programme was planned. Data were collected at three geographic 
scales: M an inventory of RSFs within the main mountain areas of the 
Scottish Righlajýds, (ii) investigation of RSFs within four field areas 
and (iii) analysis of individual slope failures. The last, also 
snkillest, scale of analysis investigates the basic 'system' within 
which various mechanical assurptions and gecmorphic hypotheses can - be 
tested. 
The field-area approach is advantageous in that it m3imbuises the 
variation in environmental factors such as climate ard rock type - 
This technique was particularly inportant when attempts were rnadeý to 
date RSFs. 
1.3 Organisation of the thesis 
The thesis lay-out follows the organisation of the research 
progranm itself, progressing frcm a review of the literature, 
compilation of an inventory of RSFs, field work and, finally, 
developrient of a rock-slcpe failure rrcdel for the Scottish Highlands. 
The philosophy of the thesis,, that an understanding- of rock 
mechanics- is a pre-requisite to investigation of RSF processes, is 
central to the discussion in Chapter 2. Given, as recently stated by 
Pitty (1982; p. 6), that rock nechanics is: "a fundamental 
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geanorphological prcpertyll, Chapter 2 discusses rock-mass 
characteristics and the variations in the strengths of natural joints. 
An engineering-geology classification of wdes of rock-slcpe failure 
is also presented in this chapter. - The classification provides a 
framework for later analyses of slcpe failure process and form and is 
the basis of the logical divisicn of RSF types. 
A review of previous research into rock-slcpe failure in Scotland 
is provided in Chapter 3. Discussion of the literature is organised 
by the contributions made to each of the five research themes. The 
Scottish Lateglacial, sequence is also sunnarised in Chapter 3 in 
preparation for later reference to the chronology of slope-failure. 
The a priori nx)del of RSF is outlined in discussion of the previous 
literature and those research areas that denend attention - are 
highligmed. 
Chapter 4 discusses the RSF inventory which was ccupiled during 
the winters of 1981 and 1982. It examines the controls cn the spatial 
distribution of RSFs, raising hypotheses that are tested later by 
detailed investigaticns of individual slcpes. The RSF distribution 
data are listed in Apperklix B of this thesis. 
The criteria used in field area selection, are given in-Chapter So 
which also briefly introduces the physical background to- the 'four 
field areas. The field techniques utilised to quantify rock-mass- 
II characteristics and detennine the morphologies of RSFs are detailed in 
the secord half of Chapter S. 
F The core of the research work is presented in Chapters 6 to 9- 
These chapters are the product of field work, undertaken over the 
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summers of 1982 and 1983. Chapters 6, -7 and 8 concern the modes and 
mechanisms of failure of 26 rock-slopes. These three, chapters 
combine description of irdividual slcpe morpbology with medbanical and 
geological interpretatim of failure =des and processes. 
The case studies are classified according to their mode of 
failure, followiryg the engineering-geology scheme outlined in Chapter 
2. The controls on failure at the individual level are examined using 
rock mechanics techniques. Ten examples, discussed in Chapter 6, 
exhibit simple sliding modes of failure. The ten examples examined in 
Chapter 7 are more complex, involving some component of'forward 
rotation of layers (or toppling). 
Much debate bas centred upon the origin of extensive cbsequent- 
(or uphill-facing) scarps on rock-slopes in high-mountain terrain. 
Extensive cbsequent-scarps were cbserved during the aerial-FhcFtograph 
reconnaissance of Scottish RSFs- Subsequently, four large slope 
failures (some of which are massive even by world standards) which 
possess cbsequent-scarps, were examined in the field and are discussed 
in Chapter 8. To do justice to the considerable literature on 
obsequent-scarp development, particularly that from N America, 
separate discussion is required of large-scale slope failures. 
Chapter 8 also examines evidence for a form of slope failure 
previously unrecognized in Britain, the so-called "sackung" or sagging 
of rock-slopes. 
A major geomorphological problem is that of estimating the 
relative importance of high-magnitude RSFs in the denudation of 
mountain environments. It is therefore necessary to date RSFs to 
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establish their frequency. Chapter 9 examines the relative chronology 
of ror-k-slcpe failure in the four field areas as a precursor to 
discussion of the magnitude/frequency relationships. Rock-slope 
failure age data are organised by field. area. 
This thesis attends to different, but related, research themes at 
various scales of analysis. The concluding chapter attenpts to 
provide a synthesis of these thernes. It also gives an overview of the 
case studies and ccmnents upon the magnitude-frequency relationships 
of RSFs in the field areas. The case study data are extrapolated to 
the inventory level and a speculative rock-slope failure model is 
- detailed. 
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2.1 
The intenial prcperties of a rock-slcpe may be cOnceptUalized ai3 
intrinsic thresholds that nust be exceeded -to "cause a gec: morFhic 
response. This threshold concept helps to explain why a widespread 
change in the envircronent may not produce an equally-distributed 
effect (Brunsden and Thomes 1979). Portions of a valley slope may 
fail, rather than the whole slope, because of inherent structural 
weaknesses and, therefore, lower intrinsic threshold values. 
This chapter emphasises the c-- -f pert- 
rather than the external processes that act upon them ard is designed 
to illustrate the potential of an engineering-geology approach to 
rock-slcpe failure and to introduce fundamental properties of rock- 
masses. 
Rock-masses are - rendered discontinuous by faults, foliation 
planes, joints and other forms of geologic discontinuity, collectively 
termed 'joints' here regardless of their origin. Joints generally 
have much lower strengths than intact rock and cause rock-masses to be 
mechanically discontinuous. Foliation planes for instance, rmke 
I schists, slates and other n-etarmrphic rocks, highly directional 
(or 
anisotrcpic) in their mechanical properties (Goodman 1981). 
The origins of geologic discontinuities are briefly discussed in 
Section 2.2 followed by an illustration of the stereonet method of 
sumMarising joint attitude data. Rock joint shear characteristics are 
reviewed in Section 2.4, where inportant concepts in rock mechanics 
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are also introduced. A variety of. techniques have been used bY 
engineering-geologists to detemine rock-slcpe stability. TWO 
techniques: , limit-equilibrian mcdelling and kinematic testing are 
critically examined in Section 2.6. The theoretical irrplications of 
rock-wass shear behaviour are appraised in the Discussion, with 
particular reference'to pre-failure displacements of rock-slcpes. 
2.2 C,, cKAogic disccntirmities 
Discontinuity orientations within a slope are a product of 
the regional tectonic history, (ii) thermal stresses, and (iii) 
stress-relief processes (Chapman 1958). As an exan-ple of the first 
set of processes, the metamorpihism of Pre-Cambrian sediments in the 
Scottish Highlands has formed foliation planes (a strong alignment Of 
minerals within metamorphosed rock, reflecting the fonner presence of 
bedding planes) in the Moine rocks. The tectonic history of the 
Highlands with its associated folding, thrusting and faulting, has 
irrPosed ccnplex jointing/foliation patterns on rock-s1cpes (Watters 
1972). 
Joints are thought to open by the interconnection of microsccpic 
flaws or Griffith cracks in the rock-mass (Price 1966). Stresses tend 
to be high at the poles of the microscopic flaws and crack 
intercormection is caused by brittle failure of the material between 
the flaws. The nature of crack propagation is dependent upon the 
stresses acting on the rock-mass. In tension, crack lengthening will 
occur normal to the tensile stress. In compression, cracks tend to 
orientate themselves with the direction of principle stress, though 
crack prcpagation under compression is more complex than under I 
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tension, 
Stored elastic, energy inherited fraa the large loads inposed 
during earlier geological periods have been found to occur in nmny 
areas of the world (Brown and Hoek 1978). Relaxation of these 
horizontal stresses (stress-relief), activated by valley-deepening, 
way result in the formation of joints which trend parallel to the 
land surface. Price (1966) referred to such joints as "sheeting" or 
"mural" joints and Bjernn and Jýrstad (1968) termed them "valley 
joints". Since they are not confined to valleys the term 'stress- 
relief joint' is preferred here. 
Several stress-relief joint sets way exist at varying depths 
within a rock-slope, the shallowest set, according to Bjerrun and 
Jýrstad, usually occurs between 4 and 10-m-depth, nonrial to the slope 
face. They also stated that the distances between stress-relief 
joinýs increases with depth. 13jerrtzn and Jýrstad inferred a 
connection between reductions in load,, due to rock-slcpe failure in 
sane instances (e. g. the Leon Slide, Norway), with the development of 
stress-relief joints. 
2.3 Presentation of joint data 
Discontinuity attitude data are usually plotted on lower- 
hemisphere equal-area stereonets (Goodman 1976,1981 Hoek and BraY 
1977) which provide a useful solution to the presentation of large 
volurnes of joint survey data. Stereonets, may also be utilised for 
graphical solutions of slope stability using kinernatic analyses (p 
20). As few geamrphological, texts deal with steremetse sCFw 
e 
I/ 
Figure 2.1: A lower-hemisphere sterecnet projec- 
tion of a joint pole and its great 
circle. 
explanation of their use is considered apprcpriate. 
Figure 2.1 shcws the construction of a joint pole and its great 
circle ma stereonet. Their locations m the stereonet are a 
function of the dip angle and dip 
direction of the joint. Great 
circles on equatorial steremets are 
equivalent to the lines of longitude 
on a map of the world. Small 
circles define the lines of latitude 
and calibrate the stereonet 
projectim into, 2* intervals. 
A joint pole can be plotted on a tracing by: M rarking the dip 
direction (azirmth) of the joint on the circunference of the 
stereonet, ensuring that the N-points cn the tracing and the stereonet 
are superbrrposed, (ii) rotating the tracing, keeping its centre-point 
over that of the stereonet, until the marked point lies above one of 
the stereonet axes (0,90,180 or 270") and (iii) counting out the 
joint dip angle (along the stereoneL small circles) fran the stereonet 
centre, in the direction opposite to the rarked azinuth. The great 
circle of a joint lies 900 fran the joint pole (Fig. 2.1) and will 
touch the stereonet circunference at two points, 180" apart. A line 
connecting the two points defines the strike of the joint plane. If 
two great circles (representing the attitudes of two joints) intersect 
cn a stereonet, the point of intersection gives the azirmth and dip 
angle of the line of intersection of the joints - 
All stereonets and joint attitude data in this study are related 
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Figure 2.2:. The relationship b3tween shezýFstress"' 
and normal stress for a smooth joint 
surface. 
to true north and individual joints/joint sets are referred to by the 
conventicn of dip angle --i,. azimuth (the joint in Figure 2.1 for 
exarrple trends 450 -4 300"). In discussion of joint data'-the terms 
$positive' and 'negative' are used to indicate -joints which-dip 
valleywards ard into a rock-slcpe respectively. 
2.4 P4xk mass shear mcteristics 
The graph below (Fig. 2.2) is typical of the results cbtained 
when, two, blocks of rock are forced to slide along a commo n smooth 
friciian angle 
Icl 
normal stress 1a) --aw. 
joint or other discontinuity 
surface. Sliear stress (T) increases 
linearly with increasing normal 
stress The slope of the line 
determines the angle of friction 
of the joint, its cohesive 
strength (c) is given by the 
intercept with the Y-axis. Shear and nonral stresses are therefore 
related in the following way: 
Tc+a TanO 2.1 
This is the Mohr-Coloumbe criterion. The cohesive strength (c) of 
unfilled smooth rock joints is generally assuneci to be zero. Friction 
angles vary between rock types though Goodman (1981) has stated that 
most 0 values lie between 21 and 40". 
The normal, stress acting upcn a joint rray be reduced to the 
effective stress (a-u) by water pressure (u). If water pressures are 
present then Equation 2.1 is modified to: 
I 
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]Figure 2.3: The effect of roughness on the shear 
behaviour of an idealised rough 
joint plane. 
Ic+ (a-. u) TarX6 2.2 
Unlike clays, the friction angles of hard rocks are not significantly 
altered by the presence of water. Any reduction in the shear 
strength of hard rocks, caused by the presence of water, is due almost 
entirely to the lowering of normal stress. 
If the joint surface is rough the resulting shear strength curve 
will deviate fran the linear relationship of Equation 2.1 (Patton 
1966) as extra work is required to shear a rough joint surface. This 
concept is easily demonstrated. Assuning that: i equals the deviation 
of an asperity frcm the mean direction, of shear along a joint plane, 
the friction angle of smooth joints in the same material equals Ou and 
the joint surface has zero cohesion, at the instant of peak shear 
stress, the resultant (R) will be orientated at an angle of 90" + Ou 
frcm . the 
joint surface cn which 
displacement is about to occur (Fig. 
2.3). As the asperity surface is 
inclined- at an angle i fran the 
mean direction of shear, the joint 
friction angle is given by: Ou + i. 
Goodman (1981) stated that the 
rouqýmess angle i can be between 0 
and 40", or higher, aý low"normal stresses. Barton (1973) collated 
data showing that at nomal stresses of between 1.47 and 3.4j kPa 
(kilcpascals), i values for qranite ranqed between 40 and 50". 
Selby (1982) suggested however that values for i of between 3 and 50 
are typical for rock-, slope exposures. 
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Figure 2.4: Shear strength/shear displacement 
curves for a hypothetical rough 
(A) and a woother joint plane (B). 
Figure 2.5: Shear strength/normal stress curve 
for a hypothetical rough joint. 
Note the stress dependence of the 
parameter Si. 
-The friction angle of a joint is also sensitive to the degree of 
displacement it has suffered. Figure 2.4' shows the shear 
strength/shear displacement curve (A) of a theoretical rough joiiit, 
sheared at constant normal stress. With increasing shear displacement 
C the shear strength (r) of the 
joint increases from zepq 
_ýo 
a, peak 
A corresponding to the instant of 
failure of the joint. Continued 
displacement beycnd the peak in 
shear strength will reduce the 
shear displace., iew ic) strength to a resiclual Ieve. L, as 
asperities are crushed. This form 
Of shear behaviour is termed unstable and contrasts with the material 
exhibiting a stable strength/displacement curve (B in Fig. 2.4). The 
displacement along a joint surface required to mobilise peak shear 
strength determines the shear-stiffness of the joint. Failure of the 
joint or failure-surface in this study is assuned to have begun once 
shear displacement along the surface has occurred, this differs frcm 
the mechanical interpretation of failure of a material. 
At high levels of normal stress, the work required to override 
asperities Will exceed that 
required to shear through them,, i 




with increasing'riornial stress. If 




P&*01 * joint are sufficiently high to cause 
normal stress (ai ---- a- failure through asperities, 
then a 
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shear strength intercept (, Si) will be-generated with a lower friction 
angle: due to crushing of asperities during shear (Fig. 2.5). Hence, 
convex uPwards shear strength curves characterise the shear behaviour 
of rough joint surfaces (Patton 1966, Jaeger 1971). 
In a series of shear tests made cn rough-joint model material 
with zero cohesion, Barton (1971a) found that peak shear strength was 
mcbilised after displacements of t. 1% of the total joint length. A 
large increase in strength way therefore occur after relatively minute 
shear displacement along a rough joint (cf. Fig. 2.2). This way 
appear as a shear strength intercept, though in fact the strength at 
Zero normal stress is itself zero. Barton and Choubey (1977) 
observed that the amount of shear displacement required to reach peak 
shear strength increases almost proportionally with joint length. 
Smoother joints were hcwever found to require relatively greater shear 
displacement to reach peak shear strength than rough joints. Barton 
and Chaubey stated that the shear strength of a joint is both stress- 
dependent and scale-dependent. 
In support of the scale-dependence of joint strength, Patton 
(1966) showed that the longer the length of joint considered the less 
steep the rvajor asperities. Shear-stiffness may therefore be reduced, 
pre-failure displacements increased, as peak strength my not be 
reached until major and flatter asperities are in contact. 
Riding up and over asperities by the upper block rrey occur during 
a shear test if the normal stress (9) is low (Cf. Fig. 2.3). This 
will cause dilatim of the joint due to upward displacement Of the 
upper block (Pattcn 1966, Bray 1967,, Ladanyi and Archamboult 1969# 
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Figure 2. v: Forces acung ai a blcdc rezting cn am 
inclined plane. 
Barton 1971a, Goodman and Dubois 1972). monitoring of the vertical 
displacement (d) during shear permits investigation of the 
relationship between shear and dilation. Ladanyi and Archawboult 
(1969) found that the dilation rate (A d/A C) of sheared model joint 
surfaces is highest whempeak shear strength is mobilised. They also 
found that beyond Peak strength the dilation rate decreased. Joint 
roughness and normal stress therefore control both the shape of the 
shear strength/shear deformation curve and the rate and arrK)unt of 
dilation. The possible influences of dilation and shear-stiffness at 
the rock-slope scale will be returned to later. 
2.5 Rock-s]Lcpe stabi.. lity 
Figure 2.6. illustrates the forces acting upon a block resting 
upon a plane inclined at an angle E). Gravity is the Only force 
acting upon the block so its weight (W) acts vertically downwards -A 
resolved part of W (W Sin9) however 
W. Coso 
acts-. parallel -to the plane and 
attempts to cause sliding of the 
block. This force is opposed by a 
ccnpment of W (W Cos9) j acting 
nonnal to the plane, which seeks 
to stabilise the block. ' The nonnal, 
stress acting at any point along the Plane is given by: 
Or = (W COSIB) /A2.3 
where: A= the base area of the block. 
If the Mchr-Colourbe criterion is applicable to this problem, 
is 
then the shear force'resisting sliding, equals: I 
cA +W Cos9 . Tario 
Should the plane be tilted, then the block will slide when: ý 
2.4 
W Sin9 = cA +W Cos9. Tano 2.5 
If the cohesive force acting on the base of the block is zero, then 
sliding will occur when 0= 
Water pressures are now generally recognised by engineering- 
geologists as a major cause of rock-slope-instability (e. g. Barton 
1971a). Terzaghi (1962), Jike Muller '(1964), considered that rock 
Permeability is of prime inportance in the stability of a rock-slcpe. 
Terzaghi distinguishea between $primary permeabilitye of rock (water 
within the voids of intact rock located between rock fissures) and 
'secondary permeability' (the flow of water in cpen and discontinuous 
cracks: termed 'cleft-water' in this study). He' considered that 
secondary permeability was the most significant destabilising process 
in rock-slcpes. 
Jaeger (1979) observed that primary pemeability may be iqmrtant 
for certain rock types. He cited the example of 50-70% reductions in 
the Young's modulus of elasticity of phyllite when soaked in water 
over a period of 3 days. Young's modulus (E) is defined as normal 
stress divided by normal strain: normal strain equals the amount of 
axial shortening of a rock sample, relative to its original lengthe 
when nomal stress is applied to it. 
Secondary permeability will redlice slope stability in two ways 
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Figure 2.7: Forces acting on. a block resting cn aLn 
inclined plane assuming cleft-water 
pressures. 
(Terzaghi 1962, Muller 1964, -, Bjerrum. and Jýrstad 1968). First, by 
exerting an outwaid pressure cn a potentially unstable block. 
According to Bjernin and Jýrstad, this pressure may be so large as to 
constitute a greater contribution to the shearing stresses than the 
weight of the block itself. The second effect is to Counteract the 
nonral stresses acting upon, a potential' failure-surface, thereby 
decreasing the shear strength of the surface (cf. Equaticti 2-2). ''' 
These concepts are most easily demonstrated by adapting the 
example of the block restixig-on an inclined plane. If the block is 





other blocks bý a ýtension-crack 
filled with water, an additional set 
of forces must be considered (Fig. 
2.7). cleft-water pressure within 
the tension-crack will increase 
linearly with depth. A total force 
V will act upon the rear of the block, adding to force (W SirB) - If 
the tension-crack reaches to the inclined, plane, allowing water to 
seep under, the block to exit (at atmospheric pressure) at its outletv 
then an uplift force U will reduce the nonnal stress. The condition 
for block-sliding in this case beccmes: 
W SinE) +V= CA + (W Cos9 - U) TanO 2.6 
The fonu of cleft-water pressure distribution described above is 
tenned 'triangular'. A greater destabilising effect could be achieved 
by a 'static' cleft-water distribution which rray be caused by caýplete 
inpedence of drainage frm a potential failure-plane. A static 
I 
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cleft-water pressure distribution could be induced by freezing of the 
outer layers of a rock-slcpe (Hoek and Bray 1977). 
2.6 Classificatim and analyses of rOck-slcPe failure 
Modes of rock-slcpe failure have been classified in the 
engineering-geology literature according to the shape and attitude of 
displaced blocks, and their m: )de of deformation. Three rock-slcpe 
failure mdes are m: )st comion (Varnes 1958, Hoek and Bray 1977): 
plane-sliding, wedge-sliding and tcppling failure '(Fig. 2.8). 
Circular failure, a ccmnon failure-mcde in soils, way occur on rock- 
slopes with very closelyý-spaced joints,, according to Hoek and Bray 
(1977). Addison (1981) however considered that circular failure of a 
rock-slcpe would be unlikely. The three-fold classification 'Of 
failure modes has been successfully applied to mny rock-slope 
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failures and will be used in this study. As natural rock-slOPes 
often feature several joint patterns (Hoek and Bray 1977), the 
possibility of mc)re CaL lex rrcdes of failure is increased- It is 
therefore unlikely that the three failure n-odes discussed above are 
exclusive of one another. 
Frcm earlier discussion it is clear that0block illustrated in 
Figure 2.7 will slide when the total force available to resist sliding 
is equalled by the total force seeking to induce it. The ratio of the 
two sets of forces, a measure of slope stability, is termed the 
factor-of-safety M. The factor-of-safety of the block in Figure 2.7 
is given by: 
F= cA + (W CosE) - U) Tar-4 2.7 
W Sin9 +V 
Two foms of analysis are generally used by engineeringý- 
geologists, arxI lately geamorFhOlOgistso to determine the stability Of 
a slope: (i) limit-equilibriurn models and (ii) kinematic tests. The 
assumptions wbicb they make and their application are discussed below. 
Limit-equilibrium rrodels 
Emiation 2.7 is an exarnple of a limit-equilibriurn rrcdel,, though ; L- - 
modifications are required to model the gecmetry of more ccmplex block 
shapes and different forms of cleft-water. pressure distribution- 
Lin-Lit-equilibriun rrodels maY be used to back-analyse RSF case studies 
and estimate the disturbing and resisting forces acting on a failure- 
surface at the instant of failure. Such post-mortem studies have the 
advantage of being, in effect, large-scale shear tests and have 
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assisted slope-engineers in the design, of slopes (e. g. Barton 1971b). 
Limit-equilibriua nodels have also been used by geanorFýDlogists tO 
infer formerl Iy high piezcmetric levels, particularly in surficial 
deposits (e. g. Richards arxl Arxlerscn 1978). 
Limit-equilibrium ncdels are available for plane-sliding, wedge- 
sliding and toppling n-ades of failure (e. g. Goodmn and Bray 1976, 
Hoek and Bray 1977). The Goodman and Bray (1976) limit-equilibrium 
model for, - toppling 
is only applicable to, slopes. with very sirnple 
geometries (the =del -assumes tcppling of retangular. blocks on a 
stepped-base) and is not used in this study. Detailed descriptions 
of the limit-equilibrium mcdels used for plane and wedge-sliding are 
given in Appendix A. 
Slcpe stability analyses are cnly used in this study fbr small- 
scale slope failures, as accurate definition of the gecmetry of 
massive RSFs camot be rrade. , The application of 
back-armlyses to 
large-scale RSFs raises the danger of using questionable assmptions; 
and data to ompute a calibrated (but erroneous) result (Tavenas et 
al. 1980). 
4- c! Kinematic tests 
Kinemtics is the study of, the motion of bodies without reference 
to the forces that nave them. Kinematic tests way be used to assess 
whether a particular failure mode is feasible given the slope face 
orientation and the attitudes of discontinuities. This folm of 
analysis is advantageous in that inputs can be varied easily and 





Figure 2.9: (a) Kinematic test for plane-sliding 
(b) Kinematic test for wedge-sliding 
I 
are the attitudes of the slcpe face/discontinuities and the fricticn, 
angle for the rock. The assunptioris and use of kinematic tests for 
plane-sliding, wedge-sliding and tcppling failure are discussed below. 
Plane-sliding is possible when the great circle of a potential 
failure-surface falls inside the shaded area in Figure 2.9a. This is 
the graphical equivalent of: the slope angle being steeper than the 






Similarly, wedge-sliding is possible when the intersectim of two 
great circles (representing potential failure-surfaces) falls within 
the shaded regicn of Figure 2.9b. It should be noted hawever that if 
a potential failure-plane crcps out into the slope face, failure is 
kinematically possible even if the plane is inclined less than the 
friction angle (cf. Equation 2.7). The effects of cohesion are not 
directly modelled in the kinemtic tests. 
Ashby (1971) developed a sipple criterion for toppling of a 
single slab resting on an inclined plane. He demonstrated that 
toppling will occur when: Tan 9> b/H (where: 9 the inclination Of 
the surface upcn which the block rests .b= the width of 
the block and 
H its height). More sinply, tcpplirgwill occur when a perpendicular 
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Figure 2.10: (a) 50cticn throujh a potential topple 
(b) Kinematic criterion for tqppling 
I 
from a block centroid falls outside its base (Ashby 1971). Ashby's 
criterion for toppling is not always suitable for the analysis of 
field examples however as it takes no account of the slope-face 
angle and assumes that blocks are rectangular-shapedL complex joint 
configurations often produce trapezoidal- shaped blocks (cf. Brown 
1982), imposing a major constraint upcn the practical. use of Asbby's 
criterion. 
Goodman and Bray (1976) have provided a kinematic test for 
tcpplirxg that utilises the interlayer slip between blocks before large 
deformations occur and imposes no restriction cn block shape. If the 
discontinuities shown in Figure 2.10ahave an angle of friction 0 then 
Goodman and Bray have shown that the condition for interlayer slip is: 





The kinemtic test is shown on the stereonet in Figure 2.10b. 
The Goodman and Bray criterion for toppling requires that the 
slope angle- is greater than the friction angle of 'the layers. 
However, it takes no care of the weight of upslope blocks resting PPOn 
the layers, possible cleft-water pressures, or cohesive forces. It is 
2. 
inpOrtant to note that the value for the slope angle input to the 
CriteriCn Irust be the steepest angle encountered upon, the slope. 
2.7 Di. Bcmmsion 
There are a ntinber of problems associated with limit-equilibrilzn 
analyses that result fran the a'ssuned simplicity of the mechanical 
models against the relative complexity of the geological- 
geon-orphological environment (Chowdury 1978, Tavenas et al. 1980# 
Selby 1982). For instance, the damage sustained by shearing along 
rough joint surfaces indicates that joint-wall contact area nay be 
between 0.1 and 0.001 of the total area (Barton and Choubey 1977). 
The importance of this finding is that normal stress may be 
concentrated at asperities whereas conventional analyses assume that 
normal stress 
-is 
evenlý--distributed across the length of a failure- 
plane. 
A further problem relates to the assuýptions'wade concernuing the 
distribution of stress. Soil mechanics investigations have shcwn that 
if the peak strength of a clay is exceeded at any point along a 
potential failure-surface, failure will occur at that point. Stress 
will then be transmitted to other points, which may result in failure 
at these' remaining points. Shear strength will consequentlY be 
reduced to the residual value (SkeTpton 1964): a process -termed 
progressive-failure. 
A similar process occurs in jointed rocks (Terzaghi 1962, 'Bjerrum 
and Jýrstad 1968, Bartcn 1971b). Terzaghi (1962) stated that bridges 
of intact rock between joints way be sheared through due to the high 
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levels of stress concentrated at these points. The shear strength 
intercept for a given level of nonral stress will therefore be 
reduced. The degree of progressive-failure ray therefore be expressed 
as the ratio between intact rock bridges and sheared ones alcng a 
nnt ,- tential 
failure-plane. 
A further difficulty is that of evaluating '0 and the shear 
strength intercept. This problem wadd be compounded by inadequate 
knowledge of the cleft water-pressure distribution (or other 
disturbing force) acting at the time of failure. Post-failure 
solution of Equation 2.7 can be made with varying assumptions 
(sensitivity 'analyses) providing a range of strength values. This 
teclulique recognises that selection of a single strength'value would 
be subjective. 
The asstruption, of a failure 'surface' (i. e. the limit that 
texMinates a solid) made by 12mit-equilibrixxn analyses and kinematic 
tests has been questioned (Chowdhury 1978). A massive RSF would be 
unlikely to possess a continuous failure-surface because of the 
limited persistence of joint surfaces: rather shear displacements way 
occur along a 'zone' of failure. Eisbacher (1979a) hypothesised that 
RSFs occurs along zones of failure up to several tens of netres thick 
I '- in the Mackenzie Motmtains,, CanadA. 
Geanorphological research into rock-s1cpe failure has tended to 
enyphasise the slope conditions imediately prior to failure and the 
post-failure transport of the failed-debris. Rock-slane stabilitv 
before failure is to a large extent 'detenTuned by the shear 
displacement history of the slope. Fran earlier discussion of rOck- 
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mass characteristics and progressive-failure it is clear that a slope 
could, theoretically, have undergone numerous phases of limited shear 
displacement prior to failure. Terzaghi (1950) was of the cpinion 
that all landslides are preceeded by ground movenmts and Hutchinson 
(1968) termed these movements 'progressive-creep'. 
I-- 
Progressive-creep of rock-slopes is well docunented (Muller 1968, 
Radbruch-Hall 1978, Voight and Kennedy 1978). 'Pre-failure 
displacements of the catastrcFhic Vajont rockslide, Italy, for 
instance, reached velocities of 30cm/day in the final days before 
failure (Muller 1968). Voight and Kennedy described the pre-failure 
displacarents of a 125 m high slope at the Chuquicamata Mine, Chile- 
I- The displacements began in 1966 when tensicn cracks formed at the 
slcpe crest and gradually increased the rate at which they opened. An 
6 estimated 11-14 x 10 tomes of rock was displaced downslope of the 
cracks. The maxim= vertical displacement of the slope just prior to 
I I failure was c. 3m with horizontal displacements of up to 5m Might 
and Kemedy 1978). 
If shear displacements even of an order of 0.01-0.05 of the total 
length of a failure plane are possible prior to the ncbilisatim of 
peak strength, then large slopes with failure-plane lengths of 
hundreds of metres; could undergo significant pre-failure movements. 
Barton (1971a) considered that toppling failures with rough joint 
surfaces may be self-inhibiting because of the shear-stiffness 
enccxmtered during shear. 
Whilst shear-displacenent is irreversible and rray accelerate 
failure due to the opening of tension-cracks, a secord rechanir-m 
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could, at least U3%)Orarily, inhibit failure (Fig. 2.11). if 
effective stresses were sufficiently low to pennit overriding of 
asperities rather than shear through them,,, the resulting dilation 
would increase void -space between joint walls thereby increasing rock- 
Mass Permeability and reducing cleft-water pressures (Barton, 1971a). 
PermleabilitY would be increased and a greater volume of water ýthan 
that responsible for initiating moveirkent, rvay then be , required to 
cause further displacement. The voids between joints rray-be so 
large as to niake build-up of dangerous cleft-water pressures 
less prcbable. Paradoxically, the stability of the slope could be 




+49 + %it I P- 
shear displacement 
Fig. 2.11: Hypothetical self-inhibiting mechanism for RSF's- 
However, 
I 
stability rray not be assured by the negative feedback 
Mechanim since shear stresses could be concentrated towards the 
opeaks' of asperities"possibly leading to overstressing and their 
progressive-failure. After 'carplete' fai lure of the slope any 
evidence for pre-failure displacements would be remNed. only those 
slope failures that are still 'intact'. having suffered only minor 
displacement, enable testing of the self-inhibiting hypothesis. 
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2.8 
The internal properties of rock-masses have been neglected in 
many geanorphic studies in the past. Even where roc k rfecharlics 
techniques have been used, fundamental amcepts such as joint shear- 
stiffness and dilation have received little attention (e. g. Whalley 
1974, Wyrwoll 1977). It has been hypothesised that rock-slcpe 
displacements prior to mbilisaticn of peak shear strength may be 
numerous and self-inhibiting,, because of a negative feedback mechanism 
involving cleft-water pressure, shear stiffness and dilation. 
Following from these considerations of rock mechanics a nia-, ber of 
joint characteristics require quantificaticn in the field to assist 
explanation of RSF. The most important are joint attitudes, roujhness 
and shear strengths. These data will provide inputs to models of 
slope stability of which two forms have been described: kinematic 
testing and limit-equilibrium models. Kinematic tests are favoured in 
this study for analyses of large-scale slopes and limit-equilibrium 
models for more detailed small-scale studies. 
Three modes of RSF are generally identified in the engineering- 
geology literature: plane-sliding, wedge-sliding and tcppling failure. 
Higher-order modes of failure that are intermediate between-the three 
cardinal failure modes may be possible (cf. Goodman 1981). though 
little work has been undertaken in this research field. The 
classification of rock-slope failures according to their gecmtrY 
I -- provides a useful franwwork for the discussion of form and process and 
will be used to organise discussion of the case studies. 
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This Chapter has emphasised the internal prcperties of rock- 
slopes. In contrast the next chapter, discussing previous research 
into RSF in the Highlands, largely concentrates upon the extrinsic 
factors uhich affect rock-slope stability. 
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3: PlaMOM EMMRCH 
3.1 IntrcK%=ticm 
A large '- volume of research has been undertaken on PSFs outside 
Scotland and will be cited where apposite in later chapters* The 
purpose of this chapter is to discuss the literature concerned with 
rock-slcpe failure in the Scottish Highlands, indicating research 
areas where further work is required. 
Published research cn RSFs in the Scottish HighlarxIs occurs 
within two main periods. In the first of these, 70-110 years ago, 
officers of the Geological Survey mapped RSFs and collected other 
basic evidence. This research period will be discussed in Section 
3.2. There followed a hia-tus during which no research on RSFs in the 
Highlands was published until interest in the Quaternary gecmrphofogy 
of Scotland was renewed sane 20 years ago. Since then, studies 
undertaken by Dr. J. B. Sissons, I an Id his students in particular,. have 
yielded nuch data ai the age and evolution of Quaternary landfOrrils, 
including RSFs 
In order to place the literature on RSFs within a chronological 
and envirormiental framuork, it is considered pertinent to d. -,. sc,: ss the 
Scottish Lateglacial period (c. 15,000-10,000 years B. P. ) in Section 
3.3, prior to discussion of the more recent phase of research into 
RSF. 
The contribution towards explanation of RSFs given 
'by 
the 
engineering-geology approach of R. J. Watters' work will be examined in 
Section 3.5. For brevity, only those aspects of previous FSF 
11 1ý 
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investigaticns which have bearing upcn the five m-: un research themes 
of this thesis will be pursued. 
3.2 Early literature m rock-slcpe failure 
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries the officers of the 
Geological Survey located certain RSFs in the Scottish Highlands 
during the programine of geological mapping. C. T. Clough also 
contributed sections oti "landslips" in scme of the mewirs that he cc>- 
authored (e. g. Gum et al. 1897, Peach et al. 1910,1912). Although 
they are descriptive rather than interpretive, his references are 
eloquent testimcny to the keen awareness of landscape of many of the 
early Geological Survey officers. He provided, for instance, a 
graphic description of a failed slope as being: 
"formed by great hunrx)cks and irregular ridges of slipped 
material covered by scattered blocks, [having]... a very wild 
appearance in the landscape... At the top there is usually a 
scnewhat coambe-shaped hollow in the crag, often itself in a 
somewhat shaken condition, and with deep narrow cracks at the back 
which the pedestrian has to be on his guard against" (Gunn et al. 
1897; 275). 
From, similar descriptions and cross-checking on aerial rhotographs it 
is clear that the majority of 'landslips' napped on the official 
Geological Surveys maps are based in rock. Clough (1913) however 
referred to a recent 'landslipl which was developed in drift 
material. 
sane observations were exceptional to the descriptive style. 
E. B. Bailey for instance, speculated upcn the cause of rock-slope 
failure when -discussing the role of RSFs in sculpturing bigh wountain 
relief in the Ben Nevis and Glen Coe areas. He stated that; 
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L -- 
of the landslips referred to above have prCbablY resulted 
fran the instability, of valley sides oversteepened by glacial, 
erosion" (Bailey and Maufe 1916; 10). 
, Clough also 
inferred a connection between IRSFs and glaciation making 
the interesting cbservation that FSF scars existed in the Cowal 
district of the SW Highlands with no failed debris below them. These 
he considered to be: 
"glacial or preglacial, the rubbish of vhiich has now all been 
cleared away by glacial erosion" (Gunn et al. 1897; 276). 
Clough later hypothesised that large scars left by major PSFs , could, 
if subsequently occupied by glacier ice, be the first stage in corrie 
developrient. (reported by Bailey, in Bailey and Maufe 1916). 
The possible influence of joint dip angleso dip directions and 
foliation planes on slope failure was noted by Clough- For instance, 
lie cannented cn one exarrple: 
"its formation rrust have been facilitated by the direction of 
the local dip of the foliation... which is down the hill" (Peach 
et al. 1910;. 166). 
Clough also stated that slope failures occur with foliation directions 
discordant to the slope but the connection between mode of failure and 
discontinuity orientations was rx: )t explicitly stated. 
Scrrke iniportant, inferences were made in- the early literature 
concerning the ages of RSFs. Most RSFs were considered to be ancient 
although Clough referred to a RSF in Glen Kinglas [NN 190 0961 which 
was thoughte cn the basis of local history,, to have occurred C. 1697 
A. D. (Gum et al - 1897). Clough was able to date relatively a, RSF at 
the head of Loch Pyne, SW Highlands, because it disturbed the '20 foot 
beach' (Gum et, al. 1897). The so-called '20 foot beach' in this area 
is now kncwn to be the Main Postglacial Shoreline (Sutherland 1981)o 
1 
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I nd J catIng that the RSF occurred during the n-tid-Flandrian. ý Bailey and 
Maufe referred to an example cn the S-facing slope of Stcb Ban ENN 148 
6541 as being a 'cat 3Lratively recent landslip'. Whereas they noted 
that a larger RSF imnediately E of the above example is considerably 
older'. No reason was given for this inference. 
The theoretical arxI methodological problems involved in 
deteminirxg the triggers and chronology of RSFs were insumountable 
when the early literature was written. Despite this, the Geological 
Survey officers provided valuable information on RSFs. Data are now 
available cn the chronology of the glacial sequence in Scotland 
providing stratigraphic constraints upon RSrs located within fo=. -cr 
glacial limits. The following discussion is critical to later 
examination of RSFs within the Highlands and provides an introduction 
to later sections of this Chapter. 
3.3 The Scottish I-ateglacial sequence 
The Scottish Lateglacial may be subdivided into 3 phases: (i) the 
retreat of the last ice-sheet, which was punctuated by an unknCwn 
nunber of readvances, (ii) a period of renewed wannth termed the 
"Lateglacial Interstadial" (between c. 13,000-11,000 years B. P. ) which 
was terrminated by, (iii) a short climatic deterioration (the Loch 
Lcrrcnd Stadial) when glacial and periglacial, conditims returned to 
Britain. The Stadial, way have lasted approximately 750 years in the 
Highlands giving way to the present interglacial c. 10,000 years ago. 
These Lateglacial phases are pertinent to later discussion but only 
1. Information given cn the reverse of a photograph held at the, - Geological Museun, South KensirGtc)n,, London. 
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brief descriptions of each are given below as good summaries of the 
literature are available in Sissons (1976a) and Gray ard Lowe (1977). 
(i) Ice-sheet retreat 
The Late-Devensian ice sheet is generally believed to have 
reached its maximal extent c. 18,000 years ago (Penny et al. 1969), 
though its timing of retreat is unknown. Erratic boulders and striae 
have been reported near the summits of Scottish Mountains (at up to 
1,100 m O. D. in the Ben Nevis area) but, as Sissons (1981) observed, 
there is no conclusive evidence that the erratic boulders and striae 
relate to the last ice-sheet. Boulton et al. (1977) attempted to 
model the late-Devensian ice-sheet and reconstructed its surface as up 
to 1,800 m O. D. in the Scottish Highlands. However,, they admitted 
that their model was erroneous as it necessitated very high rates of 
calving at the supposed ice-sheet margin. 
Numerous radiocarbcn dates indicate deglaciaticn of the Highland 
glens by. 2.13,000 years B. P. (e. g. Kirk and Godwin 1963, Sissons and 
Walker 1974, Lowe and Walker 1977). Coleopteran assemblages from 
deposits in SW Scotland however indicate a cold climate prior to c- 
13,000 years B. P. when mean July sea level temperatures in SW 
Scotland were around &C (Bishop and Coope 1977). 
The dichotomy between the dates for deglaciaticn of the Highland 
glens and that of climatic amelioration may be explained in two 
possible ways. First, Sissons (1981) proposed that down-wastage of 
the last ice sheet, and presumably others before ite may have been 
caused initially by starvation from precipitation as depressions 
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tracked along lower lines of latitude in alliance with the polar 
oceanic front, which was displaced S by polar oceanic water 
encroaching from the N. An -alternate explanation is, that the dates 
from, newly deglaciated terrain are erroneous and cannot be used with 
confidence to correlate between such events. -Sutherland (1980) for 
instance, expressed concern over the accuracy of radiocarbon dates 
from basal deposits which may, provide misleadingly old dates because 
of the effects of ancient carbon derived fram the newly-deglaciated 
terrain. 
Several readvances; of the last ice sheet have been hypothesised 
in the past, including the Aberdeen-Lammermuir Readvance and the Perth 
Readvance, which have now been refuted (cf. Sissons 1976a" Gray and 
Lowe 1977). In Wester Ross however extensive end moraines occur 
outside the limits of the Loch Lomond Advance (Rcbinson and Ballantyne 
1979) and are considered to have been formed by a readvance of the 
last ice sheet (Sissons and Dawson 1981). The last authors have shown 
that raised shorelines outside the limits of the Wester Ross Readvance 
possess a similar gradient to the Main Perth Shoreline in the Forth 
valley, where there is an abrupt drcp in the marine limit suggesting a 
possible glacial readvance. The raised shorelines in Wester Ross show 
no such marked fall, indicating instead a gradually falling relative 
sea level and frustrating correlation between the E and W coast 
evidence (Sissons and Dawscn 1981). 
Sissons (1982) discussed evidence for a former ice-dammed lake, 
impounded by readvancing glaciers which pre-dated the Loch Lomond 
Advance near Achnasheen, central Ross-shire. The Achnasheen Readvance 
may correlate with the Wester Ross Rezýdvance though this has not been 
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established (Sissons 1982). 
At loch Fyne an the SW Highlands the rapid northward retreat of 
glaciers fran their maximum was interrupted at c. 13,000 years B. P. by 
a halt stage or readvance termed the Otter Ferry Stage'. (Sutherland 
1981). If the cold climate Colecpteran assemblages from SW Scotland 
(Bishop and Coope 1977) that date, to c. 13,000 years ago are 
symptomatic of the climate prior to the Otter Ferry Stage, then this 
indicates that, deglaciation occurred initially under a cold climate 
and that a halt or readvance occurred while temperatures were close to 
those experienced today (Sutherland 1981). Caution must be expressed 
over the accuracy of the dating of these events. However, Sissons 
(1981) has prcposea that as climate ameliorated towards the end of the 
cold periodl, precipitation-bearing depressions may have tracked once 
more across Scotland nourishing retreating glaciers and causing a 
readvance. 
The Lateglacial Interstadial 
If the radiocarbon dates from basal deposits are correcto then 
the location of- early, basal dates fra, Scottish glens is suggestiver 
according to Sissons (1976a), of complete deglaciation of Scotland 
before 12,500 years B. P., though this is disputed by a few workers 
(e. g. Peacock'1970, Sugden 1970, Sutherland 1981). However, it is 
not known when high-level glacial -refuges were deglaciated as these 
areas often lie within the limits of the Lcch Ixxnond Advance'and any 
stratigraphical evidence of complete deglaciation would probably have 
been destroyed during the later Advance. 
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Figure 3.1: The IOch Lcm0nd Advance in the 
Scottish Highlands. 
Soi-I develcpnent began again in Scotland during the Lateglacial 
Interstadial, as evidenced by the humus accumulations in lake floor 
sediments (e. g. Pennington et al. 1972). Pollen analyses of 
interstadial sediments indicate that open-habitat ý plants (e. g. 
grasses, sedges and mosses) predominated and that the low ground of 
much of Scotland was characterised by park tundra which was replaced 
, to the N, and at higher altitudes, by a treeless tundra (Gray and Lowe 
1977). Bishcp and Cocpe's (1977) palaeotemperature curve through the 
Lateglacial, features a decline from the maximum of 150 C at c. 13,000 
years B. P. to 12" at c. 12,000 years B. P. after which a further 
gradual deterioration heralded the onset of the IA: )dh Lcmond Stadial. 
(iii) The Loch Ijcxrcnd Stadial 






surround the British Isles (Ruddiman 
et al. 1977). Foraminifera assem- 
blages from the Firth of Clyde were 
dominated at this time by polar 
species (Peacock et al. 1978). In 
fresh-water lakes# organic deposits 
that accumulated during the 
Lateglacial Interstadial are 
succeeded (often sharply) by a 
minerogenic layer, indicative of 
soil erosion. Tundra vegetation 
dominates the pollen profiles of 
sediments from the Stadial with high. 
frequencies of Artemisia in drier 
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areas. 
The climatic deterioration resulted in glacier accumulation in 
many upland area of Britain (Sissons 1976a, 1979c, Gray 1982). Large 
ice masses occupied the W Highlands and plateau ice-caps formed (e. g. 
the Gaick plateau, central Grampians). Large piedmont. glaciers flowed 
S of the Highland boundary edge in the W and other large glaciers 
spread out Ef rom the W Highland glacier complex (Fig. 3.1). 
Pronounced variations in the precipitation of the time (Sissons aI nd 
Sutherland 1976, Sissons 19? qO produced only small glaciers in the 
Cairngorms in contrast to the large glaciers in the W Grampians. 
Intense periglaciation occurred in upland areas (Ballantyne 1981) 
and frost-wedges have been found inside Loch Lomond Advance limits 
that lie close to sea-level (Sissons 1977a), indicating that mean 
annual temperatures must have been below -10 C. Mean July 
IL 0 temperatures Oea-level of 6- and 7* C have been inferred from the 
glaciers of the SE and SW, Grampians respectively (Sissons and 
Sutherland 1976, Sissons 19"N - At 1,, 000 m O. D. winter temperatures 
would have been considerably lower with at least discontinuous 
pennafrost, being established (Ballantyne 1981). 
The climatic amelioration at the close of the Loch Lanond Stadial 
occurred, according to Bishcp and Coope (1977), with great. rapidity. 
The reconstructions of the enviromental changes at the end of the 
Stadial are of particular concern in this thesis and will be discussed 




3.4 Recent reseýrciý 
Additional data on RSF locations bave recently been acquired by 
the Geological Survey in previously urnapped areas (e. g. Sheet 62) and 
according to Peacock (1975a) over 250 RSFs have been mapped by the 
Geological Survey in the western Highlands. RSFs have also been 
mapped in the Highlands by other Quaternary scientists (e. g. Thompson 
1972, Sissons unpubl , Sutherland 1981, unpubl , Thorp 1978). 
A number of RSF triggers haye been suggested in the literature. 
Godard (1965) discussed several RSFs on Mull,, Eigg and Skye. These 
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rotational rock-slcpe failures are atypical when, compared with those 
found in the Highlands (cf. Sissons 1976a) as slope failure in the 
Inner Hebrides usually occurs where basalt overlies shale or other 
incompetent rock. Godard's inferences concerning process are still of 
interest. of four possible factors controlling slope failure noted 
by him, three geologic ones: lithology, the dip of lithological units 
and rock structure (i. e. jointing/ foliation), were stressed. The 
fourth factor combined glacial oversteepening of valley slopes# 
increased tensionalM forces within slopes on deglaciation: "le 
depart de la glace creait parfois une decompre'ssion" (Godard 1965; 
630) and high groundwater levels. He did not discuss the mechanism by 
which groundwater was thought to have led to slope instability. 
Sissans (1967) also invoked glacial aversteepening Of rockwalls, 
assisted by the release of water from the melting of permafrost, as a 
trigger for RSFs. He further hypothesised that 'ice-wedging' may have 
caused rock-slcpe failure in Lateglacial. times (Sissons 1976a) but the 
scale of rock-masses which may have been displaced by such a process 
e 
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was not suggested. Notes accompanying the Drift Edition, of the 
Geological Survey Sheet 62W (Johnston et al. 1975) state that rock- 
slope failure may have been triggered by 'periglacial processes' 
though Johnston et al. (1975) did not elaborate on, this suggested 
cause. 
Sissons and Cornish (1982) presented. detailed data on the 
altitudes of the fossil Glen Roy ice-dammed lake shorelines (the 
famous "Parallel Roads"). Instrumental levelling of the shorelines 
has established their vertical dislocaticn in at least three areas, at 
one point by. S. 3m (Sissons and Cornish 1982; Fig. 9). 
, 
The three 
areas are associated with landslides (two are RSFs) and Sissons and 
Cornish speculated that the slope failures were triggered by 
earthquakes accompanying the stress-release between crustal blocks. 
: Ballantyne and Eckford (1984) hypothesised. that triggering of 
I slope failure near West Lomond Hill, Fife, could have occurred by 
earthquakes but noted that no faults were shown close to the field 
site, on Geological Survey maps of the area. They suggested two other 
possible, triggers: U) withdrawal of supporting ice from oversteepened. 
slopes and (ii) "progressive development of joints through dilation 
(unloading)" (Ballantyne and Eckford 1984; 28). 
Perhaps the most speculative and interestin'g aspect of rock-slcpe 
failure is the relative amount of geomorphic work achieved by high- 
magnitude events. Some inferences concerning the-chronology and 
magnitude-frequency relationships of RSFs have been made in the 
literature. Godard (1965) hypothesised that during deglaciation 
conditions would bave been most suitable for the butiation of RSFs- 
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The main phases of slope instability according to Sissons (1%7) -would 
have been during glacial and late-glacial times, with the greatest 
frequency occurring durirxg deglaciation. He also stated that: 
"Doubtless some masses tumbled down onto the glaciers 
themselves and contributed to the morainic debris" (Sissons 1967; 
227). 
Sissons (1976a) suggested that slope failure may have occurred at 
a reduced rate during the Flandrian and Sissons and Cornish (1982) 
commented that no major RSFs have occurred in the last 250 years in 
the Highlands, though the evidence for this inference was not 
detailed. Ballantyne and Eckford (1984) thought that one slope 
failure near West Lomond Hill was "ancient". They considered the 
I occurrence of a drystone wall built in 1840 across the failed debris 
and the 'rounded' appearance of rock exposed in the slide scar to be 
suggestive of the RSFs old age. 
Two case studies in the HighlarxIs have been cited as evidence of 
an interaction of RSFs with former glaciers. A massive accumulation 
of Torridonian Sandstone boulders on the floor of the corrie SE of 
Beinn Alligin in Wester Ross ENG 87/60] was investigated by Sissons 
(1975). The mass of boulders has a maximum height of 12-15 m, a width 
decreasing almost linearly from 400 m at the corrie backwall, to 200 M 
near the terminus and is 1.2-km-long. SissonB stated that to his 
knowledge the feature is unique in the Scottish Highlands. A RSF, was 
evidently the source of the debris on the corrie floor as at the crest 
of the steep corrie backwall 300-m-above the debris accumulation, a 
large scar has been formed by two intersecting fault/joint planes. , 
The excessive travel distance of the boulder debris is the 
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interesting characteristic of this landform and two hypotheses have 
been advanced to explain it. Sissons (1975) suggested that the failed 
rock may have fallen onto a decaying Loch Lomond Advance glacier 
remnant, which was reactivated under the added load of the debris to 
form ar ock glacier. Whalley (1976) proposed that the 'r un-out' of the 
boulder debris could have resulted from a rock avalandbe. Rock 
avalanches are masses of broken bedrock (supplied by massive RSFs) 
which move as exceedingly rapid* dry flows (Coates 1977).,, The 
excessive travel distances of rock avalanches are well documented 
(e. g. Heim 1882,1932, Harrison and Falcon 1937, Mudge 1965, Shreve 
1966,1968, Kent 1966.. Hsu 1975, Porter and Orombeiii 1981a,, b) though 
the exact mode of "- sport is the subject of controversy. 
Whalley (1976) opined that the Beinn Alligin RSF probably 
occurred during deglaciation when cleft-water pressures within rock 
masses would have been high. Explanation of the feature is hindered 
because the morphology of the boulder accumulation is consistent with 
either a rock glacier or rock avalanche interpretation. Prominent 
ridges, linear depressions, hummocky surface topography and a well- 
defined limit, are characteristic of both types of feature (Bock 
1977). 
Haynes (1977) detailed some of the landforms found in Gorm 
Coire by Ben Hee [NC 43/341. She inferred that the corrie backwall 
was subjected to RSF during glaciation citing two observations in 
support of this. First, the failed debris is fronted by "stbamlined 
drift" (Haynes 1977; 338) and secondly,, an anomalous ly- large 
I accumulation of drift is found on the NE side of the corrie. The 
drift accumulation, larger than any found in other corries near Ben 
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Hee, contrasts with bare rock on the_ SW side of Gorm Coire itself. 
Haynes ocnsidered the source of the debris accumulatim to bave been 
RSF. - Sissons (1977a) also suspected a connection between RSF and 
glaciaticn at this site. 
3.5 The wctk of R. S. WAtters 
Me most significant contribution towards an understanding of the r 
mechanics of rock-slope failure in the Scottish Highlands was provided 
by the reconnaissance engineering-geology survey, of Watters (1972). 
The primary aim of his research was to assess the current stability of 
metamorphic rock-slcpes in the Highlands. 
Watters classified RSFs-according to their failure mode(s), 
distinguishing between plane-sliding, wedge-sliding, toppling and 
tcppling/sliding modes of slope failure. A major finding of his work 
was the first field evidence for large-scale toppling of slopes, in 
particular his detailed examination of the slopeat Glen Pean ENN 910 
9051 (de Freitas and Watters 1973). He visited seventy localities 
where slope instability had occurred, all of the sites were gleaned 
from the published and unpublished work of the Geological Survey. No 
attempt was made by him to establish an independent inventory of RSFs. 
Watters. thought that the geographic distribution of slope 
failures is controlled by rock, typep discontinuity attitudes and 
topography. ' The inherent weakness of phyllites, mica- schists, and 
schistose grits in the Cowal district of the SW Highlands, for 
instance, were cited as the cause of 'the high incidence of slope 
instability in this area. 
/ 
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Watters considered it possible to- identify dominant s1cpe failure 
modes in different parts of 
(the)Cowal. 
In the W Cowal steeper 
foliation dips were considered to bave caused mainly translational- 
shear modes (cf. plane-slides and wedge-Slides). Nearer to the axis 
of the Cowal peninsula however, lower foliation dip angles were 
- supposed to have given rise to toppling and tcppling/sliding failures. 
He also stated that low-angle joints may account for the high 
incidence of rock-slcpe fallure in the Knoydart area. 
Limit-equilibrium techniques were employed by Watters to n*cdel a 
number of possible cleft-water pressure distributions and rock 
strength dharacteristics for his detailed studies. Laboratory testing 
of the main metamorphic rock types provided shear strength data for 
use in the limit-equilibrium models. Watters discovered significant 
differences in the strengths of these rocks, particularly lower shear 
strengths along lines of foliation. He constructed height/angle 
diagrams for slopes composed of phyllite, mica-schist and psammitet 
but did not analyse gneiss. 
The majority of the case studies, he considered, required high 
cleft-water pressures to trigger failure and were most likely to have 
occurred during deglaciation. At such times, he stated, glacially 
oversteepened slopes and the thawing of frozen-ground would have 
provided optimum conditions for slope instability. He hypothesised 
that ground-water levels during deglaciation would have been at or 
near the surface. 
All of the 70 slope failures discussed by him were considered to 
be post-glacial (i. e. post Loch Lomond Advance) though he was 
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cognizant of the possibility that RS. F debris may have been removed 
between and/or during glacial advances/readvances. He also prcposed 
that certain failures could have occurred well after deglaciation: 
triggered by progressive-failure. He commented of a RSF cn the E face 
of Fraoch Bheinn ENM 98/941; 
"the overall impression is that the slide has occýrred recently.. 
.. the slide debris does not support any substantial amounts of 
vegetation, the main growths only being of fungus" (Watters 1972; 
146). 
He also suggested that progressive-failure of a number of small-scale 
RSFs was still occurring. He made no attempt to date the RSFs. 
3.6 Discussicn 
Little is Rnown about the controls on the distribution of RSFs in 
the Scottish Highlands at the large-scale. Watters (1972) inferred a 
connection between RSFs and rock structure/type and topography, but 
cbtained insufficient data to enable testing of his hypotheses for the 
whole of the Highlands. He emphasised the importance of slcpe failure 
in phyllites, schists and schistose grits. If his inferences 
concerning the inherent weakness of these rock types are correct, then 
their outcrops in the Highlands should be important areas for slope 
instability. 
Data cn RSF locations however are themselves incomplete. There 
are published geological maps, such as Sheet 65 (Balmoral), where RSFS 
are not mapped and yet are known to have occurred (Sissons unpubl. ). 
A consistent- approach to RSF mapping is required prior to analyses of 
their spatial distribution. 
Several possible causes of RSFs in the Highlands have been 
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referred to above. rnie different hypotheses are summarised in Table 
3.1 which illustrates that the inferred triggers of rock-slcpe failure 
bave tended to move away from early emphasis of the possible direct 
effect of glaciers an rock-slope stability (glacial oversteepening of 
slopes) towards other indirect affects (e. g. hydrological changes and 
0 
seismic events). The rock mechanics techniques discussed in Chapter, 2 
provide a means of assessing the role of each possible trigger. As 
processes may have exerted a combined effect upon individual slopes, 
hoýrever, the relative importance of each may be indeterminable. 
Authors Glacier Hydrologic Periglacial Seismic Progressive- 
erosion changes processes events failure 
Bailey (1916) 
Godard (1965) xx 
Sissons (1967) xxx 
Watters (1972) xx 
Whalley (1976) x 
Johnston et, al. x 
(1975) 
Sissons (1976a) x 
Sissons and x 
Cornish (1982) 
Ballantyne and Xx 
Eckford (1984) 
Table 3.1: Suggested causes of RSFs in the Scottish Highlands 
A connection, whether direct or indirect, between glaciation and 
rock-slcpe failure has been implicitely recognised in the literature 
(cf- Sissons 1975,1976a, Peacock 1975a, Haynes 1977) and yet little 
work has been undertaken to assess whether the limits of former 
glaciers correlate with the occurrence of slope failures. The Loch 
L, mKxid Advance has now been mapped across much of the Highlands (Fig. 
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3.1) enabling testing of this hypothesis. 
Most geanorphological work on RSFS in the Scottish Highlands has 
been qualitative though Watters' thesis was a valuable advance on this 
work. His back-analyses of failed slopes however may be criticised 
because he often failed to employ sensitivity-analyses that would 
indicate the relative importance of each of the assumptions which he 
made. He recognised the importance of progressive-failure in causing 
rock-slcpe failure after deglaciation but mainly utilised peak shear 
strengths in back-analyses. Consequently, more pessimistic cleft- 
water pressure distributions would be necessary to model failure at 
peak strength than when mobilised resistance to shear is assumed to be 
below its peak. 
The possibility that earthquakes could have triggered slope 
failure is an exciting development which requires testing on a larger 
scale than that permitted by Sissons and Cornish's (1982) work. A 
major difficulty however is that the magnitudes, distribution and 
frequency of the hypothesised earthquakes are unknown. Although 
Sissons and Cornish have suggested rapid localised uplift at Glen Ray# 
it is not known whether the inferred fault displacement occurred by a 
series of minor displacements or by one displacement. It is possible 
that the fault-scarp described by Sissons and Cornish is a glacio- 
isostatically induced "pop-up Pop-ups are features caused by 
localised and rapid relief of stress often encountered during 
quarrying operations (cf. Coates 1977,, Nicholls 1980). According to 
Eyles and Paul (1983), such features should be frequent in formerly 
glaciated terrain though drift-cover above the rockhead may hinder 
their identification. 
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Certain of the suggested causes of RSFs necessitate assumptions 
as to when failure occurred. The operation of ice-wedging as a cause 
of RSFs (if at all) for instance, would have been restricted to cold 
periods in the Lateglacial. In addition, if glacial oversteepening of 
slopes was the dominant process leading to slope instability, then 
RSFs would have been largely confined to the period during and 
immediately following deglaciation. Progressive-failure may have led 
to sporadic slope failure throughout the Flandrian and many authors 
have hypothesised a phase of high RSF frequency during deglaciation 
with decreasing activity during the Flandrian (e. g. Watters 1972, 
Sissons 1967,1976a). Since no study of RSF chronology has been made 
in Scotland this hypothesis is so far untested. 
The relative contribution of high-magnitude RSFs to the 
denudation of the Scottish mountains is unknown. Some measure of 
their efficacy can be gained by comparison between RSF and, for 
instance, protalus; rampart volumes. The Beim Alligin slope failure 
involved roughly 8.0 x 105 m3 rock and this may be compared with the 
6.0 x 105 m3 of rock debris composing the protalus rampart at the base 
of the Creag an Fhithich slope in Wester Ross ENG 85/671 (Sissons 
1976b). Sissons considered that the protalus rampart was formed by 
ice-wedging of blocks along joints over a period of c. 750 years,, 
urlrl(g the Loch Lcmond Stadial. The amount of erosion achieved by the 
Beinn Alligin RSP (in perhaps a matter of minutes) attests to the 
possible importance of RSF in the denudaticn of mountain envircrunents. ' 
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3.7 omcl usicn 
Research concenung rock-slcpe failure in the Scottish Highlands 
began with the work of Clough in the late 19th Century and since then 
little research has been undertaken specifically on RSFs in the 
Highlands. Mapping of RSFs is incomplete and little is known about 
the environmental controls on their spatial distribution. Watters 
(1972) suggested however that phyllites, mica-schists and schistose 
grits are particularly susceptible to slope instability but was cnly 
able to test this hypothesis using the Geological Survey information, 
which is known to be incomplete. 
Much geomorphic research has empbasised glacial oversteepenixyl Of 
rock-slopes as the dominant trigger of slope failure, though no 
attempts have been made to test this mechanically. Other indirect 
af fects, in particular high clef t-water pressures which could have 
prevailed during deglaciation and progres sive- failure, have been 
suggested by Watters (1972). Sissons and Cornish (1982) hypothesised 
that earthquakes accompanying the stress-release between isostaticallY 
uplifted blocks May have triggered slope failures. The distribution# 
magnitude and frequency of possible earthquakes during deglaciation. is 
unknown. 
Most authors have hypothesised a phase of high RSF incidence 
during deglaciatian with continued activity but decreasing frequencys, 
th'OUghout the Flandrian (cf. watters 1972, Sissons 1976a). Sissons 
and Cornish stated that no major slope failure is known to have 
Occurred in the Highlands in the last 250 years yet few attempts have 
been made to assess the age of slope failures in Scotland- 
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A number of different and as. yet unsatisfactorily answered 
research themes, have been identified in Section 3.5. Within the 
framework of this thesis, these themes require answers to the 
questions of: where? when? how? how much/when? and why? As all these 
questions are inter-related and the previous literature on each 
limited, this thesis attempts explanation of RSFs using a 
multidisciplinary approach (cf. Whalley 1974, Selby 1982). The first 
theme (where? ) will be pursued in the next chapter. 
e 
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4: " RXK-SU3PE EMIM RIBUTICN IN THE SCOTTISH HIGHEMDS 
4.1 TntrCCIUCtiCin 
Because of the variation in the quality of previous mapping of 
RSFs highlighted in Ompter 3, 'it was decided that' the first task of 
'i the researchproject should be to 6CITPIle an inventory of RSFs in the 
main' motmtain areas of the Scottish Highlands. ' The inventory would 
serve two main purposes: ' first, as a reconnaissance survey to isolate 
areas, that warranted detailed study and secondly, 
. 
to pennit 
statistical investigatim of possible environmental controls upon the 
distributim of RSFs. 
The stability-threshold of a rock-slope is determined by its 
internal prcperties, in particular its geanetry and joint shear 
strengths. As stability-threshold magnitudes vary in space, because 
of variations in rock tkm and slope angle, for instancer statistical 
analyses of the spatial distribution of RSFs may permit inferences as 
to why slope failure occurred. Extrinsic influences on slope 
stability, 
-such 
as the degree of glaciation, may also vary in their 
distribution. 
'A nunber of RSF distribution studies have been rade within various 
1110mtain areas of the world (e. g. Carrara and Merenda 1976, Eisbacher 
1979b, Whalley et al - 1983) but to the author's knowledge,, no previous 
study has atte*ted to test in detail the hypothe- sis' that glaciers, 
either c"rectlY Or indirectly, reduce rock-slope stability. ' The 
s'gnlf'cance 'Of this chapter is that it tests this hypothesis by 
analyses. of the spatial. distribution of RSFs and the limits of fonner 
so 
glaciers in the Scottish Highlands. 
, 
4.2 Previousý PSF studies 
Most of the previous RSF distribution studies have been 
undertýken for engineering purposes. Emphasis'has th'e'refore been 
placed upon: detennining the regional enviroanental-controls upon 
slope failure, assessing regional slope failure risk and- identifying 
areas which are particularly prone to slope failure. 
I 
A plethora of variables have been suggested as controls on the 
distribution of RSFs. However, lithology is often cited as the most 
important determinant of RSF distribution (e. g. Rybar ýnd Nemcok 1968, 
Radbruch-Hall and Varnes 1976, Eisbacher 1979b, Whalley et al. 1983). 
A major survey of larxIslides; in Czechoslovakia revealed 9,000 examples 
of which relatively few were located on granites, limestones, 
dolanites and the metamoxjýhic rocks (Rybar and Nemok 1968). Most of 
the Czechoslovakian landslides occur where resistant rocks, such as 
volcanics, 'o"verlie poorly consolidated sedimentary rocks. 
Eisbacher (1979b) considered that the Canadian Cord I 11tra can be 
divided into eight zones that are characterisecl by different form of 
landsliding cn different lithologies. He attenpted to identify the 
dominant landslide type for different areas,, an approach that assumes 
that variations in geology conVl slope failure type. Rockfalls were 
found to be most frequent in granitic and metamorplUc rocks while rock 
avalanches were cam-an in the southwest-dipping limestone, quartzite 
and dolanite strata (Eisbacher 1979b). 





dcminantly on the Tertiary basalt,, only eight RSFs being. reported ai 
other rock types. Landslides in Japan are nx)st cammly found in 
phyllites, schists, Tertiary tuffaceous rocks and where Neogene 
sedimentary rocks are -overlain by basalt (reported in: Radbruch-Hall 
and Varnes 1976). Padbruch-Hall (1976) has shown that the physical 
state U. e. the amount of fracturlng and shearing) of rock ard its 
lithology, can be used to predict slope stability in part of . 
the 
northern Coast Raryges, California. She speculated that these two, 
factors may be used to prepare maps of RSF susceptibility elsewhere. 
A nurrber of additional factors have been cited as influencirxg the 
intensity of landsliding in areas of hamogenous lithology. Eisbacher 
(1979b) for example, atteupted to accowiL for larýJslide-Lypa 
distribution by reference to precipitation, seismic risk and relief 
These factors have been identified as inyportant causes of RSF by a 
nurber of workers (e. g. Sharpe 1939, Zaruba and Mencl 1969, Radbruch- 
Hall and Varnes 1976, Coates 1977). Eisbacher classified the above 
factors into groups of bigh, intermediate and low magnitude. He 
superimposed the groups onto a map to indicate areas of potential high 
landslide risk; these areas correlated with the regions of high 
landslide incidence. 
Whalley et al. (1983) noted a spatial correlation between the 
locations of RSFs and glaciated valleys in Iceland though they 
cautioned that any connection between glaciers and RSFs my be 
carplex. They did not present detailed data on the limits of the 
fonrier glaciers nor did they investigate the supposed correlation at a 
smaller scale. 
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4.3 Data col I ecti an 
The RSF data in this study were collated fran analyses of mostly 
c. 1: 27,000-scale stereosccpic black and white aerial photographs. 
This scale was reccaniended by Svatos (1974) for PSF investigations 
though Patton and Hendron (1974) suggested the use of small-scale 
photographs for reconnaissance surveys with large-scale aerial 
photographs for later detailed investigations. Certain areas were 
surveyed with 1: 10,000-scale photographs during this study, a scale 
which was found to be less suited to PSF identification as large 
exan-ples require several prints to cover them. Large-scale 
photographs were however found to be useful in detailed rapping of the 
case study FSFs. Each of the aerial rhotograph runs was analysed 
twice or more and all the main mountain areas in the Highlands were 
covered by the survey (Fig. B-1). 
A nuTber of norphological. features indicative of slcpe failure 
(Watters 1972, Patton and Hendron 1974) were utilised during the 
survey to identify RSFs. These characteristic features include: 
deranged surface drainage, irregular (htinnocky) terrain, arcuate 
scarps, major cracks/furrows, ridges, boulder A. s-t%a4 &V %A 
"bulging" of a slope and ancmalous concentrations of springs. All 
these features were readily identified on the 1: 27,000-scale 
ph aphs - The only topographic evidence of limited slope failure 
in sane instances is the occurrence of ridges and furrows. 
care was taken when surveyirxg N-facirxg slopes as RSFs could have 
been cbscured by shadow. The possibility of RSFs having been omitted 
frcm the inventory due to shadowirxg is reduced by two factors. Firsts 
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most aerial photographs were taken, during the sLmrv--r months when 
shadows were comparatively shallow and secondly, the size. of -nkvW 
RSFs 
often precludes the possibility of whole features being cast in 
shadow. Cross-checkirxg of areas where official geological, Maps are 
available established that W-facing-RSFs were not under-represented: 
rather RSFs were identified during the survey on N-facirxg slopes which 
were not observed by the Geological Survey. officers. 
Using aerial photographs, the areas affected by RSFs were plotted 
by eye onto 1: 50,000-scale base maps. Later aerial photograph and 
field mapping of RSFs within the field areas established that the RSF 
boundaries defined on the base maps were sufficiently accurate for the 
analyses wade in this chapter. Rockfalls much smaller than the lower 
size limit (c. 2,000 m3) were visible on the aerial photographs. 
Four-hundred and thirty-two RSFs have been mapped within the 
limits of the survey: their locations are shown in Figure 4.1 (in map 
folder). Appendix B lists the grid reference, aspect and area of each 
slope failure. Grid references are given for the centroid'of the area 
affected b_v 'slcpe instability and the sites are grouped under the 
10,000 krý grid square letters. Area was estimated using a 
transluscent grid overlay with 100 x 100 m squares. rihe total area 
affected by slope failure, including the scar, is given for each 
example; followiryg the convention of the Geological Survey. Although 
area is a poor estimate of the "size" of a RSF, as it is affected by 
the degree of displacement, it is considered the most consistent 
statistic as IRSF volumes would be difficult to estimate due to the 
lack of subsurface data. The RSFs affect a total area of > 16 km2. 
0 
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Figure 4.2: Morphological classification of RSF 
positions. ' 1= valley side, 2= 
slcPe crest, 3= spur, 4= mountain 
tcp and 5= corrie headwall. 
A simple morphological classification (Fig. 4.2) describes 
slope failure position. The classes are similar to those used by 
Whallpv P+- al. (IC)R3). Scme of the 
5D 
RSFs have scars with no failed- 
debris below them. These are termed 
"debris-less RSFs" here. Those 
rock-slcpe failures which have 
failed debris below their scars (cf. 
Fig. 1.1) are temed "in situ RSFs". 
The simplest explanation for the removal of failed debris after slope 
failure is by glacial transportation (cf. Clough: in Gum et al. 
1897). SIM' lar landforns were observed in Norway by Bjerrun and 
J4rstad (1963) who ccmwmted that: 
'Huge rock slide scars were seen without the corresponding 
debris below, these evidently having been moved away by the 
glacier, or they occurred before the last glaciation. Scm rock 
slides across a valley seem to have been moved a bit by a glacier' 
(Bjerrun and Jýrstad (1963; 172) 
Addison (1981) described a debris-less RSF in CWm Graianogj Snowdonial 
which was thought to have involved c. 60,000 m3 of material. Large- 
scale bedding-plane ripples characterise the failure-surface of the 
RSF ar4 the only blocks that are so marked are located in "rorrie 
moraines" several hundred metres distant frcn the RSF scar. He 
hypothesised glacial transportation of the debris though it was not 
possible to infer whether the failed material pre-dated the advance 
of the glacier or if it fell onto the f6mer glacier surface. - Slope 
failures are known to have fallen onto currently active glaciers, 
leaving behind debris-less RSFs (e. g. Marangunic and Bull 1968, Gordon, 
et al. 1978). 
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Durirug the aerial photograph survey of RSFs other criteria that 
may indicate disturbance of failed debris by glaciers were considered. 
Downvalley displacement (cf. Bjerrum and Jýrstad 1963) or truncation 
of failed-debris would be evidence of interaction between RSFs and 
glaciers. Four exan-ples in addition to the debris-less RSFs_ are 
thought to have been disturbed by former glaciers. These are at: 
Maol Chean-dearg ENG 932 4971 (Rcbinson 1977), Meall: nan Fuarnan '[NH 
398 8991, Carn Ghluasaid [NR 139 1181 and at Mullach Coire Mhic 
Fhearchair [NH 047 7381. only two RSFs are thought to be possible 
"rock avalanches": the Beirm Alligin. feature [NG 866 6101 described 
I 
earlier (p, 39) and an exanple at Carn Alladale ENH 392 8981. 
4.4 Controls on IRSP distribution in the Scottish Highlands 
Analysis of the spatial distribution of RSFs, using the inventory 
data, is possible at the population and irxUvidual levels. At the 
ation level, there is a marked contrast in RSF densities between 
W and E (Fig. 4.3a). Although the rrain moLmtain areas are found in 
the W and local relief is often cited as an inportant factor in the 
distributim of rock-slope failures (e. g. Eisbacher 1979b),, 
variation in relief provides a poor descriptor of the RSF 
distributim in the Highlands. The Cairngon-ns fbr instance bave cnly 
one RSP despite their extensive areas, steep slopes and high relief. 
Rock type provides a better explanatim of the distributim of 
the RSF population. Some 93% of RSFs where geologic information is 
available occur in the metamorphic rocks listed in Table 4.1. The 
e 
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Figure 4.3: (a) Distribution of RSFs in the 
Scottish Highlands 
(b) Outcrcp of schistose rocks. 
1= Lcwer Dalradian 















Rock type NuTber Percentage 
schist 201 52 
psamdte 67 17 
pelite 42 11 
gneiss 26 7 
quartzite 23 6 
granite 10 3 
sandstone 3 1 
others 16 4 
Table 4.1: Distribution of RSFS on different rock types. 
n= 388 (90% sample). 
'schist' class in Table 4.1 includes schists which were 
undifferentiated by the Geological Survey officers. Where schists are 
e 
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differentiated cn geology maps the pelitic-schists, or mica-schists, 
(representing the more clayey horiz4rm of the parent rock) and the 
psamuites, cr granulites, - (utdch are derived fran metamorphism of the 
more sandy layers) are classified separately. Eighty percent of the 
sarrple are located cn schists of all types. 
Of particular interest is the strong spatial correlaticn between 
the Dalradian and Moinian Series outcrcps and RSFs (Fig. 4.3b).. 
Metamorphic rocks have peak fricticn angles sane 5-10" lower than the 
hard igneous rocks such as granite (Hoek and Bray 1977). This 
characteristic carbined with the strong rrechanical anistrcpy caused by 
foliation, significantly reduces the stability thresholds of the 
metamorr. hic rock, types., Slcpes carposed of rocks with high shear 
strengths therefore require a greater environmental change to trigger 
failure than slopes of the same slope angle and discontinuity patterns 
but with lower stability thresholds. 
The data for the wbole Highlands ooncur with Watters' (1972) 
statement that slope instability is most frequent, in the schists. 
Schists are renowned as bndr7l- , '*ý-4111Y --. a"; r. OPIible to slope failure in 
other countries (cf. Huder 1976, Radbi-uch-Hall. and Varnes 1976). 
Within the outcrcp of the Moinian and Dalradian Series, areas of 
high RSF densities occur, the principlA ones being: the Cawal 
district, The Trossachs and the Knoydart/Kintail area (A, B and C 
respectively: Fig. 4.3a). Schists dominate the geology of all three 
areas. 
The level of amual preci tation Ihas been cited as an inportant 
inflUence upon RSF distribUtiCn (Radbruch-Hall and Vames 1976, 
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Figure'! 4.4: RelatioRship between RSF frequency/ 
100 krrr and annual precipitation 
(w/e). 
I 
Eisbacher 1979b) and a visual comparison between annual precipitation 
and RSF distributions in the Highlands is alsd -suggestive'of a 
correlation. 
To . establish more satisfactorily whether the Scottish RSF 
distributicn is sensitive to variations in annual precipitatiori, the 
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recorded with the amual precipitation value for the centre of each 
grid square. The results of this analysis are given in Figure 4.4. 
The frequency (density) of RSFs increases with increasing 
precipitation. The dashed-line on the graph indicating the m: Lxu*mum 
likely RSF frequency/100 kM2 for given precipitatim values. 
Although a statistical connection exists between annual 
precipitation and PSF densities, causality has not been proven. Other 
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distributions to that of precipitation, which is also controlled to 
some. extent by the distribution of mountainous areas. It could be 
argued that if increased rockfall frequency was related to excessive 
accumulation of water in the past (e. g. Grove 1972) then the, spatial 
variation in rainfall should influence RSF occurrence. However, any 
relationship is likely to be complex. 
It was stressed in Chapter 2 that the orientations of 
discontinuities such as joints and foliation control the failure modes 
of rock. A relationship between rock structure and the occurrence of 
RSFs in the Highlards sbould be expected. 
As the RSF location data were collated, dip angle and azimuth 
data (if known) of joints and foliation near to each RSF were recorded 
from geological maps. It soon became. obvious that the foliation, 
bedding and joint measurements recorded on the Geological Survey maps 
were insufficiently detailed to permit testing of the hypothesis at 
the inventory level. Detailed joint surveys (described later) 
established that even where several joint sets occur on a slope only 1 
or 2 are recorded an the official Geological Survey maps. Moreovert 
the joint sets shown on the geological maps may not be those critical 
in understanding why a RSF occurred at a particular location. 'The 
structural controls upon the mode of failure are investigated in 
greater detail in Chapters 6,7 and 8. 
Some explanation of individual RSF locations may be made with 
reference to the orientations of the debris-less RSFs and in situ 
RSFs. Figure 4.5a gives the orientations of in situ RSFs. All 
0 
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Figure 4.5: (a)'Orientations (in 100ý'intervals)' 
of in situ RSFs 





orientations are represented but there is a slight NW-SE preference 
inthe-ý-data. The latter probably reflecting the main valley-axis 
directions in the W Highlands (E-W and NW-SE) where the majority of 
RSFs are located. Debris-less RSFs (Fig. 4.5b) show a strong easterly 
preference with 60 examples (88%) having orientations between 0 and 
170". 
In situ RSF and -debris-less RSF positions are given in Table 
4.2. Significant differences occur in the two data sets. Valley side 
p itions account for 68% of the in situ RSFs, compared to the 35% osi 
of debris-less RSFs that occur on valley sides. Relatively higher 
percentages of debris-less RSFs occur in spur and corrie-backwall 
positions, compared to in situ RSFs. 
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Positicn In situ RSFs Debris-less RSFs 
valley side 248, (66%) 24 (35%) 
valley crest 56 (16%) 15 (22%) 
spur 37 (10%) 15 (22%) 
mountain tcp 12 (3%) 3 (5%) 
corrie headwall. 11 (3%) 11 (16%) 
Table 4.2: -RSF Frequencies wi thin the- position classes, rr-=- 432. ' 
There may be a rock mechanics explanation for the preferred 
position of debris-less RSFs. Spurs are geometric weakpoints of 
mountains (Gerber and Scheidegger 1969, Whalley 1974) which may be 
oversteepened by selective glacial erosion because of their relative 
exposure. It may be argued that slopes in spur and corrie backwall 
positions, having suffered relatively greater erosion, may fail- first 
(and have a greater chance of being transported along a glacier 
surface) than slopes occupying other positions. 
The-strong easterly orientation of debris-less'RSFs suggests that 
S 
a combined climatic-rock mechanicLef fect* may have operatede The 
orientation data may be biased however by" the preferred attitudes of 
corries and -spurs. - Corrie aspects are dominantly NE facing and as 
corrie-headvalls are arcuate in plan, RSFs with corrie headwall. 
positions'should be expected with NE, E and SE aspe cts. ' The aspect 
and'pOsitional' data for all RSFs (Table 4.3) provide some evidence for 
this. 
Numerous ý'RSFs are sited midway up a slope and do not extend to 
the - valley f loors. ' This 'observation contradicts Muller's (1964)' 
statement that the preferred position of a failure-plane outcrop will 
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be at the slope foot where shear stresses are greatest. -A possible 
explanation for the preferred mid-slcpe positions of the Scottish RSFs 





valley side 61 (23%) 74 (27%) 61 (23%) 75 (28%) 
slcpe crest 24 (34%) 24 (34%) 10 (14%) 13 (18%) 
spur 12 (25%) 21 (44%) 5 (10%) 10 (21%) 
nxxmtain tcp 4 (29%) 3 (21%) 3 (21%) 4 (29%) 
corrie headwall 5 (20%) 15 (60%) 2 (8%) 3 (12%) 
Table 4.3: Frequency (row% in brackets) of RSF positions/aspects 
Explanation of the spatial distribution of both RSF indiViduals 
and population is further enhanced when RSF locations are compared 
with the -known 
'limits 
of the Loch Lomond Advance 'glAciers. The 
correlation is best observed, on 1: 50,000 or larger scale maps* 
examples of which will be given later (see also Fig. 4.1). A summary 
statistic however has been used to simplify the locational data. The 
horizontal distances of RSF centroid-5 frot, the upper limits of Loch 
Lomond Advance glaciers (if present) in contiguous valleys/corries 
have been measured. Distances of RSFs from glacier limits are 
classified in 200-m-intervals in Appendix B. - All RSFs are included in 
areas where the glacial, limits are, known. 
A 30% sample of RSFs (133 cases occur in areas where the extent 
of the Ioch Loomond Advance is known in detail) has been analysed and 
the distances of their centroids from the former glacier limits are 
summarised in Figure 4.6. Although the accuracy of the distance 
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measure may be criticised, it provides an initial indication of 'the 
nature of the spatial correlatim between PSF locations and former 
Frequency 
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glacial limits and is an advance on previous work which purported to 
demonstrate a spatial correlation between RSFs and glaciers (e. g. 
Whalley et al. 1983). 
Accepting the limitations of the descriptive measure of 
distance, ' a remarkable correlation has been found to exist between RSF 
centrOids and the upper limits of the former glaciers. Some 59% of 
the s ample RSFs occur within +/- 200 m of the upper limits of former 
glaciers and a total of 79% occur within +/- 600 m. Of greatest 
interest however is that 44% of the sample RSF centroids occur within 
200-m-outside the upper limits of the former glaciers. 
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The Loch Loomaid Advance glaciers must therefore have led either 
directly or i nd i : ectly, to rock-s1cpe -instability arxI the cause(s) of 
instability must also bave bad their greatest affect when the former 
glaciers were at, or close to, their limits. Possible causal 
mechanisms are discussed in the following section. 
4.5 Glaciers and ro, ck-slcpe stability 
The proximity of RSF centroids to glacier limits might be cited 
as evidence of glacial oversteepening. There are difficulties however 
with the oversteepening mechanism. Relatively few RSFs (29% of the 
11 sample) are sited inside the former glacial limits, where the slopes 
could have been oversteepened by the Loch Loomond Advance glaciers. A 
second problem is that if glacial oversteepening was the only 
triggering mechanism,, then a greater proportion of the RSFs should 
have interacted with glacier ice, as slopes would have failed 
comparatively. soon. after the lateral support provided by glaciers was 
removed. The preferred positions of debris-less RSFs indicate that 
glacial oversteepening may have been important at spurs and at corrie, 
backwalls but less so on-valley sides (further discussion of this 
point is made in Chapter 
Whalley (1974) has suggested a model for the increased frequency 
of RSFs in formerly glaciated areas which may explain the correlaticn 
of RSFs with former glacial limits without recourse to the 
oversteepening 
, mechanism. He considered the most 
important RSF 
trigger was high cleft-water pressure build up in ro6k-slopes. 
AdaPting the ideas of TerzýLýui (1%2),, Muller (1964) and Bjerrurn and 
Jýrstad (1968)o 
-Whalley hypothesised that glaciers raise water-tables 
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within- ad3oining mountain slopes (Fig. 4.7a, b)., This would increase 
the shear-stresses acting upon discontinuities lyirxg immediately above 
the margins of glaciers and may have caused failed debris to fall cnto 
glacier surfaces. It would also increase the slope areas affected by 
cleft-water pressures. Whalley asked: 
'is it possible ...... that the presence of glaciers merely provides 
a supply of water for rock failure? ' (Whalley 1974; 29). 
i 
He also suggested that high cleft-water pressures would be 
most important in deglacial. times. 
During glacier advances/readvancest discontinuities lying 
inside the glacier limits would be subjected to cleft-water pressures 
but would be successively covered whilst new potential failure lines 
were exposed to increased shear stresses as mountain water-tables 
rose in response to rising glacier surfaces. Whalley (1974) 
hypothesised that rapid deglaciaticn could cause a "drawdown affece' 
where a perched water-table was produced: a similar destabilising 
process is thought to occur-when a reservoir is rapidly drained 
I 
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(Terzaghi 1950). Whalley noted that considerable variations in the 
altitudes of glacier surfaces may occur over decades and that such 
rapid changes would be conducive to slope failure. 
If deglaciation occurred under a cold regime however, a 
possibility that Whalley did not discuss, then freezing of the outer 
layers of rock-slcpes could have produced perched water-tables (Fig. 
4.7b). It was observed earlier (p 17) that one of the most 
significant destabilising forces that may act upcn an undrained slope 
is a static or rectangular cleft-water pressure distribution. A 
rectangular distribution, it was suggested, could occur if joint exits 
were frozen. Whalley (1974) proposed that freezing of the outer 
layers of a rock-slcpe could raise mountain water-tables above the 
levels associated with glaciers t1iough he did not refer explicitly to 
the increased shear stresses that would be produced by the rectangular 
pressure distribution of water confined to joints by freezing. 
If a perched water-table within a rock-slcpe was left above the 
glacier surface then the region of maximum stress where the rock-slope 
I 
was unconfined (Addison 1981), - would be located theoretically at the 
junction between the glacier margin and the rock-slope (A in Fig. 
4; 7. b). It is not clear whether Whalley (1974) considered that 
mountain water-tables could have been affected by freezing in extra- 
glacial areas. He stated that the melting of snow patches outside the 
immediate vicinity of glaciers could have provided sufficient 
groundwater for slope failure. 
The large numbers of meltwater channels and extensive 
fluvioglacial deposits which lie outside the Loch Lomond Advance 
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limits (Sissons 1967,1976a, Young 1974, Sugden and Clapperton 1977) 
indicate that ccpious, amounts of meltwater were released during the 
melting of the last ice sheet. If high cleft-water pressures are 
accepted as an important cause of rock-slope failure then it may be 
hypothesised that many of the RSFs that lie outside the Advance could 
date frcm the deglaciation of the last ice-sheet. 
However, assuming that the sample data can be extrapolated to the 
population only 19% of the population of RSF centroids occur greater 
than 400 m horizontal distance outside the limits of the Loch Lomond 
Advance (cf. Fig. 4.1). In addition, some 2% of the debris-less RSFs 
occur inside the limits and may therefore pre-date the Loch Lomond 
Advance. Even accepting the maximum number of c. 21% of the 
population, which may have occurred during the deglaciation of the 
last ice sheet, the greater majority of RSFs are clearly associated 
with the limits of the Loch T-, cmcnd Advance. A possible explanation is 
offered for these data. 
Rock slopes above; glacier surfaces rnay -beý subjectedtf, ,T to 
a gradual weakening process due, possibly, to fluctuating high water- 
tables (Bjerrum and Jýrstad 1968) and the build-up of static cleft- 
water pressures if joints were frozen. If the last ice -sheet ý was 
sufficiently thick to leave cnly the highest Scottish mountains above 
its surface as nunataks, then few rock-slcpes would have been exposed 
to freezing of their outer layers and the consequent affects on cleft- 
water pressures. Although rock-slcpes within -the limits of the last 
ice sheet may well have been exposed during deglaciation to high 
cleft-water pressures, none of these would have already suffered 
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significant and, more, importantly, 10calised weakening, and therefore 
would not have been as prone to,, failure., Because of the nature of 
glacier advances/retreats discontinuities -immediately below, at and 
immediately above the former glacier limits would theoretically have 
suffered the weakening process for the longest period of time. 
It is possible, to relate scxne of the RSFs that occur greater than 
400-m-outside the Loch Lomond Advance to readvances of the last ice 
sheet (specific examples are discussed in Chapter 5) and it will be 
interesting to compare the remainder with other glacial limits when/if 
they become available. The weakening process is therefore not 
considered to have been confined to the Loch Lomond Advance but may 
have occurred during previous glaciations- where rock-slcpes were cnly 
Partially covered by ice at readvance limits. 
Taking the number of debris-less RSFs in addition to those that 
show morphological evidence indicative of minor disturbance by 
glaciers,, some 17% of the RsF pcpulation are known to have interacted 
with glacier ice. The proportion that occurred during the loch Lmond 
Advance is unknown. 
The in situ R'S'F's 'th'ýa't are located inside the Lmh Lamnd Advance 
limits (27% of the sample) must postdate the deglaciation of their 
areas. For,. these examples and those in situ RSFs that are sited at 
the former glacial. limits a delayed-response between deglaciation arxI 
slOPe failure must have occurred. Possible reasons for the delayed-, 
response, and evidence on its relative duration are suggested in 
Chapters 9 and 10. Whalley et al. (1983) stated that progressive- 
failure of slopes (p 23) caused the delayed-response of RSF to 
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deglaciation in Iceland. Progressive-failure of rock-slcpes has also 
been invoked for RSFs in Scandinavia (Bjerrum and J6rstad 1963,1968) 
and in, canada (wyrwoll 1977). According to Bjernun and Jýrstad (1963; 
173): 
'A considerable part of the delay of rock slides in Norway is 
caused by the fatigue effect produced by, the intermittent increase 
and decrease of the cleft-water pressure'. 
These affects, as noted earlier, would be compounded at former glacier 
margins, where meltirxg and re-freezing at the begining and erd of each 




Four-hundred and thirty-two RSFs, affecting a total area in 
excess of 76 km2,, have been mapped in the Highlands. Two subclasses 
of RSF have been identif ied, debris-less RSFs and in situ RSFs. The 
f irst type do not have debris beneath their scars and are thought to 
have interacted with former glaciers which have swept or carried away 
their failed debris. The failed-debris -belonging to the second, type 
of RSF have not been removed. Sixty-eight debris-less RSFs and 364 in 
situ RSFs have been mapped. I- 
The spatial distributions of both forms of RSF have been analysed 
at the population and individual scales and it is inferred that 
different factors influence their locations at each scale* At the 
pcpulatian level rock type was found to be important, particularly 
the different forms of schist which account for'80% of a sample. The 
distribution of RSFs follows closely the outcrop of the Moinian and 
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Dalradian Series, where schists predominate. Few RSFs occur in 
granite and the comparatively high shear strength of this rock type 
has been invoked to account for the dearth of FSFs in the Caimgorms 
Mountains. Discontinuity orientations are thought to determine 
whether a slcpe failure takes place at a particular site. Areas of 
high RSF density occur within the Highlands and have been correlated 
with bigb amual precipitation values, thougb causality has not been 
demonstrated. 
The position of an individual RSF'on a slope is considered to be 
partly a fLmcticn of the limits of the Loch Lomond Advance glaciers. 
Some 56% of a sample of RSF centroids occur less than 600-m-outside 
the Loch Lomond Advance limits and a further 23% are sited 600 m, or 
less, within the limits. Most importantly 44% of the sample occur 
within 200-m-outside the Loch Lomond Advance limits. ' 
It is hypothesised that fluctuating mountain water-tables, raised 
by the proximity of glaciers and the possible build-UP' of static 
cleft-water pressure distributions due to freezing of the cuter layers 
of slopes, weakened discontinuities in the vicinity of the upper 
limits of glaciers. This mechanism would be most effective when a 
valley glaciation leaves portions of slopes uncovered by ice. 
Detailed examination of case study rock-slcpe failures are required to 
test this hypothesis. Such data will be examined in Chapters 6,7 and 
8 after brief discussion of the field areas and the field techniques 




AND FIELD' If I IRS 
This chapter provides an introduction to later discussions of the 
case studies within the field areas. sectim 5.2 provides brief 
descriptions of the tcpography, solid geology and Lateglacial history 
of each field area. Section 5.3 discusses the field techniques used 
in this study. 
5.2 The fieid areas 
The selection of field areas was enhanced by the aerial- 
.c recomaisance survey which was used to ccnpile the 
inventory of rock-slqpe failures. Data and experience accrued during 
the survey enabled a nuTber of criteria to be used in field area 
selection, these favouring areas where: 
fonrv--r glacier limits were known or were in the process of being 
maPPed, including areas where pre-Loch Lcmond Advance limits were 
(ii) interesting exanples of rock-slope failure were located. -These 
included sites where possible fault-scarps and ccmplex rmdes of 
failure occurred or where rmrphological relationships between RSFs and 
periglacial features were observed; 
(iii) previously unstudied examples of RSFs are located. Most of the 
case studies were not listed by Watters (1972) and sarke are not mapped 
On official Geological Survey maps. 
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Figure 5.1: Locations of the field areas: 
1= Fannich Mountains 




Field area choice was a function of 
all these considerations, though 
each criterion varied in its 
inportance for selection of the 
individual area. Four field areas 
were cbosen: the Famich n-amtains 
[50,570 40'NI, Glen Clova area [30 
15'W, 560 51'NI, Kintail-Affric area 
[50 10'W, ' 57" 15NI and N Cowal, [50 
53'W, 56 0 12'NI (Fig. 5.1). The 
last two field areas were identified 
in Chapter 4 as being areas of high 
RSF density. 
The Fannichs are a mountain group located N of Loch Fannich, 
central Ross-shire, which culminate in Sgurr M6r (1,110 m. O. D. ). 
Gneisses and schists of the Moine Series dcminate the geology of the 
area, though Lewisian gneisses crcm out along the N shore of Loch 
Fannich and on the floor and S side of the Nest of Fannicb, a large 
ccqmund corrie. The mem annual rainfall of the area is 2,600 rrm. 
Three rSFs were studied in this field area, the two largest' are 
located in the Nest of Famich (la and lb in Fig. S. 2) , the third (1c) 
being in Garbh Choire M6r. 
The Fannichs lie within the much larger area of the northern 
Highlands in which Sissons (1977b) mapped the limits to the Loch 
Umond Advance. The Mest of Fannich was unglaciated during the 
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The Pannichs 
Fi 'ield area: 
. 
gure 5.2: The Fannich MountainsQ 
1= fomer glacialýtý' irats (after 
S issons 1982b) 
2 IRSF and its refirence number 
g; 'Ai 
L ý3 Contours 
(200 rnj tevals). 
n 
Figure 5.3: The Glen Clova field. area: 
1 Lirnits of ý the, Loch Lcmnd Advance 
(after Sisson s 1972) 
2 RSF and its reference number 
3 Contours (200 m intervals). 
7ýs 
-70,1 
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Advance according to Sissons (1977b), but Garbh Choire M6r was thought 
to bave ccntained a small glacier, as evidenced by an impressive end 
moraine the distal slcpe of whidh is up to 14-m-high. 
The reconstructed equilibrium firn line (the location wbere total 
accumulation equals total ablation at the end of the ablation season) 
for the Garbh Choire M6r glacier at its maximum extent lies 190 m 
below that of the trend surface computed for equilibrium firn lines of 
/2 tet a Cfx 
other T-Axh Lomond Advance throughout the northern Highlands (Sissons 
1977a). The glacial limits in this area have recently been re- 
interpreted however and the Garbh Choire M6r glacier is now considered 
to have pre-dated the Loch Lomond Advance (Sissons per comm. ): which 
would assist explanation of its anomalously low fim line altitude. 
During the Achnasheen Readvance (p 34), a glacier readvanced to 
the S and crossed the watershed between IA>r-h Famich and Strath Bran 
(Sissons 1982). Sissons postulated that another glacier extended c. 5 
km east of this watershed and down the valley presently occupied by 
Loch Fannich to where its readvance limit, thought to have been 
achieved approximately contemporaneously with the Strath Bran glacier, 
is indicated by the termination of abundant drift mounds on the S 
shore of T-<>di Fannidi. 
Sissons traced the limit of the Strath Bran glacier around the NE 
side of Fionn Bheinn until at the W limit to Sissons' mapping, it 
attained a height of 500 m O. D. (Fig. 5.2). It is therefore probable 
that the Nest of Fannich was glaciated- during the Achnasheen 
Readvance, being the nearest source for renewed, glacier accumulation. 
Correlatim between the Acbnasheen Readvance glaciers and the Garbh 
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Choire Mor glacier, frorn the morphological evidence, is not possible. 
Glen Clova. 
The geology, of this field area is- characterised by Dalradian 
felspathic gneisses with diorite intrusions at the head* of Glen Clova. 
Me main topographic feature is the 500-m-deep, glacial trough of Glen 
Clova, which trends NW-SE and separates a remarkably uniform high- 
plateau (700-850 m O. D. ) to the NE from more undulating topography to 
the SW. Seven RSFs were studied in this area (Fig. 5.4) all being 
composed of coarse felspathic gneiss. Mean annual rainfall equals 
1,400 mm. 
The Glen Clova -area was partly glaciated during the Loch,, Lomond 
Stadial when a 66 km2 ice-cap developed upcn the plateau NE of , Clova 
(Sissons 1972, Sissons and Sutherland 1976) from which distributary 
glaciers f lowed intd the valleys that radiate from the plateau. At 
the head of Glen Clova larger valley glaciers emanated from the high 
ground to the N. The S-facing corries above Clova village, despite 
their unfavourable southerly aspectj, contained glaciers at this time 
One of these, the Corrie Brandy glacier, deposited an end moraine up 
to 14-nt-high. 
Affric-Kintail 
This area contains some of the most impressive evidence of 
glacial erosicn in the scottish Highlands, featuring truncated spurs, 
ýA hanging-valleys, aretes and corries (Gordon'1977). The two highest 
mountains NW of the Great Glen, Carn Eige' (1,183 m O. D. ) and Mam 
Sodhail (1,181 m O. D. ), are also found here. The field area is 
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bounded to the N and S by the E-W trending Loch Mullardoch and Glen 
Shiel glacial -trouqým respectively 
(Fig. 5. Moinian psammites and 
pelites of variable metamorphic grade dominate the geology of the 
area. Pegmatites are often found trending parallel with the 
foliation. The annual rainfall of the area is high (1,600 mm). 
The glacial sequence of this f ield area is poorly understood. 
However, an impressive end moraine near Tomich is known to mark part 
of the E limit of the Ix: )ch Lcmond Advance Glen Affric glacier (Peacock 
1975b, Sissons unpubl. ). Its margin is also evidenced by a lateral 
moraine in Gleann nam Fiadh (Sissons unpubl ), indicating that the 
Glen Affric glacier reached a local maximal height of 650 m O. D. 
Peacock did not refer to this evidence and based his interpretation of 
the regional ice flow of the Affric-Kintail area upon 18 striations, 
limited erratic boulder evidence in Strath Clunie and the supposed 
over-riding of high altitude cols. 
The lateral moraines at Gleam nam Fiadh and near Tomich indicate 
that the Glen Af fric glacier was of similar dimensions to the Loch 
Lamnd Advance Moriston glacier (Sissons 1977b) S of Glen Affric (Fig. 
5-3). Correlation between the'two glaciers. has not been established 
but they are likely to have been conf luent with one another through 
the An Caoram M6r valley. 
Peacock (1975b) stated that the Loch Lomond Advance ice-shed in 
Glen Af fric lay close to Altbeithe,, though no reasons were given for 
the postulated ice-shed position. He further suggested that the Glen 
Affric glacier crossed the 600-m-high col at ENH 157 180] and the col 
at ENH 130 1771 which rises to a height of 610 m. These data provide, 
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Figure 5.4: The Affric/Kintail field area: 
I= RSF and its reference nuTber 
2= Lirrdts to the Loch Lcmond Advance 
(after Sissons 1982, unpubl. ). 
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in Peacock's judgement, local minimal heights for the Affric glacier 
but he did not detail the evidence which permits these inferences. 
The inferred over-riding of the 600-m-high col and therefore the 
local minimal height of the Glen Affric glacier, is disputed by 
Sissons (1977b). He stated that Gleann Fhada,, into which the Af fric 
outlet glacier was supposed to have flowed, according to Peacock, was 
occupied by an ice-dammed lake at the limit of the Loch Lomond 
Advance. 
Figure 5.4 is largely based upon unpublished field work 
undertaken by Dr. J. B. Sissons. The N-facing corries S of, and 
tributary to,,. Loch Mullardoch are thought to have been glaciated 
during the Loch Lomond Advance but Sissons considers that no major 
glacier occupied the Ixy--h Mullardoch glacial trough at that time. The 
westerly extent of the Loch Lmorxi Advance in the Affric-Kintail area 
is unknown, rx: ) end moraines being known to occur in Glen Shiel or Glen 
Licht (Sissons pers comm. ). The Loch Lomond Advance limit may lie 
offshore. Whatever the lateral extent of the Loch Lomond Advance in 
this area, it is clear that many of the surrounding peaks would have 
been exposed to jxýriglaciaticn during. the Stadial, standing proud of 
the ice as nunataks. 
North Cowal 
This field area lies between the rcrthenunost extensions of the 
sea lochs, Fyne and Long. Beinn an Lochain (901 m O. D. ) being the 
highest peak in the area, overlooks the 800-m. -deep glacial trough of 
Glen Kinglas, which trends E-W. The geology of the area is dminated 
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Figure 5.5a: The N Cowal field area. 
1= Nunatak above the Loch Lomond Advance 
glaciers 
2= RSF with reference nurber. - 
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8c) 
by the Cowal Anticline, the axis of which runs SW-NE (Gunn et al. 
1897). Dalradian pelites, psammites and phyllites of variable 
metamorphic grade occur throughout the area. This field area is cne 
of the wettest areas in the British Isles having a mean annual 
rainfall of 3,200 mm. 
Sutherland (1981) investigated the deglaciation and raised 
shorelines of the Cowal peninsula discussing evidence for the upper 
limits of the Loch Lomond Stadial glaciers in N Cowal. Sutherland's 
main concern was the extent of former glaciers in the major sea lochs 
of the area. His reconstruction of former glacial limits in the Cowal 
was based largely upon aerial photograph interpretat-I on (though he 
mapped some drift limits and the lower limits of periglacial debris in 
the f ield). Sutherland expressed caution over the accuracy of the 
inferred glacial limits. 
Sutherland stated that during the Loch Lomond Readvance (Ile 
disputes the validity of the term 'Advance' for this area) the 
glacier surface sloped S from c. 800 M O. D. in the plateau area around 
Beinn an Fhidleir, to just below 750 m O. D. near Rest and be Thankful 
(Fig. 5.5a). If this reconstruction is valid then much of the area 
would have been inundated by ice during the Ix= Lcmond Stadial with 
cnly the highest mountain summits remairn g above the ice surface. 
5.3 Field tectmiques 
The importance of discontinuities in rock-mass behaviour was 
emphasised in Chapter 2. Measurements were therefore taken of joints 
immediately outside each failed slope area to provide an estimation of 
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the attitudes and mechanical properties of discontinuities that may 
have controlled failure. * 
Four joint characteristics were recorded: the dip angle 
(scmetimes termea the 'altazimuth' e. g. Jaeger 1979), the azimuth, the 
surface roullmess in the direction, of shear and the sliding friction 
angle. Joint persistence, width and spacing were only estimated as 
detailed data on these joint parameters were considered to be of 
limited value in the post failure analyses of RSFs. The techniques 
used to measure dip angle, azimuth and surface roughness follow the 
recommendations of Brown (1981) and were found to be suited to the 
researcher working alone in mountainous terrain. The field 
techniques have not been accepted uncritically but it is considered 
more apprcpriate to discuss their accuracy in the following diapters. 
Joint attitudes 
v 
A Sitto-type geological compass was used to record the dip angle 
and azimuth of exposed joint surfaces. In order to reduce the 
variability in these parameters caused by small-scale roullmess (cf. 
Pecker and Rengers 1971) a 10-cm-radius aluminium plate was placed 
onto each surface prior to measurement, the true-dip angle and its 
azimuth were then recorded from the plate. Di ' angles were measured ip 
to the nearest 2", azimuth in If intervals. one joint pole value (dip 
angle/azimuth) was recorded for each discontinuity, care being 
required not to re-measure the same joint due to its repeated exposure 
along a sample section. At most sites 200 joint poles were measured, 
Occasionally over areas of several hundred m2. 
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Plate 5.1: Typical sairple rock outcrop. 
Figure 5.6: L. H. stereonet for the outcrop 
(arrow indicates direction of view 
of Plate 5.1). 
All L. H. stereonets are contoured at the following 
intervals: 2% - 3.9%, 4% 5.9%, 6% - 7.9%, 8% and 
over. 
4 J2 
Major sampling along the face of a planar outcrop was avoided because 
joints striking parallel to the face may not be observed (Terzaghi 
1965). Most joint measurements were made from compound surfaces. A 
typical sample area is shown in Plate 5.1 with the lower-hf-misphere 
stereonet for the outcrop in Figure 5.6. The two figures demonstrate 
that there are no major 'blind' zones when compound surfaces are used. 
Joint data were plotted onto lower-hemisphere stereonets in the 
field, enabling critical joint sets (areas on a stereonet with high 
joint densities) to be identified on site. Contouring of areas of 
. 6=; Pid by hand using a 1% equal pole density was lin-Ir-taken in 
counting-circle, following the method described in Hoek and Bray 
(1977), rather than by computer mapping- 
As certain joint data were collected Over large areas around the 
margins of RSFs, the spread of joint Poles about each set pole can be 
large. This diaracteristic is advantageous however as it provides an 
indicaticn of the variability of joints over a large RSF site whilst 
still giving the statistical evaluation of thp mk)st likely attitude of 
joints belonging to a set. The failure-sur faces of intact RSFs (p 26) 
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Figure 5.7: Simplified section along aý natural' 
joint showing the m ethod for 
determining i. , 
IT 
were estimated using the joint poles. Such interpretation must be 
made with care however as 'rogue' joints located at depth may go 
unrecorded but may still have controlled failure. As Patton and Deere 
(1971) observed, the orientation of a discontinuity set is a very 
important rock-mass characteristic and yet is one of the most 
difficult to quantify. 
Joint roughness 
An approximation of joint roujImess is given on the stereonet. by 
the distribution of poles belonging to a single discontinuity set 
(Goodman 1981). The joint survey data however cannot alone indicate 
whether variability in dip angles is due to first-order asperities or, 
for instance, a large-scale structural fold. Joint roughness was 
therefore estimated by'measuring the values of i (p 12) as shown in 
Figure 5.7 along 10-m-long sample sections. A mean value for i was 
computed for joints lying outside the failed slope area using 
measurements of asperities with wavelengths greater than 30 cm. This 
arbitrary li'mi t was selected because 
compared with the scale of the 
failure-surface smaller asperities 
were considered to contribute little 
to the failure-plane roughness. If 
minor asperities were measured alcng 
a sample section the computed mean i 
wm1d be biased because of their larger number and high i values. 
Sliding friction arygle 
Tri-axial shear testing of rock joints was not justified for this 
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study,, particularly as most Highland metamorphics (excluding gneiss) 
had been tested by Watters (1972). A cheap alternative was therefore 
required to derive 0 values for gneiss and to check the data from the 
triaxial tests given in Watters (1972). Schmidt hammers, devices 
which impact a known mass against a test surface recording the 
distance of rebounde have been used by engineering-geologists to 
evaluate the shear strength of rocks (e. g. Barton and Chaubey 1977). 
The hammer measures the luu-dness' of a rock surface but is sensitive 
to the presence of discontinuities below test surfaces. The rebound 
numbers (R) may be lowered by a hair line fracture below the surface 
by cver 20%. The hammer cannot be used with confidence on metamorphic 
rocks as at least 6 an of intact rock must lie below the surface ýWhich 
is tested (Selby 1982). The presence of foliation planes with mean 
spacings of less than 1 an prevented its use in this study. 
A simple estimate of the effective 0 however may be provided by 
tilt-tests cn rock joints (Cawsey and Farrar 1976). Two mating halves 
of a rock joint are required. The blocks are matched together and 
tilted slowly until the uppermost begins to slide, the angle of the 
lower block from the horizontal is then recorded. Despite the 
simplicity of the teclu-dque, correlations between the sliding friction 
angle and 0 values derived from shear tests were noted by Cawsey and 
Farrar (1976). Henscher (1976) also observed a correlation between 
values for 0 obtained from various shear apparatus and the sliding 
friction angle. The results of the sliding friction tests for a 
number of rock-types are given in Appendix C. These tilt test data 
are platted as histograms# the modal values of which are used in 
subsequent analyses. 
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It should be rioted that a major drawback of the sliding friction 
arygle test is that it is difficult to evaluate Or. Additionally, the 
test is particularly sensitive to small-scale rouýftiness, as the normal 
stresses on the test surfaces are low (Henscher 1976). Although, 
therefore, the tilt tests are made along planar surfaces which, 
according to Goodman (1981), sbould have friction angles close to the 
residual, the sliding fricticn angle is likely to be higher than 
Definition of RSF gearietxies 
The, geometry of RSFs must be defined accurately for limit- 
I equilibrium models. Slope angle data, AM particular, are ý also 
required by the kinematic tests. The average slope angles of large 
slopes may be computed with reasonable accuracy from topographic maps 
(the field maps used in the geomorphological mapping were all 
enlarged to 1: 5,000-scale plans). More detailed data are usually 
I 
required because a failure-plane may crcp out in a minor but steeper 
than average portiai of the slcpe. 
The cnly aie-man survey technique available was that described by 
Sissons (1976b) which uses: an Abney level# measuring tape and 
ranging-poles. A prismatic compass was also used to prepare large- 
scale plans of RSFs. Straight-line traverses, recording slope angles 
and the length of the slcpe, were controlled by positioning ranging- 
poles along a compass bearing. The Abney level was sighted onto each 
ranging-pole (station) whilst rested on top of a ranging-pole. Varia- 
tions in heights between sections were computed using simple trigon- 
Ornetry. Sissons, considered this technique to be accurate to 1 metre. 
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6: TpmsEATjCLqAL MODES CF I; KXX-SU3PE FAILURE: FIELD EXAMPLES 
6.1 Int3mchictim 
This chapter deals with field examples of translational (cf. 
plane- and wedge-sliding) mdes; of failure and, like Chapters 7 and, 8, 
addresses itself to the mde of failure and the processes that caused 
failure. Five exarnples of plane-sliding are discussed in Section 6.3 
and five wedge-slides in 6.4. 
Translational rn: )des of rock-slcpe failure bave been recognised by 
a number of gectmrphologists (e. g. Rapp 1960, Wyrwoll 1977, Eisbacher 
1979a, Addison 1981). Most of the data on translational modes of 
failure however have been accrued by engine6ringýgeologists. Hoek and 
Bray (1977), Voight (1978) and Goodman (197G) provided useful 
descriptions of engineering case-studies. 
Examples of translational failure are analysed using engineering- 
geology techniques to attempt to establish if slope instability was 
triggered by glacial oversteepening or whether other disturbing forces 
such as high cleft-water pressures or progressive-failure were respon- 
sible. This geamorphological approach differs fran the usual 
engineering application of kinematic and limit-equilibriun models that 
attempts to construct shear strength curves for a rock type over a 
wide range of normal stresses (cf. Goodn*an 1981, e. g. Barton 1971b, 
Watters 1972). However,, as Eisbacher (1979a) noted, it is often 





effects of different cleft-water pressures. 
The approach taken here is daninantly descriptive but is justi- 
fied because the modes of failure need to be demonstrated before 
detailed analyses of failure mechanisms are attenpted. Figures and 
Plates are used whenever possible to MI'XW'UIse descriptive text. - 
6.2 Plane-sliding modes of failure 
corrie Brandy END 336 7583 (2e). 
A mass of schist with an estimated volume of 2.8 x 105 m3. has 
been displacecl vertically by up to 2.5 m ancl horizontally by 3m on 
the 61" slope of the E-facing headwall of Corrie Branay (Plate 6.1). 
A 1-ni-wide tension-crack, located 10-m-E of the sunnit caim forms a 
cave which may be traced southwards into the hillside for at least 7 
M* 7b the N of this point the tension-crack is exposed and widens to 
3 m. at its northernmost extremity. The total height of the displaced 
block is estimated to be 85 m. which, taken with the vertical 
displacenent, indicates a shear displacement of c. 2% of the slope 
height. 
Althougb a number of joi: nt sets have been recorded or. the slope, 
kinematic testing of the slope 
-JJ gecmetry and joint patterns 
indicates that plane-sliding along J 5, \7ý! ) 
J2 
joint set Jl is the only feasible 
failure mode (Fig. 6.1). The pole 
01 
11 of joint set Jl is inclined 
*towards 
the SE at W. The tension-crack is 
sa 
Plate 6.2: The Corrie Brandy RSF viewed from the 
N. Note the open tension-crack and 
areas of fresh bedrock on the slope 
face. 
Plate 6.2: The Garbh Choire Mor RSF. The failed- 
debris is located at the bottam-centre 
and the scar is sited to centre-right. 
The large 'ranp' in the centre of the 





Figure 6.2: Surveyed section along the Corrie 
Brandy RSF. The inferred potential 
failure-surface is indicated by a 
dashed-line. 
Iv 
a cxx, xxmd - feature . which 
is mc)stly caTposed of J2 and J3 - surfaces 
wbich dip steeply E and SE respectively. Joints running parallel with 
the foliation dip sba I lowly NW, into the slope. 
The present day stability of the rock-slope can be ocnputed using 
the analysis for plane-sliding given in Appendix A. Tilt tests on 
fresh, planar joint surfaces at the site gave an average sliding 
friction angle value of 42". The average measured rouýftmess of Jl 
surfaces in the directim of failure was e, suggesting a peak 




displaced block is given in- Figure 
J3 joints 
L20jml 
6.2. It is assured that the poten- 
- Boom tial failure-Surface is oriented 
parallel with the pole of Jl and 
that displacement has only been 
-750 sufficient to n-cbilise the peak 
shear strength along the surface. 
The linAted shear displacement 
irdicates that shearing through of 
large-scale asperities has not occurred. 
The dry-rock density of the mica-schist was taken to be 26.2 M 
(Watters 1972), though this only affects the ccnputation of the 
factors-of-safety when cohesive forces are assumed in the nx)del. The 
F values for different shear strengths are given in Table 6.1 assuming 
that the s1cpe is freely"-drained. 
Cohesion along the potential failure-surface may be inparted by 
the interlocking of asperities and possibly intact rock bridges. As 
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the mean normal stress alcrxg the potential failure-surface is computed 
to be 495 kPa cohesion may be quite high. The cohesion along the 
0 
460 460 500 
(zero cohesion) 1.24 1.33 1.42 
' 
1.52 
(cohesion = 100 kPa)' 1.49 1.58 1.68 1.79 
(cohesion = 200 kPa) 1.74 1.83 1.93 2.04 
Table 6.1: Factors-of-safety for the Corrie Brancly slcpe assuming 
free-drainage. 
assined failure-surface is unknown but values of 100 and 200 kPa are 
used in the sensitivity analyses to illustrate the effect on the 
factors-of-safety. The F-values all exceed unity, indicating that the 
slope would remain stable if the effective O, exceeds 40" and the slope 
was freely"drained (Table 6.1). 
Table 6.2 gives the F values for the block assuming that the 
slope is fully-saturated. The tension-crack is assumed to be filled 
with water which is allowed to seep along the potential failure- 
surface to exit at atmospheric pressure. If the slope was subjected 
to this cleft-water pressure distribution then its factor-of-safety 
would be dramatically reduced but would still exceed unity, unless 
equalled 42* and the cohesion was zero. The mean effective normal 
stress acting on the surface were the slope to be fully-saturated, 
would equal 333 kPa: illustrating the effect of force U. 
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P 42 4, C 46 0 4EP 
(zero cohesion) 0.96 1.03 1.10 1.18 1.26 
(cohesion = 100 kPa) 1.36 1.43 1.50 1.58 1.66 
(cohesion = 200 kPa) 1.76 1.83 1.90 1.98 2.06 
Table 6.2: Factors-of-safety for the qOrrie Brandy slope, assuming 
a fully-saturated slope. 
It may be hypothesised that the rock-mass has dilated 
sufficiently to enable free-drainage of the slope even during intense 
rainfall (cf. Section 2.5), thus reducing the possibility of dangerous 
cleft-water pressures acting upcn it. Aerial photographs (c 
1: 10,000-scale) taken in 1964 show that the RSF bas not displaced 
significantly in the last 20 years. Progressive-failure may be 
occurring very slowly. It is possible that the RSF moved once, or 
more often, over a sbort period of time and then ceased, perhaps 
because of interlocking of asperities during shear displacement and 
dilaticn enhancing slcpe permeability. 
Garbh amire mir rNH 254 6733 (1c). or --- 
S 
A large mass of Moinian gneiss boulders, covering c. 17,000 m2 of 
the floor of Garbh Choire M6r, has evidently originated fran a planar 
scar located on the S-facing corrie headwall (Plate 6.2). The debris 
mass is estimated to be up to 35-rn-thick and ccntains, several massive 
boulders the largest of which exceeds 3,000 m3. 
The failure-surface faces SE and dips at 3e. It is oriented 
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Figure 6.3: L. H. stereonet for the Garbh Choire 
M6r RSF (n = 200 poles). 
subparallel with the pole of joint set J1 which is inclined at 3e -4 
13CP (Fig. 6.3). Joint set F runs 
J2 mxaUel with the foliaticn. which 
trends 2e -* OSY . J2 joints strike I 
m 
E-W and were recorded as dipping 
both steeply north and south. Joint 
set J3 dips steeply W controlling 
the 
, orientation of prcminant rock 
ribs which strike N-S. 
The rock structure, given the orientation of the slope facee is 
ideal for plane-sliding with J1 joints forming the rrain, failure- 
surface. J2 joints maY bave permitted tension-cracks to have cpened 
prior to failure and J3 joints would bave enabled: lateral release , of 
the sliding block. 
It is not possible to reconstruct the fonrer block shape at this 
ii trequilibriun analysis site and therefore not possible to attempt 11M 
of it However, the kinematic test indicates that self-weight plane- 
sliding along the failure-, . iriace couid riot have occurred unless the 
effective friction angle nx: bilis--d along it was less than 369 - The 
effective friction angle is a function of the cohesion nrbilised alcng 
a failure-surface, its friction angle and any cleft-water pressures 
that may have existed. 
As the inclination of the failure-surface is 6" below that of the 
sliding friction angle of the pelitic gneiss (4e), it is likely that 
failure was triggered by eithcr cleft-water pressures acting on the 
plane or by sarke other force augmenting gravity. 
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17? 
Figure 6.4: -'Determination d effective 
friction angl mobi 1is ed 
during failed-415A6 transport 
(after Pariseau %ýý'Vbight 1978). 
4 
Me centre of the debris mass lies 220 m distant fran the mid- 
point of the scar. It may be asked, %tat caused the debris to move so 
far away fran the scar aver a ocaparatively gentle gradient. Scme 
explanation may be possible by analysis of the mechanics of debris 
transport after failure. Pariseau and Voight (1978) have shcwn that 
if dynamic analysis of a RSF is undertaken frcm the initiaticn of 
slide movement to its cessation, then h=d TanO' (Fig. 6.4), or 
Sý. the 
inclination of a line drawn 
d between the mass centres of a block 
prior to rrt: )vement and after nove- 
h 
ment, equals the effective fric- 
Faik)d ticn angle (0') mobilised during 
debris 
debris transport. This is true 
regardless of the trajectory of the 
block during transport. The value for 0' nray be caqOared with the 
residual fricticn angle for the consituent rock material (e. g. Cruden 
1976,1980) to indicate if pore-water pressures were necessary during 
debris transport. If 0' is less than Or then pore-water pressures, or 
some other force must have acted upon the failed-material during 
transport away fran the scar. 
It is possible that excess pore-water pressures,, acting with' a 
friction angle greater than the residual,, could have ccmbined to 
produce an 0' less than the Peak friction angle for, the material,,,, Or 
even less than the residual friction angle. It way be cotmtered that 
if the line connecting the mass centres is inclined between the 




Figure, 6.5: L. H. stereonet for the Sgurr na 
Lapai6h ridge RSF (n-= 200 poles)'. 
explanation is that rx: ) pore-water pressures acted. 
The effective friction angle of the Garbh Choire M6r debris mass 
during transport was found, using the above analysis, 'to equal 2e 
This value is thought to be close to the residual friction arxgle for 
gneiss (cf. Hoek and Bray 1977, Goodman 1981) and so excess pore-water 
pressures need not bave assisted in the transportation of the rock 
debris cnce failure bad occurred. 
I 
Sgurr na Lapaich ridge DO 130 2501 C3gl 
A ccriplete slcpe failure has occurred cn the steep S-facing slope 
of Corrie Leachavie. PsanTdte and pelite boulders extend up to 120 m 
fran the ridge crest to where a scar is sited. The n-orphology of the 
scar indicates that a 2.0 x 103 m3 block of rock translated to the S 
along a failure-surface inclined at c. 26 0. 
Three important joint sets were recorded cn the slcpe (Fig. 6.5). 
The pole of set il dips 24? towards 
the S. A foliatim set (F) strikes 
approxiwately nonnal to J1, its pole 
trending 80" -* 0740 The foliat- 
ion set provided the lateral release 
surfaces for the block. The only 
kinematically feasible mode of 
failure is by plane-sliding along Jl 
surfaces, indeed the failure-surface 
trends subparallel to the Jl pole. 
The failure-surface is inclined at less than the residual 
I 
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friction angle for psammite and, therefore, the RSF could not have 
occurred by progressive-failure alone. Cleft-water pressures nmst 
have acted cn the rock-mass and it is possible to model the minimal 
disturbing force required to cause'failure. 
As the failure-surface crops out in the N side of the ridge, a 
tension-crack would prcbably'not bave been formed. It is assuned that 
force U is given by (0.25 . Pw Cosec 9). This cleft-water 
pressure distribution (the same as that given in Appendix A, for 
wedge-failure) would have been sufficient to reduce the factor-of- 
safety of the block to 1.07: assumirvg 0 equals 38 0 and the shear 
strength intercept was zero. 
The shear strength intercept was unlikely to have been zero as 
asperities along the failure-plane would have contributed to the shear 
strength. A more unfavourable cleft-water pressure distribution 
could have acted on the block to yield failure at higher Tmbilised 
shear-strength values. The effective friction angle rmst have been 
reduced to less than 26* for failure to have occurred. 
The line connecting the rass centres prior to and after- failure 
0 
is inclined at 37", a value between the peak (42") and residual (32") 
friction angles for psarrmite (Watters 1972). This indicates that 
debris transport could have occurred without pore-water pressures 
actu)g upcn the failed debris mass. 
Bein Donich SK s1cpe EM 233 0461 (4g). 
The structure of this slope is relatively simple (Fig. 6.6). A 
joint set was recorded n=ing parallel with the foliation which dips 
%I, 
z 
, Figure 6.6: Lower hemisphere stereonet for- the Ben'Donich SE slope (n 200 poles). 
Figure 6.7: Sectim through the, Ben Donich SE. 
slope: note the m: )delled phreatic 
surface. 
--- 
Wo other joint sets were recorded cn the slope. 
The first (Jl) strikes N-S, its pole 
I oriented Be --)- 25e-. Set J2 
strikes at right-angles to Jl, its 
poles trending 809 -)- 002* and 73" 
-* 17e. The foliaticn shows con- 
siderable large-scale rougimess in 
the direction of failure and 1 was 
estimated to be 159. 
Three joints sets separate the rock-mass into cubes and several 
large blocks have translated to the N forming deep tension-cracks 
between them. The largest tension-crack was found to be 18-m-deep, 
even though it is partly infilled with rubble, and is up to 3.5-m- 
wide. Plane-slidirxg along F surfaces is kinematically feasible (Fig. 
assumed phremic surface - 




/A-ri -500 CN 
50m 
6.7). Although the nature of the surface along which sliding has 
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shallowly NW at 4! . 
t 
occurred can only be speculated upon, the depths of the tension-cracks 
have been used to estimate the minimal height of each block and the 
inclination of the failure-surface. The largest block, assuming that 
the failure-surface is inclined at 17* and is sited 25-m-below the 
surface, weighs c. 1.4 x 105 tonnes. 
Clef t-water pressures probably acted on the blocks as the 
inferred failure-surf ace almost certainly lies below the residual 
friction angle for schistose grit. Table 6.3 gives the depth to which 
the tension-cracks upslope of the blocks would need to be filled with 
water to satisfy limit-equilibrium, assuming that Or equals 2e. The 
nature of the piezometric surface is illustrated'in Figure 6.7. As a 
shear displacement of around 12% of the base length of each block has 
occurred, it is likely that asperities have been sheared away 
decreasing the failure-surface strength to the residual. 
AB 
Block 1 zw = 15 m 35' 
Block 2 
Block 3 
zw = 13 m 31" 
zw = 12 m 310 
34 a Block 4 zw= 9m 
Block 5 zw= 4m 38" 
Table 6.3: Depths of water in tension-cracks at F=1.0, assuming 
24" (column A) and the minimum fricticn angle required to 
sustain stability, if the tension-cracks were full of water 
(column B). 
The 0' values required to sustain limit-equilibrium assuming the 
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Figure 6.8: L. H. stereonet for the Sgurr na 
Lapaich RSF (n = 200 poles). 
tension-cracks were full of water are given in column B. The sliding 
friction angle of schistose grit equals 41? and the peak friction 
angle may be as high as 50P. A fully-saturated slope would not, 
therefore, have caused failure assuming peak strength. Consequently, 
it may be inferred that either the strength of the failure-surface was 
reduced to below its peak, by progres siNie- failure, or that a more 
unfavourable clef t-water pressure. distribution developed within the 
slope than that modelled. 
Sgurr na Tapaich [NEI 152 2461 (3h) 
A very large mass of psammite (6.8-7.5 x 106 m3) has slumped up 
to 3.5-m-vertically on the 205-m-high N slope of Sgurr na. Lapaich. 
This represents a displacement of c. 1.7% of the slope height. The 
rear-scarp of this RSF appears arcuate in plan view but is formed by a 
series of linear joint surfaces (Plates 6.3 and 6.4). 
The structure of the slope is complex (Fig. 6.8) yet individual 
joints exhibit remarkably little variance from their joint poles even 
t1iough sampling was made over a wide 
area. J2 is a stress-relief joint 
(0) 
J5 set which 
trends at 38" -+ 351", 
-- - --- --------------- -- ---------- -------- 
OJ2 
t1iough individual joints dip between 
30 and 48". The foliation on the 
slcpe dips at 700 NW and the pole of 
J3 d ps 730 westwards. Wedge- 
slýding along F and J3 surfaces is 
not feasible as their lines of 
intersection would dip at 10? to the N. Plane-sliding along J2 
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Plate 6.3: Vertical aerial photograph of the Sgurr 
na Lapaich RSF (c. 1: 12,000-scale). 
The top of the photograph is N. Note 
the step-like feature that trends SE-NW 
(arrowed). 
Plate 6.4: The Sgurr na Lapaich RSF as viewed 
from the W. The step-like feature 
(arrowed) may be traced onto the 
gently-sloping ground below and 
outside the RSF. 
loci 
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surfaces is possible. 
This RSF is not amenable to conventional limit-equilibrium 
analysis because of its size. However, an infinite-equilibrium model 
(after Skempton and Delory 1968) may be used to estimate the factor of 
safety of the slope (when freely-drained), using: 
F Vz . Cos2q _ u) Tar-o' 6.1 
z. Sin9 . Cos9 
Where: F= the factor of safety against sliding; 
V= the unit weight of the poEential slip rrass; 
z= the constant vertical thickness of the potential slip mass; 
9= the constant slope (to the horizontal) of the potential 
failure-surface. 
Assuming that a potentiat failure-plane has deve1cped parallel to J2 
I the factor of safety is computed to be 1.32. The contribution of 
asperities and intact rock bridges is unknown and so the F value given 
above is likely to be a minimum. 
As the slope is calculated to have a factor-of- safety greater 
than unity, even ignoring possible cohesion, it is inferred to be 
relatively safe. It may be questioned what caused displacement of 
this RSF- It may be hypothesised that cleft-water pressures formerly 
acted upon the block, causing it to displace temporarily before 
equilibrium was regained. Minor shear displacement could have led to 
dilation of the rock mass enabling free-drainage and an instantaneous 
reduction in cleft-water pressure. Alternately, progres sive- failure 
could be occurring very slowly though the old age of the feature (p 
208) disfavours this argument. 
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The upper surface of this RSF is interrupted by a series of 
transverse steps (scarps) that trend NW-SE (Plate 6.3). The highest 
of these is 2.5-m-high and runs sub-parallel with the poles of F and 
J5. The scarps also crop out in the N slope of the RSF. One example 
extends outside the limits of the RSF onto gently-sloping ground 
immediately in front. of it and camot, therefore, have formed solely 
by RSF. The feature is up to 1-m-high and terminates upslope at the 
rear-scarp immediately N of the summit cairn (Plate 6.3). The feature 
decreases in height to the N until it is covered by drift. 
An attempt was made to excavate into this stepp-like feature but 
was frustrated by large boulders which have been disrupted by movement 
along the scarp. Sections in the river banks of Abheinn Gleann nam 
Fiadh (due N of the slope) were checked but no disruption of the 
rockhead was evident. 
It is possible that this step-like feature-is a so-called 'pop- 
up' (cf. Eyles and Paul 1983) that was caused by localised rebound, 
separate from the regional glacio-isosaticrtiplift. However, it is not 
possible to infer that an earthquake resulted fran the displacement , 
which occurred along it, nor is it possible to estima, ýe the relative 
duration of the displacements. 
6.3 Wedge-sliding rrcdes of failure 
Mullach Fraoch-ichoire DE 101 1891 (3f) 
An impressive tongue of psammite rock debris, up to 20-m-thick, 
dominates the W-facing headwall of Fraoch-choire (Plate 6.5). The 
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Plate 6.5: The Mullach Fraoch-choire RSF viewed 
frcm the SE (note levees and ridges 
on the feature). 
Figure 6.9: Surveyed section along the Mullach 
Fraoch-choire RSF. 
IS 
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Figurp 6.10: L. H. stereonet for the mullach' 
praoch-choire RSF (n = 200 poles). 
total length of the RSF is 830 m and its debris mass is 420-m-long 
(Fig. 6.9). It reaches from the corrie floor to the top of the 
headwall, a height of 380 m. The volume of displaced rock is 
estimated to be between 6.8 x 105 m3 (based upon the approximate 
volume of the scar) and 7.5 x 105 m3 (based on debris mass volume, 
assming 35% porosity). Levees occur cn the debris-tongue sides and 
reach up to 4-m-high while towards the toe o. f the failed-debris a 
small debris tongue has bifurcated from the main body of debris. 
Transverse ridges occur across the main debris mass whose frontal 
slope is inclined at 37". 
The structure of the rock-slope is comparatively simple (Fig. 
6.10). Two major discontinuities 
dip steeply and strike at right- 
angles to one another. The pole of 
Jl trends 80* -+ 316% striking 
parallel with the slope face. The 
pole of J2 runs 62" 042P. Wedge- 
sliding failure is indicated by the 
shape of the scar in plan. This 
RSF is unusual in that the two 
surfaces along which failure occurred belong to the same joint set. 
One surface from J2 dips steeply SW the other trends closer to the J2 
pole. Their line of intersection is inclined at c. 291, which accords 
exactly With the tcpcxgraphic data (Figs. 6.9 and 6.10). 
The kinematic test for wedge-sliding shows that in order for 
self-weight sliding to have occurred,, the mobilised friction angle 
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must have been less than 29% that is, below 'the residual friction 
angle for psammite. It is probable therefore that high cleft-water 
pressures led to failure, permitting wedge-sliding at a friction angle 
greater than, or equal to, the residual. The size of the RSF 
prohibits limit-equilibrium analysis but an approximation of the 




Ruf -= Cos 
29 (1 --)6.2 
YZ Tano 
where: Ruf = the pore-water pressure ratio acting at the time of 
failure; 
the effective friction angle; 
9= the slope of the failure plane; 
YZ = the unit weight of the mass. 
Even assuming 0' equalled 45% the pore-water pressure acting at 
the time of failure is computed to have been 0.34 (broadly equal to a 
fully-saturated slope) . The analysis is not strictly valid however 
because it assumes sliding zý16ng a single plane and not, as'cbserved 
r-C. here, along the line of intýýL, 'ction 'of two surf aces. The analysis 
may therefore predict a higher pore7water pressure than otherwise 
necessary to attain 1 inut-equilibrium, because of, the wedging a6tion 
of the failure-surfaces. Cpposing this, the effective friction angle 
may have been higher than 45* because of a mobilised shear strength 
intercept. 
The line connecting th6', *iýass centre'of the study RSF prior to 
failure with that after failure is inclinecl at 26*, which is less than 
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Figure 6.12:. L. P. stereonet fcr the Glen Ydnqlas 
R. cT (n = 200 poles). 
the residual friction angle for psammite. This indicates that pore- 
water pressures' probably acted upon the debris mass during its 
transport. 
Glen Kinglas EM 190 0961 (4a). 
This RSF has formed in mica-schist with - massive bands of 
schistose grits. The RSF has produced a mass of debris up to 12-m- 
thick and 260-m-long which rests upon a 28" slope (Plate 6.6). Some 
very large blocks ake fOurxl within the debris, the iargest observed on 
the surface having an estimated 
3 volume of c. 1300 m The RSF is 
calculated to involve c. 7.0 x 104 m3 of intact rock. The length of 
the debris mass is twice that of the scar. This RSF is unusual in 
that it has two failure- surfaces (Fig. 6.11) the uppermost of -which 
terminates at a vertical scarp up to 5-m-high. 
A low-angle joint set runs parallel with the foliation on the 
slope, dipping between 20 and 5e 
NW, the pole being oriented 32' 
J 329" (Fig. 6.12). Four joint sets 
A 
dip steeply eastwards. of these, J2 
J2 
fF 
forms the W margin of the RSF. 
Measurements of the W failure- 
surface produced an average 
orientation of 86* -+ 082". - The E 
failure-surface trends 320 -* 324"1 
subparallel with the pole of F. The line of intersection of the two 
failure- surfaces is directed almost due N and is reconstructed as 
being inclined* at 25", which accords exactly wi . th the inclination of 
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Plate 6.6: The Glen Kinglas RSF viewed from the 
NE. 
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Plate 6.6: The Glen Kinglas RSF viewed from the 
NE. 
Figure 6.11: Surveyed section along the Glen 
Kinglas RSF. 
N. ý'Il - I" -- 
the upper failure-surface in cross-section. The lower failure-surface' 
is in6lined at 21*, ' below the residual fricticn angle for mica-schist' " 
(cf. Watters 1972)., 
It is not possible to analyse this example using limit- 
equilibrium analysis because of the complexity of the failure 
surfaces. In particular the upper 'wedge' is'terminated upslcpe by a 
vertical joint (Fig. 6.11). However, 'kinematic analysis for wedge- 
sliding indicates that the wedge could not haive failed unless some 
force augmented gravity. It is suggested that bleft-wrziter pressures 
acted along the failure surfaces reducing their"'ef fective friction 
angle below 21% the inclination of 'the lower failure-surfaces 
The line comecting the centroid of the failed-debris with that 
of the reconstructed block prior to failure equals 26*: close to the 
residual friction angle for the rock. It is therefore possible that 
debris transport occurred without pore-water pressures acting upcn the 
debris. 
Hell's Glen S wedge-slide ENN 173 0593 (4d). 
On the S side of Hell's Glen a slope failure has occurred in 
rrica-schist. The debris from this failure extends up to 90 m from the 
apex of the V-shaped scar. The W side of the scar is -formed 
by, a 
cliff which reaches up to 24-m-high. The debris terminates at a 3-m- 
high toe inclined at 34* and is completely vegetatedL 
The two failure-surfaces are criented 34' -* 312' and 6P --. Yo 076% 
that is, parallel with the poles of Jl and F respectively (Fig. 
The intersection of these failure-surfaces is oriented almst due N 
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Figure 6.13: L. H. stereonet for the Hell's Glen S 
, wedge-slide (n = 200 poles). 
and is ý inclined at 26ý. The wedge height- is taken to be 34 m, 
determined by extrapolation of the line of intersection of planes A 
and B from the, known apex of the wedge to the former slope face. 
The geometry of the wedge-slide is known in detail and limit- 
equilibrium analysis is considered 
3 feasible for this RSF. The 
factors- 
of-safety computed for a freely- 
drained slope are in excess of 1.5 
--- - --------------- even taking the residual friction 
F angle for mica-schist -of 24*. 
Cleft-water pressures must therefore 
J2 be considered in the back-analysis. 
Using the wedge-sliding model given 
in Appendix A and assuming a fully-saturated slope, the factors of 
safety were computed for a number of strength values (Table 6.4). 
Plane OA 
35ýý 40 Wý 50 0 55 0 
35" 0.68 0.717) 0.84 0.94 1.06 
[491 [391 [241 191 [-ve) 
0 AO 0.74 0.82 0.90 1.00 1.13 
[391 [271 [15). (0) (-ve) 
Plane OB ' 4? , 0.82 0.89 0.97 1.06 1.20 
[27} [17} 151 [-ve} [-ve) 
50 0 0.90 0.97 1.06 1.16 1.28 
[151 15} [-ve) [-ve} [-ve} 
5e 1.01 1.07 1.16 1.26 1.39 
[-ve) [-ve) I-ve} f-ve} I-ve) 
Table 6.4: Factors-of-saf ety and shear strength intercept 
[kPa) assuming different friction angles for the 
Hell's Glen wedge-failure (fully-saturated slope). 
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Figure 6.14: L. H. stereonet for the Glen Effock 
-'-RSF-(n 200 poles). - 
The values for the shear strength intercept (Si) given in Table 
6.4 are those required to maintain limit-equilibrium or alternately 
the maximum Si values mobilised in association with the 0 along the 
failure-surfaces at the instant of failure. Assuming peak values for 
the friction angles of the surfaces (40" for plane A, the foliation 
surface, and 45 0 for plane B), the cleft-water pressure distribkition 
would have been sufficient to bave caused failure, with a mobilised Si 
of 17 kPa along both planes. 
The RSF debris rests upon a 209 slope and the angle of the line 
joining the block centroid prior to failure with that of the debris 
mass after failure is inclined at 27ý. This value is taken to be'the 
effective friction angle and since it is greater thaU Uie residual 
friction angle for the mica-schist rock, pore-water pressureý need not 
have acted during debris transport. 
Glen Effock [No 429 7671 (2f). 
This RSF is the best exarrple of a wedge-sliding failure cbserved 
by the author in the Scottish Highlands. It is based in schist and 
has suffered cnly minor displacement of c. 3-m-vertically, represerr- 
ting a shear displace-ment of c. 3% of the wedge hei ght. 
F 
0A C)j J4 
---------------------- ------------- @35' 
A low-angle foliation joint set was 
found to dip negatively (Fig. 6.14). 
Wedge-sliding is permitted along 
sets Jl and J4 and is also 
kinematically feasible along Jl and 
J5. The intersection of the last 
v 
two surfaces however would be 
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inclined at less than 200 towards the N. The orientation of the E 
failure-surface indicates that wedge-sliding has utilized J4 surfaces 
in combination with Jl, which would intersect to form lines' ' 
trendirxg almost due N arxI inclined at 32ý 
Despite the size of the RSF (approximately three times as large 
as the Hell's Glen wedge example) the tcpograplýi6 and joint attitude 
data are known in sufficient detail to permit computation of the 
factor-of-safety of the wedge, using the limit-equilibrim model in 
Appendix A. 
If the slope remains freely-drained and assuming that 0 equals 
509 and cohesion is zero along each plane, then F is calculated to be 
3.84. Even using the residual friction angle of 24,0 for each failure- 
surface the factor-of-safety of the wedge equals 2.10 (c = 0). If 
cleft-water pressures built up along the potential failure-surfaces 
stability would be drastically reduced. Taking'the cleft-water 
pressure distribution assumed by the model and assuming peak friction 
angles the factor-of-safety would'be less. than unity.. It is likelyor 
i 
however, that intact- rock bridges provide very high cohesion and that 
the slope is probably very stable. A temporary build up of high 
cleft-water pressures may have caused displacement of the wedge that 
ceased in response to shear-stiffness effects. 
HeUes Glen N wedge-slide ENN 181 0621 (4b). 
On the N side of Hell's Glen several tension-cracks have opened 
below a 3-m-high rear-scarp (Plate 6.7). The tensicn-cracks are up to 
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Figure 6.15: L. H. stereonet for the Hell's Glen 
wedge-slide (n = 200 poles). 
"r 
Plate 6.7: Open tension-cracks on the surface of 
the Hell's Glen N wedge-slide. 
15-m-deep and 1.75-m-wide and strike 
parallel with Jl, J2 and J3 poles 
(Fig. 6.15). The N-S trending 
cracks are formed by J3 joints which 
dip steeply W indicating that trans- 
lation has occurred normal to the 
strike of these joints. The crack 
widths indicate shear displacement 
of approximately c. 5% of the block 
width. 
The rear-scarp is oriented sub-parallel with the J2 pole. Plane- 
sliding along surfaces formed by F joints would not be possible as 
this set dips gently NW, into the slope. The only possible failure 
mode is wedge-sliding to the W along J2 and F surfaces. Lines of 
intersection formed by these two sets crop out (dipping at 180) in the 
E wall Of a gorge. Since this RSF is unlikely to have occurred under 
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self-weight sliding, some other force, such as high cleft-water 
pressure, is considered to have augmented the effects of gravity. 
Although it is not possible to model such forces for this RSF the 
reduction in the effective friction angle must have been dramatic: 
below 180, the inclination of the inferred failure-surface. 
' 6.4 Discussim 
A number of hypotheses have been advanced in the literature to 
account for RSF in the Highlands (cf. Table 3.1). Glacial 
oversteepening has been emphasised most frequently, but other possible 
processes include high cleft-water pressures, progressive-failure and 
seismic activity. The effects of some of these possible failure 
triggers have been modelled.. in back-analyses of certain of the 
examples discussed above and it is possible to make a number of 
-inferences from these analyses. 
It has been shown that all of the translational RSFs were unable 
to slide under gravity alone assuming that peak strength was 
mobilised. Glacial oversteepening has therefore been found to be 
relatively unimportant'as a direct cause of slope failure. 
Progress ive-failure may have played a significant role in the 
failure of the Glen Kinglas, Mullach Fraoch-choire and Ben Donich SE 
examples, where the fai lure- surfaces lie close to or below the 
residual fricticn angles of the rocks in which 
-they are 
formed. It is 
possible that progress ive-failure of rock bridges could have led to 
minor displacements within the slope at depth, the surface expression 
of these small shear displacements being magnified into larger 
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movements on the slope surface (Barton 1971b, Hoek'and Bray 1977). 
The opening of tension-cracks, is the, first sign of progressive-failure 
and'in'some instances their development may have permitted cleft-water 
ýressures to act "upcn the upslope faces of blocks resultiiig in* slope 
failure. 'In other cases it appears that tension-crack develqpment, has 
not been fatal to the slope and any forces (V) mobilised have been 
insufficient to cause complete failure and the rock-slopes remain 
intact. IiI 
At the majority of sites, some other force is required to augment 
gravity (even assuming Or) in, order to cause failure. It has been 
reasoned that the most likely triggering medbanism was cleft-water 
pressure build up, perhaps in association with other factors. The 
cleft-water pressures which have been modelled are those used by slope 
engineers for design purposes and are thought to be representative of 
the conditions which may ensue during/after a heavy rainstorM (Hoek 
and Bray 1977). 
Five of the case studies have failed completely, with debris 
transport occurring up to twice the length of their scars. It has 
been shown that most of the lines comecting the mass centres prior to 
failure with those after failure are inclined close to the residual 
friction angle for the material. Although, pore-water pressures# 
cchesiveýforces and friction angles could theoretically produce a 
plethora of different values, their correspondence to the residual 
friction angles is suggestive that failed-debris transport can be 
accounted for by the residual strength properties of the rock-mass. 
II 
It is therefore inferred that pore-water pressures did not act during 
transport of the majority of failed-debris masses. 
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The angl eI of I the slope onto which RSF-debris falls is of major 
importance in determining the distance-, over which the debris is 
transported. If the angle of slcpe is well in excess of the effective 
friction angle of the debris then deposition is unlikely to occur on 
that slope. Equally, if a major free-face intervenes between a RSF 
scar and a slope inclined at less than the residual friction angle for 
the material,, then the debris will be transported over a distance 
approximately equal to d= b/Tano The results of these mechanical 
analyses indicate that the residual friction angle can be substituted 
for 0' to yield a predicted distance of transport. At all of the 
study sites a slope inclined at close to the residual friction angle 
lay immediately downslope of the scar and therefore, unless excess 
pore-water pressures acted upon the RSF debris, excessive travel 
distances were imprcbable. 
The cessation of movement of the intact failures can be explained 
by the shear-stif fness and dilation accompanying the displacement 
along a potential failure-surface (cf. Section 3.5). It is considered 
significant that the amount of displacement, generally up to 3% of the 
length of the failure-surface,, igQnly slightly greater than that 
encounterEA in small-scale shear tests before peak shear strength is 
mobilised (e. g. Bartonl971a). 
6.5 
Five examples of plane-sliding failure and five wedge-failures 
have been described and analysed using rock mechanics techniques. 
Five of the examples are intact RSFs which have undergone 
comparatively minor displacements along their potential failure- 
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surfaces. Pre-failure displacements impeded by shear-stif fness 
effects are thought to bave caused cessaticn of block displacement at 
these - sites. 
Many of the RSFs have translated along failure-surfaces inclined 
well below the angle of sliding friction and occassionally below the 
residual friction angle. The most satisfactory explanation for the 
triggering of translation is considered to be high cleft-water 
pressures which are inferred to have been created when the slopes were 
fully-saturated. Cleft-water pressures would have reduced the 
effective friction angles of the failure- surfaces enabling transl- 
aticn in some cases along failure-surfaces inclined below the residual 
friction angle. A 
Five RSFs have failed catastrcphically,, their debris being, trans- 
ported up to 420 m from their sources. The mechanics of debris 
transport have been analysed to attempt to ascertain whether pore- 
water pressures acted m the debris during transport. The inClinatiM 
of lines connecting the mass centres of the failed-debris with the 
centres of blocks prior to failure (assumed to be inclined at were 
found in four cases to approximate the residual friction angles of the 
rock material involved. In all but one instance pore-water pressures 
need mt have acted upon the debris durirlg transPOrt- 
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7: rCM-SUPE TCPPUNG AND COMPLEX FAIWRE MORM: SMATZr-SCAIE FMEID 
EXAMPLES 
7.1 TntzoMicticn 
Until , the -- early 
19701 s, recognition of rock-slcpe failure bY 
toppling was restricted, in the geomorphological literature tO 
observations on the collapse of single rock slabs/columns. The fall 
of threatening rock' (Schunu and Chorley 1964) being a classic 
exanple of a massive toppled block. It is now recognized that 
toppling modes of failure, mdy involve 'more - than'one block (Goodman and 
Bray 1976). Watters (1972) was one of the first authors, to describe 
field examples of large-scale toppling of numerous interacting blocks. 
At the tine at which he wrote however, mathematical model's of toppling 
were restricted to Asbby's (1971) critericn for toppling of a slab on 
an inclined base (p 21). The Goodman and Bray (1976) kinematic test 
(cf, 
I Section 2.4) has since provided an analysis for toppling failure 
of nultiple non-rectangular shaped blocks permitting significant 
advances cn the analyses of tcppling made by Watters (1972). 
Me airns of this chapter are two-fold. First,, to describe the 
failure- modes of carplex rock-slcpe failures and topples, using 
norphological , and joint data, and secondly,, to examine and discuss 
possible failure triggers. - Four small-scale topples (less than 0.25 
Rm2) fran the field areas are discussed in section 7.3. - 
The potential for higher-order failure modes in the Scottish 
Highlands, given the ccrplex structure of the Highland rretamorphic 
rocks, was suggested in Chapter 2. Six exanples showing camplex 
failure modes, toppling ombined with an element of translation, are 
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Figure 7.1: Modes of- t6ppling failur! B 
Goodman and Bray 1976). 
(a) Fle. xural-tcppling 
(b) Block-tcppling 
(c) Block-flexural-tcppling 
discussed and analysed in Secticn 7.4. 
7.2 Previcus research 
Goodman and Bray (1976) have providecl a useful - tri-partite 
abc 
I, . 
classification of types of toppling failure. Their scheme (Fig. 7.1 
a-c) includes: 
(a) Flexural-toppling. This occurs when continuous rock columns-break 
in flexure as they bend forward. This type of topple is most likely 
to occur in schists, slates and phyllites (Goodman and Bray 1976); 
, b) Block-toppling. This ray occur when the rock-rress is divided 
into 
columns by widelyý-spaced cross joints. Little intact-rock breakage 
occurs with this form of tcppling, distinguishing it fran flexural 
tqppling; 
(c) Block-flexural-toppling. This form, of toppling may occur in rock- 
masses with closely-spaced cross-joints. Instead of intact-rock 
fracture however accumulated movements along numerous cross-joints 
causing steepening of the highest cross-joints in columns: leading to 
lis 
tcppling and sliding. There are fewer edge-to-face and nore face--to- 
face'cmtacts in this form of tcppling than block tcppling. 
Goodman and Bray also note that 'secondary' tcppling can occur on 
slopes where independent toppling was unlikely to occur providing that 
other factors operate to excite failure. Camplex failure niodes ray 
involve secondary toppling, where forward rotation of blocks is 
initiated by translational wavements. 
Distinctive gecoorphic features result fran toppling" (Goodman and 
Bray 1976). These include: deep tension-cracks, ' cbsequent- (or 
uphill-facing) scarps, flexural 'cracking and normal fault-type 
flexural slip (Goodman and Bray 1976). Toppling is also 
characterised by the greatest displacement of blocks occurring"at the 
slope crest, as forward rotation of blocks increasesýupslope. 
Few examples of toppling failure have been discussed in the 
literature, most of thesebaving occurred in open pit mines, -though 
many unpublished examples fran various countries are -known to Goodman 
and Bray (1976). Large flexural-tcpples are canTcn in the slate 
quarries of N Wales. Goodman and Bray cited examples, fran the d-crwic 
oe'\rýJA 
and Penn Rynn quarries 6ahere toppling failure utilises the steeply- 
inclined slatey cleavage. 
Wyllie (1980) described an example of a tcpple in an open pit 
mine in the eastern foothills of the Rocky Wxmtains. The slope was 
ccnpcsed of shales, sandstones and coal and, fran his description, 
prcbably failed by flexural-toppling. Toppling at-, the foot of a large 
slope had evidently removed support fran the slope above this leading 
to the collapse of 6.0 x 105 m3 0 f-material into the pit. The slope 
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was nxxiitored prior to failure and Wyllie ascribed the - measured 
decreases in the velocity of movement of the slcpe to reductions in 
the groundwater-pressure and to the transference fran edge-to-face 
contacts between blocks to face-to-face contacts, , Face-to-face 
contact durirxg toppling will n-cbilise more resistance to deformatim 
(GOOdman and Bray 1976). 
Brown (1982) discussed an analysis for tcppling based UpCn the 
principles of energy-ndniridsation. The analysis subjects the entire 
slope systern to a small rotational displacement, enablirxg evaluation 
of the net work. The blocks ccaposing the topple are assuned to be 
rectangular, their sides being normal to the surface upon which they 
rest. This assuTpticn necessitates considerable simplificaticn of 
the slope gecusetry and prevents the use of the model in many 
gecmorphological circumstances. 
Brown's work is of particular interest as it illustrated the 
effects of cleft-water pressures, upcn rock-slcpe toppling. He showed 
that blocks resting on a surface inclined positively at 3W , their 
faces nomal to the surface, would require a friction angle of W to 
maintain stability when the slcpe is freely-drained. In a fully- 
saturated slcpe, the fricticn angle required to maintain stability 
would be 600. Clearly, high cleft-water pressuresý way -have a 
detrimental affect in tqppling failure as well as other modes of rock- 
slope failure. 
Natural slope tqpples are particularly cannon aloryg the N Devon 
coast (de Freitas, and Watters 1973, Goodman and Bray 1976). Goodman 
and Bray showed that their kinematic criterion for toppling 
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successfully discriminates between failed and stable s1cpes in N 
I 
Devcn. de Freitas and Watters (1973) discussed a natural slcpe tqpple 
fran SE Wales which occurred in sandstones and shales overlying a coal 
seam. The tcpple involved a block which rotated forwards through 2T 
arxI eventually translated down the. slope. These authors also 
ccinnented upcn a massive topple' in" Glen Pean, Scotland (described in 
Secticn 8.2). 
Sijing (1981) described an exanple of a complex rock-slope 
failure at the Jinchuan cpen pit mine in China. Tcppling (which 
fonned cbsequent-scarps) was found to have occurred in ocnbination 
with translational modes of failure. These failures took place within 
a larger rock-mass which was itself progressively-failing. No other 
small-scale published exanples of tcpplingýcanbined with translation 
are known to the author, though numerous larger-scale exapples been 
described in the literature (cf. Section 8.2). 
7.3 Toppling modes of failure: field examples 
Hell's GILen EM 182 0551 (4c). 
I 
A major block-tcpple deyelcped in mica-schist has occurred m 
the N-facing slcýe of Hell' s Glen. The major characteristic of the 
failed slope is a large block which has rotated by up to 30* to the N 
-, (Fig. 7.2a Plate 7.1). A rear-scarp rises to 28 m and has 
approximately e of overhang. Downslope of the large block a chaotic 
asseirblage of boulders, resting cn average at 30". reaches to the 
valley floor. 
The slcpe angle prior to failure was estimated, by averaging the 
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Figure 7.2: (a) Plan view of the Hell's 
topple. 
(b) Hypothetical sectior, t1irougi, 
the Hell's Glen topple. 
Plate 7.1: The Hell's Glen topple (see Fig. 7.2a 
for direction of view). 

















slcpe angles immediately outside the failed slcpe area, to be 34% 'A 
cross-section through the slope (Fig. 7.2b) depicts the major block 
height as 60 m, as estimated by extrapolating lines from the rear- 
scarp and the upslcpe-waU of the toppled block until they intersect. 
Figure 7.3 shows the joint data recorded at this site. The joint 
survey revealed a joint set (F in 
Fig. 7.3) running parallel with the 
foliaticn which dips gently NW. Two 
steeply-dipping joint sets Jl and J2 
dip NNE and ENE respectively while 
the pole of J3 dips at 85 to the 
SE. The roughness of J3 surfaces 
was estimated to be 44 in the 
direction of interlayer-slip. 
The pole of set J3 strikes within 2' of the strike of the 
reconstructed slope face and falls within the region on'the 
stereographic projection which satisfies the kinematic toppling 
criterion. Toppling under self-weight stresses however could not 
have occurred along joints dipping at 86' (the dip angle of the rear- 
scarp) if 0 was greater than 34% This value is much less than the 
sliding friction angle of mica-schist arxi less than the peak friction 
angle (given i equals 4*). The residual friction angle of mica- 
s9hist is. 2.24ý (Watters 1972). 
The peak shear strengths of the failure-surfaces will have been 
exceeded during slcpe failure. As noted, in Section. 2.4, the'kinematic 
test assumes that the slope is -, freely-drained and that- no shear 
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Figure 7.4: L. H. stereonet for The Steeple-RSF 
(n = 200 poles). 
strength intercept was mobilised. It is possible that cohesive force 
was mobilised against failure. The effective friction angle Of the 
block faces must have been less than 34* (0 8< CV cf. Fig. 2.10) at the 
tant of failure arxI high cleft-water pressures may have acted upon 
the steeply inclined J3 joints. 
The Steeple EM 206 0091 (4h). 
Immediately W of The Steeple summit a 25-m-high rear-scarp, 
formed by a major joint, overhangs towards its base. The rear-scarp 
surface is planar, in the direction 
of shear, possessing an estimated i 
J2 
value of less than 3% TI-ie major 
joint belongs to joint set Jl the 
J3 F pole of which trends 84*-4 102' 
(Fig. 7.4). A further joint set F 
forms gently dipping cross-joints 
within the mica-schist. Joint set 
J2 provided lateral release surfaces 
which strike parallel to the directicn of the slope. 
Downslope of the rear-scarp a, major block has toppled, the 
toppling motion being evidenced by F joints on the block which are 
inclined towards the W at angles in excess of 45% Extrapolation of 
the rear-scarp and. the upslope face of the uppermost toppled block 
indicates tensicn-crack development at least 35 m below the original 
slope face. The uppermost block in the topple disintegrated during 
failure producing,, with material from blocks formerly standing 
downs1cpe of it, a debris mass that extends 150 m from the rear-scarp. 
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Slope angles outside the failed slope area average 43* and this 
value has been used for the pre-failure slope angle in the kinematic 
test. Self-weight toppling would have been possible along Jl 
discontinuities which dip at 86"' 
-into 
the slope, if the friction 
angle was below 43". It is likely however, given the low normal 
stresses that would have acted upon Jl surfaces, that the full i value 
of 3* would be appropriate in the kinematic analysis. The peak 
friction angle may therefore be as high as 45ý. In order to overcome 
the peak friction angle and any cohesive force, so producing an 
effective friction angle less than the slope angle, cleft-water 
pressures probably acted upon the slope. 
Ben Donich N [M 220 0481 (4f). 
A cliff composed of mica-schist and rising to a height of 40 m, 
occurs upslcpe of a mass of coarse debris cn the N-side of Ben Donich. 
Boulders up to 1000 m3 in size occur within the debris mass with 
clefts between them up to 5-m-deep. Smaller boulders occur near the 
margin of the failed debris. The debris mass has an estimated 
thickness of up to 15 m and terminates abruptly 350-m-downslcpe of the 
rear-scarp,, its frontal slope inclined at 340. 
A joint set (F) is directed parallel with the foliation. which 
trends approxim6tely horizontal. Joint set J1 trends 60-70* 062'0 
and a further set J2 is directed 85" --ao- 135% J3 runs 76-86" 1709 
and strikes parallel with the rear-scarp. J3 surfaces possess an 
average roughness in the directim of failure of St 
To the W-margin of the rear-scarp, an areaý of relatively 
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Figure 7.5: L. H. stereonet for'the, Ben Donich, N 
RSF (n 200 poles). 
urm3athered rock is taken to define the former slope profile, which is 
reconstructed as slcping at 620' in 
the direction of failure. A pole 
concentration of greater than 4% of 
J2 
the Joint- sample occurs within the 
area satisfyirxg, the, tclopling criter- 
along, - J3 ion (Fig. 7.5). Toppling 
: "2 
ally feasible even assuming n-abilis-.. - 
surfaces would have been kinematic- 
ation of the peak friction angle, (c. 
45-50 There is no need to infer that toppling was triggered by 
high cleft-water pressures. 
Using the mechanical analysis explained in Section 6.2, the 
mechanics of debris transport can be investigated'by masuring the 
inclination of a line drawn between the centre of a mass before 
movement arxi its centre after cessation. At Ben Donich this line 
is inclined at- 38* which lies between the residual friction angle for 
mica-schist (c. 24") arxi tha sliding friction angle (c. 41*). There 
is, therefore, no need to infer that excess pore-water pressures acted 
durirxg debris transport. 
Carn na ccn Dhu summit [Na 073 2421 (3a) 
Inmediately W of -the sunnit of Carn na, Con Dhu,, a block-flexural 
tcpple has occurred on a psammitic rock-slcpe which is inclined at. up 
0 to 48 Several "cbsequent-scarps extend behind the crest of the. slope 
onto the almost flat sunnit. of the ridge. The cbsequent-scarps trend 
E-W, "' are up to 2-m-high and are closelY-spaced, , sane being just., 5-m- 
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Figure 7.5: L. H. stereonet for the Ben Donich N 
11 RSF 
(n = 200 poles). 
apart. rnie deformation of the slope appears to cmtinue for c. 150 m 
belo%4 the ridge crest to where the' s1cpe angle decreases. 
The structure of the slope is dominated by joint set J1, the pole 
of which dips negatively at 870 (Fig. 7.6). A foliation set (F) 
strikes E-W, dipping steeply north- 
wards. The Goodman and Bray kinem- 
atic test illustrates that self- 
weight toppling would occur along Jl 
joints, providing that the mobil- 
ised friction angle was less than 
390. Jl joints were found to have 
an average i value of B* in the 
direction of dip (i. e. parallel to 
the direction of interlayer slip). The roughness values when combined 
with the sliding friction angle for psammite, indicate a peak fric- 
tion angle perhaps up to 52".. This angle is marginally greater than 
that required for self-weight toppling, according to the Goodman and 
Bray test and may have been sufficient to have prevented complete 
failure. 
It was noted in Section 2.4 that minor shear displacements, of 
the order of 1-2% of the length of tested rou*k. -joint surfaceso occur 
before peak shear strengths are mobilised. The shear displacement at 
Cam na Con Dhu is c. 1.3%, as indicated by the height of the 
obsequent- scarps and taking a slope height of 150 m. The 
correspcndence between the relative amount of displacement at Carn na 
Con Dhu and that experienced during small-scale shear tests is 
suggestive that peak shear strength has been mobilisedo causing 
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cessation of displacement. A section through part Of the slope 
failure revealed open joints which may be the product of block- 
flexural-tcppling or dilation acccxqmnying shear displacement. 
Either way the permeability of the rock-slope has clearly been 
increased and this may prevent the build up of high cleft-water 
pressures within the slope. Further pertinent discussion concerning 
the cessation of toppling failures will be made in Chapter B. 
7.4 Carplex modes of rock-slcpe failure 
Mullach Coire a' Chuir [NU 172 0371 (4e) 
This exarple is a highly ccinplex topplire-sliding failure , 
developed on the ccaparatively gentle N-facing slope of Mullach Coire 
a1 Chuir. Blocks have toppled at the crest of the slope forming V- 
shaped clefts up to 5-m-deep between the rear-scarp and their upslcpe 
faces (Plates 7.2 and 7-3). The angles between the rear-scarp and 
toppled blocks indicates forward rotation of blocks through angles of 
up to W Downslope, of the uppermost toppled blocks others have 
survived the degradation, of the slope standing proud of the 
surrounding coarse debris (cf. -Plate 7.2). The upslope and downslope 
walls of some blocks trend subparallel with one another, though the 
gaps between them may be up to 3-m-wide (Plate 7.4). This indicates 
translational movement of certain blocks within the RSF. 
Three major joint sets were recorded on the slopep me of which 
M trends parallel with the foliation, which dips gently NW (Fig. 
7.7). J2 strikes subparallel. with the slope face and dips steeply 
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Plate 7.2: The Mullach Fraoch-choire RSF. Plate 
7.3 is taken viewing from the NW along 
the trench between the rear-scarp and 
the uppermost toppled block. 
Plate 7.3: The slope trench located between the 
uppermost toppled block and the 
rear-scarp at Mullach Choire a' 
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Plate 7.4: Translated blocks in the centre of the 
Mullach Choire a' Chuir RSIEF. The 
tension-crack is c. 3-m-wide and the 
blocks are up to 9ýhigh. 
4,, ý Vý ir, ý " Vk: ý ,, A, f 
Tj 
Plate 7-5: View 
The 
poll PROM -I I 
)ng the deepest obsequent- 
cairn Broadiands (p 131). 
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L. H. stereonet for the Mullach 
a' Chuir RSF (n = 200 poles). 4 
into it, its pole beirxg directed 70" 230-9. Translation of blocks 
may have 'occurred along P joint surfaces. 
Goodman and Bray (1976) observed that complex sliding and 
overtumu'ig (both uphill and down- 
hill). of blocks is, possible when 
toppling occurs on horizontal sur- 
fac' I es. 
' It is - thought likely that 
1W 14 
a stepped surface has been produced 
by F and J2 surfaces at Mullach 
Choire a' Chuir. It seems likely 
that toppling occurred first allow- 
ing upslcpe blocks to translate and 
topple (Plate 7.2). 
This example 
_possesses 
a similar morphology to the "roller 
bearing" type of rock-slope failure described by Eisbacher (1979a) for 
certain large cliff collapses in the Mackenzie Mts, northwestern 
Canada. These forms of failure occur on slopes on slopes inclined 
below 25" and may be triggered, according to Eisbadiere by earthquake. - 
loading of rock-slcpes. They are typically characterized by complete 
break-up of the rock-slope with components of toppling and sliding 
occurring within the failing mass (cf. Eisbacher 1979a; Fig. 8). 
Caim Broadlands END 273 7761 (2a). 
Four major joint sets were recorded on the slope (Fig. 7-8). J1 
is a well-develcped set which dips both steeply positively ard negati- 
vely, having an average trend of 86* --o-- 236% Joint set J2 diPS 
steePly NW while J3 is oriented 60* --io 146*. 
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Plate 7.6: Vertical aerial photograph (c. 
1: 10,000-scale) of the Cairn 
Broadlands RSF. Top of the 
photograph is N. 





-, I rv 
Ike, 
. stereonet f or the Cai 
oadlands RSF (n = 200 poles), 
Several cbsequent-scarps, the largest of which is 200-m-lcng and 
6-m-deep (Plate 7.5), occur within a trapezoidal-shaped (in plan) 
intact-RSP at Caim Broadlands. The 
'00"- 
I It 1. , % 14 
limits to the displaced mass are 
delimited by a 1-4-m-deep cleft to 
the S and by cliffs (up to &-m-high) 
to the N. The shape of the mass is 
indicative of a wedge-slide (Plate 
7.6). It is thought that toppling 
has occurred within the scale of a 
wedge-slide. The cbsequent-scarps 
on the slope strike parallel with the pole of Jl. Downslope of the 
scarps localised oversteepening has led to rockfalls at the toe of the 
wedge-slide. 
At c. 730 m O. D. a 21-m-high rear-scarp has been exposed by 
forward rotation of blocks., Extrapolation of the rear-scarp and the 
upslope face of this toppled block indicates that the failure-surface 
lies up to c. 70-m-below the ground (Fig. 7.9). The total height of 
the wedge is c. 150 m. 
The N-margin of the RSF strikes parallel with the strike of joint 
set J3. No discontinuity set bowever was -measured striking 
' 
approximately parallel with the RSFs S-margin. g along Wedge-slidin 
the intersections of J3 surfaces and a "rogue" discontinuity is 
therefore inferred. It is thought that wedge-sliding has induced 
secondary toppling alcrxg Jl joints. 
This inference underlines the difficulties of joint surveys - 
which record only near-surface joint attitudes and not those deep 
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Figure 7.10: L. H. stereonet for the Cairn Inks 
RSF (n = 100 poles). 
within a rock-slope - and warns of the possibility that potential 
failure-surfaces may go unrecognised until shear displacement occurs. 
Cairn Inks EIX) 312 7221 (2c) 
Four joint sets were recorded on this slope (Fig 7.10). The pole 
of Jl the most important set trends 82* --j, - 222% though individual 
joint poles from this set were 
recorded as dipping both steeply 
negatively and positively. J2 is 
JI 
orientated 62' --P 150* and strikes 
subparallel with the strike of the 
NW surface of the RSFs V-shaped 
A 
scar. The steep SW wall strikes 
115/295% subparallel with the 
strike of the J3 pole and the MW 
wall strikes approximately 042/222% subparallel with the average 
strike of set J1. 
The shape of the rear-scarp is i ndf cative of a wedge-slide and 
the kinematic test for wedge-sliding indicates that potential failure- 
surfaces could have been formed by J2 and J3 joints. The average 
intersection of these two joint sets is inclined at 2% below the 
peak friction angle for mica-schist. It is therefore suggested that 
cleft-water pressures acted to cause failure. 
Like the Caim Broadlands example, cbsequent-scarps produced on 
the displaced rock indicate limited toppling. The scarps trend 
parallel with the Jl pole and are thought to' have been produced by 
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Figure 7.11: L. H. stereonet for the Capel Bura 
RSF (n = 200 poles). 
secondary toppling along Jl joints as the wedge translated downslope. 
Caml Bum END 297 7811 (2b) - 
Obsequent- scarps on this RSF indicate limited toppling during 
shear displacement. The scarps are up to 3.5-m-high and trend sub- 
parallel with the strike of the slope face and approximately parallel 
with the strike of Jl (Fig. 7.11). 
In cross-section the slope steepens markedly towards its base. 





action of glacial meltwaters from 
the ice-cap outlet glacier (Section 
5.3) forming an 8-m-deep gorge. 
Immediately above the gorge, slope 
ang . les -average 44". Thisvaluehas 
been used in the kinematic test for 
toppling because, as noted earlier, 
toppling could occur on, the steepest 
portion of the slope then spread 
upslope onto more gently sloping ground. The slope upon which the 
obsequent-scarps have developed is inclined at 25". 
Simple toppling of the RSF is not indicated by the rnorjýhology of 
the slope as a 10-m-high rear-scarp is located upslope of the toppled 
blocks. A low angle plane-slide appears to have occurred along F 
joint -surfaces, some of which dip positively at up to 32% It is 
likely that toppling occurred at the base of the slope first, procee- 
ding upslope until sliding took-place behind the uppermost toppled' 
block. 
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Figure 7.12: L. H. stereonet for the Mam Sodhail 
ridge RSF (n = 200 poles). 
I 
( 
Mam Sodhail Ridge [NEI ll, ý. 2461 DO - 
Downslope displacement of a 400-m-wide block is evidenced at 
this site by a 10-m high rear-scarp. One large (up to 5-m-high) 
obsequent-scarp occurs within the displaced block and strikes 
approximately parallel with the slcpe face, which dips 
11 at up to 52ý 
The structure of ýhe slope is very complex, six major joint sets 





directions, between. 102 and 164"., 
The dip angles of joints belonging 
to this set range from 56 to 90% 
Vertical joints from set Jl were 
found to strike parallel with the 
strike of the slope face. J2,, a 
stress-relief joint set,. is 
positively, inclined between 10 and 
450o J3 and J4 are steeply dipping 
while J5 joints dip at 34-44* into -the slope. 
Plane-sliding is kinematically feasible along joint set J2 but J5 
surfaces are insufficiently steeply-dipping to occur within the 
region on the stereonet satisfying the toppling criterion. The only 
possible surfaces along which toppling could have occurred are the 
vertical il joints. It is therefore inferred that translation of the 
rock-mass along J2, surfaces caused rotation of Jl joints, exciting 
secondary toppling failure. It is likely that the initial plape- 
sliding movement occurred in response to high cleft-water pressures as 
the J2 joints which may form the sliding surface are inclined, on 
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Tigure 7.13: L. H. stereonet for the Corrie of 
Clava RSF. 
average,, below the sliding fricticn angle. ' 
Corrie of Cloya EM 329-7581 (2d) 
The geologic structure of this corrie is comparatively complex 
(Fig. 7.13) enabling a number of possible failure modes around its 
headwalls. At the corrie backwall a mass of coarse fe 1ýpatiýic' gneiss 
has displaced to the S, forming several cbsequent-scarps. 'The scarps 
run sub-parallel with joint sets Jl and J3 and are up to 1.5-m-high. 
Both Jl and J3 sets possess joints 
that dip steeply into the slope. 
nJ3 
Joint set F1 parallels the foliaticn, 
on the slcpe and dips at 12* towards 
J4 the NE. The pole of a second low- 
angle joint set dips 16* NW. 
Upslope of the obsequent-scarps a 
J3 50-m-high rear-scarp crops out. 
Kinematic testing shows that plane- 
sliding along J2 surfaces would be possible if the slope exceeded 4CP: 
thus permitting T2 joints to crop out into the corrie backwall. The 
b, ickwdll dips on average at 4f in the vic uiui ty of the RSF. No kbe toe 
was fourxI below the lowermost obsequent-scarp. 
Toppling along J1 and J3 joints dipping at 89P into the slope 
could also occur if the f riction angle was less than 4e. It is 
suggested that toppling has occurred within a mass that translated 
along J2 surfaces causirxg secondary toWling. Unfortunately, due to 
the lack of sub-surface information, it is not possible to provide a 
more penetrating analysis of the mechanics of this RSF. Its 
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complexity however'is illustrative of the difficulties inherent in 
analysing slcpes with numezx= joint sets. ý 
7.5 1 
Goodman and Bray (1976) stated that toppling failure of a rock- 
slope may be violent but does, not usually produce Iýigh velocites. 
According to them the rock material in a toppling failure will 
invariably break up during gradual rotaticn of blocks, forming a talus 
deposit at the base of the slope. 
Inferences concerning the velocity of failure of the field 
examples are difficult to make. However, the downslcpe margin of the 
Ben Donich topple is sharp. It would seem unlikely that such a clear 
margin could have been formed by sporadic release of blocks frm the 
faces of larger toppling blocks. The explanation proposed here is 
that the'debris mass was produced by catastrophic toppling failure of 
the slope. In contrast, the toppling failure at the summit of Cam 
na Con Dhu probably occurred relatively slowly by progressive-failure 
which was terminated by the mobilisati-cm of peak shear strerx1th, along 
negatively-, dipping joints. 
It is considered significant that the two toppling failures 
which have failed completely possess similar joint patterns,, which 
define blocks which are approximately rectangulars, their front faces 
striking parallel/ subparallel with the slope face and their sides 
trending approximately normal to the slope. The block bases are 
delimited by cross-joints, which are usually joints trending parallel 
with the foliation for the case studies. 
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Idealised joint set patterns for Figure 7.14: 
toppling failure. 
The forementioned joint, patterns approxiýiate to the ideal 
combination of cross-joints shown in Figure 7.14. In this 
hypothetical slope thý lateral release joints, (L) are nearly vertical. 
and so the normal stresses, along 
these surfaces will approach, zero. 
If joints strike normal to the slope 
-face but are inclined, they will 
contribute more lateral resistance 
to toppling because of the increased 
shear strengths activated by higher 
normal stresses. The potential for 
high velocity failure of slopes by 
tcppling would be increased if the joint patterns followed the ideal. 
Toppling under self-weight stresses it has been inferred could 
not have occurred at Hell's Glen and The Steeple unless O. values below 
the peak were mobilised. - Toppling failure due solely to 
oversteepening of -the slopes is therefore rejected at these two sites. 
At Capel Burn meltwater erosion may have led to localised slope 
oversteepening and at Ben Donich, the failed slope being the headwall 
of a large compound corrie, glacial oversteepening may have occurred. 
As noted in section 2.4 the kinematic test for toppling takes no 
account of possible cleft-water pressures acting upon the"upslope 
faces of the blocks. Neither does the test care for the force 
imparted upon a toppling block by the weight of blocks upslope of it. 
Toppl ing at Hell's Glen, Ben Donich and The Steeple has lef t 
free-faces which are inclined at +/- 10 0 from the vertical. Further 
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toppling under self-weight stresses is kinematically feasible at these 
sites, even assuming peak friction angles, yet the slcpes appear to be 
stable as no major tension-cracks crcp out ups1cpe of the rear-scarps. 
The potential for further topplirxg it may be hypothesised is dependent 
upon the continuity and spacing of joints, particularly L-surfaces, 
behind, the rear-scarp. - If L-joints terminate at -the rear-scarp, 
or extend beyond it for a distance less than the spacing, -of F-w-joints, 
then toppling will be inhibited (Fig. 7.13)., -, This situation 
has 
arisen at The Steeple where Jl joints -terminate at the rear-scarp. No 
lateral release surfaces occur behind the scarp and toppling is 
consequently prohibited. It is not known whether a similar situation 
occurs at Ben Donich or Hell's Glen as vegetation cover prevents the 
tracing of joint outcrops. 
If cross-joints cut across a toppling block, It is more likely to 
break-up by small-scale plane-sliding or by block-f lexural, toppling 
(cf. Goodman and Bray 1976) particularly if forward rotation of blocks 
inclines the cross-joints above their sliding friction angle. 
Degradation of, blocks will take place from the lowest working upslcpe. 
Much depends upon the spacing of L and F-joints as some large toppled 
blocks je. g. Hell's Glen) have rotated without breaking-up. Caine 
(1982) suggested that preservaticn of tcppled blocks may be due to a 
"cushioning-effect" provided by thick talus deposits. The debris 
deposited as a coarse scree, in front of toppled blocks may also 
provide support to the slope thus preventiryg further block rotation. 
Toppling failure has been demonstrated to occur in association 
with translational forms of failure. ý As resistance to. sliding has 
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clearly - been mobilised within the ý displaced mass by secondary 
toppling, conventional limit-equilibrium techniques of plane and 
wedge-sliding are not applicable to these cases. Limit-equilibrium 
models assume that the displaced block behaves rigidly. 
Relatively little attention has-been given to complex failure 
modes in the engineering-ge'ology literature, compared, to, the plane, 
wedge-sliding and tcppling modes. The recogniticn of such RSFs is of 
practical importance, especially where back-analyses of -natural slope 
failures are used in design procedure. 
Steeply-dipping discontinuities, which strike approximately 
normal to the direction of displacement, occur at all the sites of 
complex failure where cbsequent-scarps have formed. This indicates 
that secondary tcppling may occur, whenever this condition is satisfied 
and that these RSFs may fail'catastrcphically. , Care must therefore be 
taken in using cbsequent-scarps alone as indicators, of toppling (cf. 
Goodman and Bray 1976) and by implicaticn slow RSF velocities. 
7.6 .I ?Iý 
Four examples of small-scale toppling failure have been discussed 
from the field areas. The diagnosis of toppling failure has been 
based upon geomorphological, evidence#' particularly the -occurrence. of 
obsequent-scarps, the attitudes of displaced blocks and from the 
availability of kinematically suitable joints. Analyses of toppling 
have been made using the Goodman and Bray, (1976) kinematic critericn. 
The potential for toppling has been shown to be dependent upon the 
spacing and continuity of joint surfaces, -, factors which are difficult 
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to account for in kinematic or mathematical modelling. 
In order for interlayer slip to have occurred at Hell's Glen, The 
Steeple and at the Carn na Con Dhu summit topples, the effective 
fricticn angles must have been less than the peak fricticn. angles for 
the rock. Glacial oversteepening of slopes can be rejected as the 
sole triggering mechanism in these instances since for self-weight 
toppling the slope angle would need to be steeper than the peak 
fricticn angle. High cleft-water pressures bave been suggested as a 
possible cause of failure where the self-weight toppling criterion is 
unsatisfied. It is not possible to model the nature of cleft-water 
pressure distributions in the kinematic test for toppling but their 
effects can be assessed using the effective fricticn angle concept. 
Complex failure modes have been proven to occur on natural slopes 
where discontinuity patterns are themselves complex. Secondary 
toppling is associated with both wedge-sliding and plane-sliding 
failures. It is suggested that wherever discontinuities strike 
approximately normal to the direction of failure and dip steeply into 
the slope then secondary toppling may be excited by translational 
movement. Joints dipping vertically and striking subparallel with 
the slope face may also be overturned causing toppling failure. 
The control of joint patterns on the failure modes of the 
examples discussed in both this and the preceeding chapter has been 
established. When exposed by complete failure of the RSF, the scars 
have been found to possess linear surfaces which are generally sub- 
parallel with pre-existing joints. As size increases however the 
Possibility arises that shear displacement may not occur along linear 
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surfaces but thick zones of rock (cf. Eisbacher 1979a). The following 
chapter discusses RSFs which are an order of magnitude or more larger 
than those dealt with so far and considerably more complex. 
A 
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8.1 
Numerous autliors have camiented upon the formation of cbsequent- 
scarps (sometimes termed counter-scarps or antislcpe-scarps) in high- 
mountain areas. ' These landforms have been described as occurring in 
Japan (Kobayashi 1956,, Yagi 1981)? the Carpathian Mts. (Jahn 1964, 
Nem6ok 1972), North America (Tabor 1971, Patton and Hendron ý 1974,, 
Radbruch-Hall et al. 1976, Eisbacher 1979b, Bovis 1982), - New Zealand 
(Beck 1968), the French Alps (J-J. Jarvis pers. camm. ), the Pyrenees 
(Rengers and Soeters, 1982), the Peruvian Andes (J. N. -Hutchinson Pers- 
ccm. ) and in Britain (de Freitas and Watters 1973). 
The cbsequent-scarps reported by these workers are up to 10-m- 
high. Scme are located downslope of elongate ridge-tcp furrows (Tabor 
1971) and rray be associated with slope 'bulging' (Radbruch-Hall, et al. 
1976). These topographic features, are considered by sane researchers 
(e. g. Radbruch-Hall 1978) to have fomed in response to 'deep-reaching 
gravitational defonriation',, which Radbruch-Hall et al. (1976) defined 
as a flow-type displacement of rocki where motion takes place bY 
relative rcvement of particles within a moving mass without formation 
of a continuous shear surface. This mode of defonnation is similar to 
the 'sackung' (or sagging) rravement of slopes reported by Zischinsky 
(1966,1969). There is no evidence that the mode of deformation 
inferred by Radbruch-Hall et al. (1976) occurs. 
Radbruch-Han et al. (1976) tenned cbsequent-scarps, ridge-tcp 
furrows and slope bulging 'sackung features': thereby inplying a 
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specific mode of deformation as' the cause of these features. 
Ra nich-HaU et afs. genetic classification is unjustified however' 
since it is not known if factors other than gravity'(e. g. earthquakes) 
can cause their formation. Sackmigýlike deformation of slopes is krx)wm 
to have occurred without formation of cbsequent-scarps' Aeg. 
Zischinsky 1966). 
Watters (1972) investigated a number of slopes with cbsequent-' 
scarps in Scotlaril and proposed that these slope features are 
generally caused by tcppling failure. He made"no reference however to 
the papers by Jahn (1964), Zischinsky (1966,1969), Beck (1968) and 
Tabor (1971). Conversely, many eastern European'and North American 
researchers have anitted mention of toppling as a possible cause of 
obsequent-scarp formation. For example, in a paper reviewing large- 
scale slope deformations, including those which have formed cbsequent- 
scarps, Radbruch-Hall (1978) failed to refer to toppling failure. 
The study of large-scale slope defonnation is of 'interest to 
both gecmorphologists and engineering-geologists (Rengers and Soeters 
1982) and an engineering-geology approach to cbsequent-scarp 
development at sites in Ule United Arab Emirates, the Pyren-, = -'and 
Scotland is being undertaken bY J. J. Jarvis, 'Inperial College. 
This Chapter draws upon evidence collected during the RSF survey 
and attenpts to reconcile the different views on the developnent of 
cbsequent-scarps and large-scale slope defonnations by referring to 
seven exarrples studied in the field areas - 
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8.2 Previous research 
Table 8.1 summarises the hypotheses proposed within the recent 
literature to account for the formation of cbsequent-scarps in variOw 
mountain areas. All the authors invoke 'an opposing (also termed 
'antithetic') movement alorig discontinuities to explain cbsequent- 
scarps though the possible cause(s) of the movement are disputed 
(Table 8.1). The various explanations of cbsequent-scarp formation 
1964 Jahn suggested toppling of blocks carbined with 
preferential erosion upslcpe of fissures for 
examples in the Carpathian Mts. 
1966 Zischinsky recorded valleyward bending of foliation planes 
and proposed 'sackung' (lit: --sagging) formt of 
deformation. 
1968 'Beck hypothesised summit-mridge foundering to explain 
scarps in New Zealand. 
1971 Tabor cbserved ridge-tcp depressions in the U. S. A.,, 
and inferred a valleyward bending of sandstone 
beds to account for cbsequent-scarps. 
1972 Watters utilised re-orientation of foliation planes to 
infer block toppling at Glen Pean, Scotland. 
1972 Nemiýdk discussed obsequent-scarps cn the Chabenec 
ridge, Czeckoslovakia and considered that deepp-- 
seated gravitational-creep was responsible for 
the features. 
1974 Patton and prcposed that cbsequent-scarps were formed by 
Hendron faulting in rcs-jcvsc to isostatic uplift. 10 
1976 Radbruch-Hall discussed 'sackungen' in U. S. A. and thought 
et al. that dilation, cau. -ed by the expansion of 
ridges,, may bave caused 'bula ging' of sIcj*s- 1977 Mollard speculated that faulting, due to isostatic 
uplift, was the cause of Nagle Mt. 'linears' in 
Canada. 
1977 Mahr invoked contraction of rock at depth and 
dilation at the surface to account for the 
obsequent-scarps on the Chabenec Ridge. 
1982 Bovis inferred that toppling and preferential erosion 
upslcpe of tension cracks was respcnsible for 
uphill-facing scarp formation. 
Table 8.1: A summary of the literature cyxicerning cbsequent-scarp 
develcpnent and large-scale slope deformation. 
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Figure 8.1: Suggested modes of large-scale rock- 
slope deformation (see text for 
explanation of various rcdels). 
-- -- F- - -. -- 
rrade, in the literature can be grouped into 5 slcpe deformation models 
(Fig. 8.1 a-e)!, 
Model (a) requires the gradual valleyward-bending of rock layers 
and has been recorded by Zischinsky (1966,1969) and Tabor (1971) at 
sites in the Austrian Alps and the U. S. A. respectively. ' Zischinsky 
invoked 'plastic deformaticn' of the lcwer part of the Matrei- 
Glunzerberg slope in the Austrian Tyrol, with 'solid' behaviour at the 
top part of the slope. In this way he sought to explain' the occurr- 
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ence of shear planes towards the slope crest and Overturning Of 
strata at its base. The existence of these bwo, domains was thought bY 
him to be a function of the distribution of stress beneath a slope and 
the rrechanical properties of the rock rvass. Model (b) involves the 
foundering of a ridge core which may be the cause of cbsequent-scarP 
forrriatian (e. g. Beck 1968') or the effect of lateral spreading of a 




Model (c) was prcposed by Patton and Hendron . (1974) - and 
hypothesises that cbsequent-scarps result fran fault movenent 
triggered by uneven isoEgtic adjustment. Patton and Hendron suggested 
that 'the uneven rebound could reflect former variations in ice-sheet 
thicknesses above rock-slcpes. Their hypothesis was utilised by 
Mollard (1977) to attempt explanation of cbsequent-scarps or 'linears' 
on Nagle Mt., Canada. Model (d) invokes toppling of blocks on a slope 
(e. g. Watters 1972, de Freitas and Watters 1973) which my be combined 
with preferentibLl erosion upslope of the tension-cracks between blocks 
according to Jalm (1964) and Bovis (1982). Finally, model (e) 
involves the lateral spreading of ocapetent rock blocks which overlie 
incompetent rocks such as shale (Radbruch-Hall et al. 1976,, Mahr and 
Nerrrcok 1977). 
A major difficulty in the investigation of large-scale slope 
defonnatiorLs, and consequently the testing of the above hypotheses, is 
the lack of subsurface data. Unless tunnels are available beneath 
deformed slopes (e. g. Zischinsky 1966,1969, Radbruch-Hall et al. 
1976, P=gcrs and Soeters 1682) the depth to which defcx. m. -ti4c: rz 1-cach 
can only be speculated upon. NeaZok (1972) for instance, estimated 
that slope defonnations in the Carpathian Mountains extend 200 to 300- 
.i 
M-below the surface while Tabor (1971) inferred a zone of bending up 
to 200-mr-beneath the surface at sites in the 01yrrpic Mts., Washington. 
NenZok et al. (1972) classified such deformations as 'deep--seated 
creep' and other authors have similarly inferred deep-seated novenents 
(Terzaghi 1962, Ter-Stepanian 1966,1974). Estimations of the depths 
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to wtdch deformations extend have been made fran limited surface 
evidence by Beck (19,68) and Rengers and Soeters (1982),, but their 
reconstructions must be treated with great caution as they are based 
entirely upon inference*. 
Most of the authors listed in Table 8.1 have enphasised a 
connection between Cbsequent-scarp, development and pre-existing 
discontinuities which dip steeply into the slope. If a strongly- 
developed discontinuity set with a favourable orientation is present 
on a rock-slope, the variations in discontinuity attitudes across the 
slope may be used to reconstruct the fom of block nNement. This 
analytical technique 'was used by Zischinsky (1966,1969) to 
demonstrate valleyward bending of strata and by de Freitas and Watters 
(1973), who showed that toppling of blocks bad formed cbsequent-scarps 
up to 7-m-high at Glen Pean. 
Radbruch-Hall (1978) stated that the majority of slopes described 
as possessing cbsequent-scarps occur within or near areas of 
convergent or transfom tectonic plate boundaries. She omitted 
mention hcwever of de Freitas and Watters' (1973) paper, which 
discussed excellent examples of cbsequent-scarps in Britain. 
Radbruch-Hall cited four"important factors that may favour large-scale 
rock-slope deformation at or near tectonic, plate boundaries, - these 
are: high seismic activity, tectonic uplift, high erosion rates and 
oversteepened slopes; caused by the rapid downcutting of streams. 
Bovis (1982) ccmnented that the majority of slopes with cbsequent- 
scarps in North America occur'in presently or formerly glaciated 
terrain. He hypothesisedthat deglaciation of oversteepened ýlcpes 
way provide the potential for deformation though structure will 
I. 
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control the response (if any) of rock-slopes to the deglacial 
'trigger'. 
Slcpes with either ridge-tcp furrows, prominent bulging or verY 
extensive obsequent-scarps have been recognised by the writer in the 
Scottish Highlands. The majority have been identified from aerial 
photographs, though seven have been investigated in the-field. Data 
on slopes featuring obsequent- scarps were collated during the RSF 
inventory and will be analysed in Section 8.3. Sections'8.4 to 8.6 
pmvide detailed descriptions and discussion of seven study-sites. 
8.. 3 -scarps :m the Scottish HigbLwids 
Apperidix A includes 56 slope failures (13% of the RSF population) 
with areas greater than 0.25 km2 that feature obsequent- scarps; all 
feature comparatively little displacement in relation to their height. 
The 56 slopes account for a total area of 34 km2 and the largest 
example is at Ben Attow ENH 010 1841 which affects a slope area of 
2 2.21 km . 
Obsequent-scarps -occur mostly in the metamorphic rocks showing 
Rock type Nurber 
schist 25 (51%) 
psamite 11 (23%) 
pelite 5 (10%) 
gneiss 4 (8%) 
quartzite 3 (6%) 
others 1 (2%) 
Table 8.2: obsequent-scarp distributicn by rcck type (88% sample) - 
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a similar relationship to rock type as the RSF population (ccmpare 
Tables 4.1. and 8.2). No obsequent- scarps are known to the author to 
have developed in granite or sandstone. The different types of 
schist, in contrast, account for, 84%., of the paiýple. Beck (1967) 
observed that obsequent- scarps, are usually developed on slopes 
composed of schists and greywackes and that comparatively few examples 
are found in granite. Zischinsky (1966) commented that schists have a 
high componental, mobility and that creep (or flow) occurred in high 
rock-slcpes composed of phyllite, mica-schist and amphibolite in the 
Austrian Alps. Obsequent- scarps in the Canadian Cordillerra are 
generally developed in the metamorphic rocks of Eisbacher's (1979b) 
"Cassiar-Columbia" zone. 
The locations of 28 slopes with obsequent- scarps are known in 
relation to the Loch Lomond Advance limits. Obsequent- scarps are 
delicate morphological features which would be unlikely to survive 
overriding by glaciers and the eight examples (29% of the sample) 
which lie inside the limits prcbably postdate the IA)ch Unond Advance. 
Eleven of the sample centroids (39% of the sample) occur less than 
200-m-outside the Advance limits. These statistics must be treated 
with caution because many of the RSFs which feature obsequent-scarps 
affect large slope areas. The correlation between 68% of such ý slopes, 
and former glaciers is bowever'suggestive of a glacial'influence. 
8.4 Site *Vtinrm 
A: Carn na Cm Uhu [M 080 2401 
A large RSP extends from near the foot of the east slope of Coire 
na Con Dhu to the slope crest,, a height of 500 m (Fig. 8.2a). It has 
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Figure 8.3: L. H. stereonet for the Carn na Con Dhu 
IRSF (n = 200 poles). ' 
an average slope angle of 22" and is carposed of Moinian psannite with 
E-W striking bands of pelite. Joint data collected outside the failed 
slope area are summarised in Figure 
0 . 8.3. The foliation set 
(F) is dire 
J2(ýý 
F 
cted 860 --+ 230 4) though individual 
foliation planes trend 75" -'t 0500 
00 J3 to 70 230 , Joint sets J1 and 
J2 dip steeply valleyward (78" 
F 148 and 6: e ---** 136* respectively) 
and are intersected by cross-joints 
belonging to set M. 
In cross-sectim the whole slcpe appears to bave sagged (Fig. 
8.2b) and yet the slope failure has not formed a slide toe despite the 
amomt of defonriaticn indicated by its rear-scarp which crcps out at 
c. 920 m O. D. (Fig. 2a, b). Horizcntal displacement appears to have 
been amPensated for by bulging of the slope at c. 650 m O. D. which 
is rost, cbvious on the ground when the slope is viewed fran the S 
(particularly at 1 in Fig. 8.2a). 7he rear scarp is fomed by 
discontinuities belonging to sets Jl and J2. 
Numerous slope trenches and obsequent-scarps occur across the 
slcpe (Plate 8.1). The cbsequent-scarps are up to 200-m-long and 2.5- 
m-high: many of the trenches upslcpe of the scarps are partly 
infilled by colluviun and peat. A 2.25-m-deep section excavated at 
the intersection of one cbsequent-scarp and its trench,, failed to 
locate bedrock (Plate 8.2) but exposed coarse periglacial, debris 
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Plate 8.1: The Carn na Con Dhu RSF. The direction 
of view is indicated in Figure 8.2. 
Plate 8.2: A 2.5-m-deep section dug into the 
upslope face of one obsequent- scarp. 
Location given in Figure 8.2a. The 
section revealed peat overlying 
coarse slope debris. 
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Figure 8-4: I. H. stereonet for the Ben Attow slope 
(rr--200 poles). 
1" 
overlain by 1m of peat 
The trenches and cbsequent-scarps strike parallel/sub-parallel to 
the strike of the SE-dippirxg joint set Jl. They are developed in rock 
but are capped in places by periglacial debris. The upslcpe walls 
of the cbsequent-scarps are fonTed by joints which dip to the NW at 
angles between 70 and 80 0 However, no joints outside the failed 
slope area were recorded as having Nw dips and it is therefore 
inferred that rotation or bending of Jl discontinuities through at 
least le has occurred. 
Block-flexural ý -toppling of rock columns would 
be favoured by the 
presence of cross-joints belonging to joint set M. The depth to which 
the deformations extend is unknown, but is thought to approximate 120 
m. if the line sketched in Figure 8.2b fran the slcpe foot to the 
rear-scarp is a reasonably accurate estimate of the lower limit of 
deformation. 
B: Ben Attow EM 010 1841 
The 990-m-bigh SW-facing slcpe of Ben Attow is carposed of coarse 
Moinian psaundtes which are segregated by four disccntinuity sets 
(Fig. 8-4) me of which, (F) trends 
Parallel with the foliation (c. 600 
--v 125ý)- Three other joint sets 
were n-easured,, the rmst inportant 
being Me the pole of which is 
directed c. 80 Q --)- 024% J2 is a 
ýIower angle stress-relief joint set 
which diPS gently valleywards and J3 
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joints are directed NW. 
The morphology of the Ben Attow s1cpe is very similar to that of 
Contact Mountain, Montana, U. S. A., where a 1220-m-high slope# ccnpOsed 
of Precarrbian basic layered intrusives, features prcminent cbsequent- 
scarps (Radbruch-Hall et al. 1976). obsequent-scarps par excellence 
are also develcped cn the Ben Attow slcpe (Plates 8.3,8.4,8.5 and 
8-6). The most striking examples of these features are 400 to 800-m- 
long and between 4 and 10-m-high (Fig. 8.5, Plates 8.5 and 8-6). The 
scarps are orientated parallel/subparallel With both the slope crest 
and the strike of JI. 
Watters (1972) studied only the W portion of this slope failure 
arxI concluded that the cbsequent-scarps were fonned by successive 
upslope separation and translation of blocks. He also hypothesised 
that tension-cracks produced by this rmvement are ncw partially 
infilled by debris. Watters rejected the possibility of tcppling 
failure at Ben Attcw because the foliation within the failed area 
showed little variation in attitude fran the foliation pattern 
outside. However, as Holmes and Jarvis (in press) have observed: the 
foliation strikes parallel/subparallel with the direction of slope and 
therefore little change in the foliation attitude vmld be expected 
even, if significant rotation had occurred. 
At c. 850 m. O. D. a rear-scarp is inclined at up to 530 and has a 
maxinun height of 90 m. This feature indicates considerable 
deformation of the rock-mass below it and yet no Slide-toe has 
developed at the base of the slope. Holmes and Jarvis inferred that 
a sackung-like defonration (based upon the appearance of sagging in 
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Plate 8.3: Obsequent- scarps on the Ben Attow 
slope. The examples shown here are 
up to 5-m-high. The location and 
direction of view is shown in Figure 
8.5. 
Plate 8.4: Closely-spaced cbsequent-scarps on Ben 
Attow (at 1 in Figure 8.5). These 




PlA $. t: Obsequent- scarps on the Ben Attow 
slope. Note the accumulation of 
scree (the light areas) behind the 
4 cbsequent-scarps. 
S 
ý W- ' ei" 
The largest cbsequent-scarp on the Ben 
Attow slope. This example is up to 
10-m-high. The blocks in the 
foreground have fallen frcm the uphill 
face of the scarp. 
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Figure 8.5: The Ben Attow RSF: 
. dov, ,, Obsequent-scarps Y" 
2 linear slcpe trenches 




PXata 8.7: The An Sornach RSF viewed from the SW. 
Note the major obsequent-scarp 
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the slope profile) has occurred with block-flexural tcppling within 
the scale of the mass, This also provides the sinplest explanation 
for the development of cbsequent-scarps (1 in Fig. 8.5, Plate 8.4), 
which are up to 5-m-high and spaced at c. 30 to 40-m-intervals, as 
separation and sliding of blocks without tcppling (cf. Watters 1972) 
would be unlikely in areas where the obsequent-scarps are closely- 
spaced. 
The slcpe deformation described by Sijing (1981, cf. Sectim 7.2) 
may be an analogue for the Ben Attow slope. Toppling , and, sliding 
modes of failure (along pre-existing discontinuities) were observed to 
have occurred within a mass which was gradually defomirxg. Sijing's 
cbservations - indicate failure within the scale of a gradually 
defortning slcpe without failure of the whole slcpe. He made the 
cbservation that 'tensional-shearing' (i. e. translation) along steeply 
inuted forward rotaticn can inclined positive joints ccrrbined with 14 , 
lead to the formation of cbsequent-scarps directly below small 
consequent-scarps. This observation concurs with that made at Ben 
Attow by Holyms, and Jarvis (unpublished) - The Ben Attow slope 
failure hcw(ýver is an order of magnitude larger than that observed by 
Sijing. 
Structural-creep (cf. Sijing 1981) or rheologically6-controlled 
deforrmtion along pre-existing discontinuities, has prcbably occurred 
at Ben Attow with tcppling-. and translational shear failure within the 
scale of the defonned mass. An estimaticn of the depth to which the 
deformations extend may be given by a line connecting the rear-scarp 
to the lowermost cbsequent-scarp; yielding a possible maximal depth of 
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Figure 8.7: L. H. stereonet for the An Sornach Rsp 
I 
(n = 200 poles). 
defomation of. 120 m. However, it is not known if a continuous 
failure-surface exists at Ben Attow. 
C: An Scrnach ENE[ 095 2141 
This slope is composed of Moinian psamnite and has an irpressive 
series of cbsequent-scarps which differ fran those previously 
described in that they strike up to, 37" fran the orientation of the 
slope crest (Fig. 8.6). They are generally less than 1.5-m-high and 
disrupt periglacial, slope deposits. The largest cbsequent-scarp on 
the slcpe exterxis for 400 m, strikes 34" fran the slope crest and is 
up to 4-m-high. 
Three discontinuity sets have been measured at An Sornach (Fig. 
8.7). A strongly-develcped foliation set (F) dips steeply into the 
slope its pole trending 78" -+ 160". 
The pole of set Jl is vertical and 
strikes alnost at right angles to F. 
A stress-relief set J2 trends c. 24- 
360 -+ 104" or roujMy parallel with 
the slope face. The face is 
inclined at 340 The cbsequent- 
scarps have two strike directions, 
being developed along F and Jl 
surfaces. A 40-m-high rear-scarp at c. 700 m O. D. appears (in plan 
view) to indicate circular failure, but is a ompound 
. 1feature 
its 
shape being controlled by F, Jl and J2 disdcntinuities. Again, no 
slide toe has developed at the base of the slope despite its large 
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Plate 8.8: View along the major obsequent-scarp 
that runs diagonally across the face 
of the An Sornach RSF. The scarp is 
up to 4-m-high at this point. 
Figure 8.6: The An Sornach RSF 
1= Rear-scarp 
2= Obsequent-scarps 
3= Contours (50 m interý91"_,, ) 
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Figure 8.8: L. H. stereonet for the An Riabhachan i 
RSF (n = 200 poles). 
rear-scarp. 
The large obsequent-scarp (1 in Fig. 8.6, Plate 8.7) is the most 
interesting feature of this slope as it may be traced outside the 
margin of the RSF until it is covered by hummocky'drift. The scarp 
shows no sign of disrupticn by the movement of the. RSF (Plate 8.8) and 
is therefore inferred to have been formed after the main phase of 
downslcpe displacement was complete. The feature strikes parallel 
with the pole of Jl. It is difficult to envisage toppling movements 
producing this cbsequent-scaip particularly as it extends outside the 
area of slope deformation. A possible explanation may be that it is a 
glacio-isostatically induced pop-up (Section 6.4), the feature is 
strikingly similar to the 'fault-scarp' in Glen Roy described by 
Sissons and Cornish (1982). 
D: An ENH 095 3341 
Several cbsequent-scarps formed in periglacial deposits occur cn 
thdiW-facing slope of An Riabhachan, a 670-m-high's lope composed of 
Moinian gneiss. Despite their 
limited height (maximum 1 m), the F 
pbsiequent- scarps are up to 500-m- 
3 
long Excavations into the scarps 
have established that bedrock lies 
J3 
J2 close to the surface and that the 1. 
,. 
NO bedrock has been disrupted. 
Four discontinuity sets were measured on the slope (Fig. 8.8). 
The foliation set trends c. 50 --v 156% Obsequent- scarps on the 
IC 
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Figure 8-9: L. H. stereonet for the Mam Sodhail 
RSF (n = 200 poles). 
slope are orientated paraUel with the strike of J3. This joint set 
is bi-polar with joints di]pping steeply NW and SE. 
The margin of the RSF is difficult to determine but has been 
inferred fran the lateral extensicn of cbsequent-scarps. No rear- 
scarp delimits the upper margin of the deformed rock but disrupted 
blocks may be found to the E of the sunmit, indicating that the 
deformations extend under the surrmit ridge. A failure-surface was not 
found to crcp into the headwall of the corrie SE of the sunnit. 
E: Mam SocHaU [Nil 118 2531 
Tuo, cbsequent-scarps bave developed on the W-facing 30 * slope of 




MI inian psanrdte. The cbsequent- 
scarps run parallel with the pole of 
the foliation . set., 
(F), %hich is 
vertical and trends c. 90* -4 
F 
288/1080* TWo other joint sets were 
recorded (Fig. 8-9). J2 strikes at 
right-7angles to F,, its pole also 
directed vertically, and a second 
set dips between 15 and 25* towards the SE. 
The cbsequent-scarps are up to 100-m-long and occur below a smll 
ridge top depression (located 20-u'r-E of the summit cairn), which is UP 
to 3-m-wide,, 2.5-m-deep and is partly infilled with periglacial 
debris. The scarps are badly degraded, with disnipted blocks up to 1 
m3 separated 'fran one another by widened joints. The trenches 
0 
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Figure 8.11: L. H. stereonet for the Sgurr Breac 
RSAF (n = 200 poles) 
upslope of the cbsequent-scarps have been partly infilled by 
periglacial deposits. Portions of the scarps are carpletely buried by 
periglacial, debris. 
F: Sgurr Brea [Nfl 150 7051 
0. 
The Sw slcpe of Sgurr Breac and the SE slope of A' Chailleach 
(example G) form part of the headwall of a ccnpound corrie in the 
Fannich Mts. The Sgurr Breac slppý is 660-rn-bigh, axq: )osed of Moinian 
gneiss and inclined on average at 28% A 35-m-high rear-scarp crcps 
out at c. 850 m OD (Fig. 8.10). Downslope of this feature the slope 
bulges markedly. This bulging my be observed cn aerial photographs 
and is clearly visible in cross-section (Fig. 8.10, Plate 8.10). At 
the base of the RSF the slope is oversteepened to 34-36* and small 
block-flexural topples have occurred. 
\ 
'sj4 
Shallow slope trenches run across the slope, trending subparallel 
with the poles of J1 and J4 (Fig. 
A8.11). Joint set J1 dips positively 
between 36 and 84* and J4 trerxIs c. 
J2 





dips shallowly positively and 
negatively. The rear-scarp is up to 
30-n-r-high and is formed of Jl, J2 
and J3 joints. The toppling 
failures at the base of the slcpe 
have not occurred along J4 joints as the tension-cracks at the crest 
of the failures dip greater than 70* towards the NW. Overturning of 
discontinuities belonging to Jl is therefore inferred. 
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Ficrure 8.10: Section through the Sgurr Breac RSF 
with a schematic representation of 
joint attitudes. 
Figure 8.12: Section through the A' Chailleach 
RSF with a schematic representation 
of joint attitudes. See text for 
explanation of (1). 
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Figure 8.11: L. H. steremet for the A' Chailleach,, 
RSF (n = 200 poles). 
G: A' EM 137 M3 
As at Sgurr Breac, bulging and deformation of this slope has 
occurred downslcpe of a pr-cminent rear-scarp (Fig. 8.12, Plate 8.11). 
The scarp reaches to the summit and is highly OCIL leX in shape, 
following the contact between the Moinian gneiss and raica-schist. The 
RSF itself is develcped in the gneiss. - At 1 in Figurq P. 12,1.5-m- 
wide and 2-m-deep tensicn-cracks are ýevelcped. ' 
The tension-cracks strike subparallel to J1, which trends 70* -+ 
-1 
1440 (Fig. 8.13). A low-arygle 
J 39 
foliation set dips both shallowly 
positively and negatively, its pole 
is directed 40 --v, 3100. F joint 
poles were recorded dipping up to 
15* positively. Deformation of the 
slope way have my have occurred 
along these gently-dipping surfaces. 
A further joint set J2 trends 52" --* 2180 or subparallel with the NE 
margin of the RSF. 
At around 750 m O. D., the slope sýeepens fran 2411, on the surface 
of the RSF, to c. * 30% The failure-surface of the RSF is thought to 
crcp out inmediately below this break of slope. No slide toe has 
develcped at the base of the RSF and it is inferred that the 
horizontal displacement signified by the rear-scarp has been 
carpensated for by bulging of the slcpe. 
I 
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Plate 8.10: View of the Sgurr Breac RSF from A' 
Chailleach. The arcuate rear-scarp 
may be observed with 'bulging' 
towards the slope foot. 
I late Looh4ng F from t'h4- summit of A' 
Chailleach. The rear-scarp of the 
RSF may be observed centre-left. 
Note the extensive coverage of the 
scarp with periglacial deposits. 
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8.5 Analysis bor tcppling failure potential 
The cbsequent-scarps- at study sites A-E bave generally been found 
to strike approximately parallel with steeply-dipping discontinuity 
set(s). A number of authors have also cbserved this correlation (e. g. 
Jahn 1964, Tabor 1971, Goodman and Bray 1976, Radbruch-Hall et. al. 
1976, Bovis 1982). The cbsequent-scarps usually trend parallel with 
the strike of their slope faces except at An Sornach where they strike 
up to 37* from it. 
It may be hypothesised that the simplest explanation for 
cbsequent-scarp development on a slope with a negatively". dippirxg dis- 
continuity set is formation by toppling failure. However, a dichotbmy 
exists in that in order for interlayer shear to occur, the slope angle 
must exceed the friction angle for the layers: as the normal to the 
layers must be less than or equal to the slope angle minus the 
friction angle. At An Ralbhachan, An Sornach, Ben Attow and Mam 
Sodhail, the rock-slopes are inclined at angles below the peak 
friction angles: at Mam Sodhail by up to 15". According to the 
Goodman arxI Bray (1976) kinematic model self-weight tcppling could not 
have occurred at these four sites. 
Holmes and Jarvis (in press) used the Goodman and Bray (1976) 
kinematic test to assess the potential for toppling at Ben Attow. 
They found that the toppling criterion was not satisfied assuming that 
the friction angle was greater than 33" (the average slope angle). 
Moreover, the peak friction angle of psammite may exceed 45". 
High cleft-water pressures could according to them, have lowered 
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the shear resistence, to interlayer slip and enabled tcppling failure 
at a lower slcpe angle than that predicted by the self-weight tcppling 
criterion. The effective friction angle must have been less than 33" 
1 
to have enabled tcppling of the Ben Attow slcpe and at An Sornach less 
than 30". Holmes and Jarvis have therefore suggested that cleft- 
water pressures could have acted to reduce the effective friction 
angle but were. either insufficient or too short-lived to cause 
complete failure of the slcpe. 
Bovis utilised the kinematic test at Affliction Creek but his 
work may be critised because he used a comparatively low shear 
strength W) in the kinematic test for toppling whereas peak 
shear strength may be much higher. He justified the selection of this 
value on the grounds that the joints were 'smooth' and that silty-sand 
material may infill joint cavities. Interestingly, if 0' was assumed 
to be 40* then the kinematic test for toppling at Af f liction Creek 
would not have been satisfied. Cleft water-pressures may have cont- 
ributed to the stresses on that slope too. 
8.6 Discussion 
No evidence has been found of recent displacement alcng the 
obsequent-scarps at any of the study sites. The scarps are generally 
vegetated with weathered rock surfaces and the trenches which lie 
upslope of them are usually infilled with lichen-covered scree and/or 
active periglacial landforms and peat. At Sgurr Breac and A' 
Chailleach, where obsequent- scarps have not developed, "undisturbed 
periglacial debris overlaps their rear-scarps. It follows from this 
that deformatim has probably ceased at the study sites; more detailed 
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data concernirxj the age of these features are discussed in Chapter 9. 
The field evidence raises three further problems which require 
discussiai in this dbapter: (i) wbat was the njode(s) of deformation 
which occurred at the study sites? (-ii) what triggered the 
deformation? and (iii) what caused the deformation to cease? Possible 
solutions to these problem are given below. Discussicn of sites A-E 
(which feature obsequent- scarps) is undertaken first, followed by 
sites F and G. 
It was mted in the introduction to this cbapter that Cbsequent- 
scarps, arxI other morphological. features cn s1cpes, have been linked 
with a form of slope deformation termed 'sackung'. However, this 
linkage between form and process has resulted from cyclical argument: 
Zischinsky used the term 'sackung' to describe a slope that had 
sagged' and deformed without the formation of a, through-going failure 
surface, Radbruch-Hall et al. (1976) observed slope 'sagging' in 
association with obsequent-s carps and ridge-top depressions, 
Radbruch-Hall et al. then called such landforms 'sackung features'. 
It is important to break this cyclical reasoning and encourage 
the view that cbsequent-scarps and ridge-tcp depressions may be formed 
by a variety of processes, including models b to e (Fig. 8.1). Other 
Possible processes include graben-like displacemento outcrop of a 
rear-scarp on the opposite slope of a ridge or sliding over an undul- 
ating failure-surface. The lack of sub-surface data is a major hind- 
erance to further explanation, though it is Possible to reject certain 
models for the case studies. 
The origin of the small ridge-top depression at Mam Sodhail is 
, 
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uncertain. It does however resemble the gaps observed between the 
upslcpe walls of tcppled blocks and stable blocks at Mullach Choire a' 
Chuir (Section 7.4). The remaining sites have no similar feature, 
terminating upslope at either a prominent rear-scarp or behind the 
summit where deformation has occurred through the ridge (e. g. An 
Riabhachan). The ridge-core-foundering model (Fig. 8.1b) is therefore 
rejected as a possible cause of Cbsequent-scarp formation at the sites 
discussed. A major ridge-top depression was however observed on 
aerial riiotographs during the compilation of the RSF inventory. This 
example occurs at Aonach Sgoilte [NG 837 0251 and is estimated to be 
up to 200-m-long and 5-m-deep. All the case studies are develcped in 
homogenous rock so that sliding of competent blocks over incompetent 
rock (Fig. 8.1e) is also inapplicable. 
No slickensides were identified on any of the cbsequent-scarp 
faces though they may, if exposed, have been removed by weathering. 
It is considered significant however that slickensides were not 
observed cn the cbsequent-scarp walls uncovered by sections dug into 
slope trenches. The opposing movements along the discontinuities 
forming cbsequent-scarp walls are therefore inferred to have occurred 
under comparatively low stresses. As normal stress is inversely 
related to the cosine of layer inclinations, for unit rock 
thicknesses, the'normal stress acting upon the steeply-inclined joint 
sets would have been. low. Bovis (1982) invoked this factor to account 
for the lack of slickensides on obsequent-scarp walls at Affliction 
Creek, Canada. Faulting in response to isostatic uplift, the 
hypothesis prcposed by Patton and Hendron. (1974) for cbsequent-scarp 
develcpnent, was also rejected by Bovis. 
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Toppling has been suggested as the most probable cause of 
obsequent-scarp development at study sites- A-E but this mode of 
deformation could cnly have occurred under self-weight stresses cn the 
steepest slopes. Effective friction angles between W and 34* are 
implied by the kinematic tests, indicating a considerable reduction'in 
shear strength. High cleft-water pressures, or other factors, may 
have enabled toppling at lower slope angles (Holmes and Jarvis in 
press) . 
Slope deformation at Sgurr Breac and IV Chailleach has not formed 
obsequent-scarps. Both examples occur in gneisses which have 
strongly-develcped low-angle joint sets directed parallel/stlwallel 
with the foliation and inclined positively. Deformation may have 
occurred along these joints but due to the lack of subsurface data it 
is not known whether a continuous failure-plane (or through-going 
failure-zone) has develcped. 
Significantly, the A' Chailleach and Sgurr Breac foliation 
surfaces dip close to the residual friction angle of gneiss (240). 
Both slopes are also inclined at angles close to Or" It. may be 
hypothesised that at these two study sites progressive-failure, which 
was further excited by former high cleft-water pressures, may account 
for their deformation. If the shear strengths along the failure- 
surfaces decreased to the residual (which is likely given the amount 
of deformaticn signified by their rear-scarps) then increases in water 
pressures along their failure-surfaces may lead to renewed 
defOrmation. Neither of the two slcpes feature joints dipping steeply 
into their slopes and this may account for -their lack of obsequent- 
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scarps. 
Jaeger (1979) commented that time-dependent creep of schist may 
occur under extended periods of loading, citing tests undertaken in 
France which showed that when shear stress is applied to schist. a 
time-dependent deformaticn occurs. - Some of the deformation may not be 
recovered once the 1, oad is removed. ' The work undertaken in 
Switzerland by Huder (1976) into the creep of natural s1cpes composed 
of Bundner schist is also inStructive. He commented upon a slide at 
Schuders where horizontal deformationsof up to 10 mm year-' were 
recorded and a total displacement of 60 m occurred between 1945 and 
1965. Bedding layers dipped positively at c. 22-26" and were thought 
to have controlled the deformation at the site. Huder states that the 
creep movements can be explained by progressive-failure of the rock. 
Sites F and G exhibit similar morphological characteristics to 
the Matrei-Glunzerburg slope which Zischinsky (1966) described as a 
sackung. It is proposed that the Sgurr Breac and A' Chailleach slopes 
have deformed in a manner similar to that illustrated in Figure 8.1a. 
If so, they are the first examples to be described as sackung in 
Britain. 
The Cam na. Con Dhu, Ben Attow and An Sornach slcpes appear to be 
intermediate in type between the toppling failure modes and the 
sackung-type slope deformations at Sgurr Breac, and A' Chailleach. 
Overturning of negatively-dipping joints at Carn na Con DIm and Sgurr 
Breac is thought to have been caused by the increased load imparted by 
the weight of rock material above them. 
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Sissons and Cornish (1982) hypothesised that earthquakes 
accompany1mg the stress release between isostatically-uplifted blocks 
may bave triggered rock-slope failure in Glen Roy, Scotland. Jahn 
(1964) suggested that earthquakes may trigger movements of steep 
slopes in the Carpathian Mts. and Beck (1968) also stated that ridge- 
core-foundering in New Zealand may have been caused by earthquakes. A 
direct link between faulting and obsequ6nt-scarp development was 
inferred by Patton and Hendron (1974). The possibility that 
earthquakes may have caused, or contributed to, obsequent-scarp 
devýlopment in the Scottish Highlands cannot be dismissed, 
particularly as'the large cbsequent-scarp at An Sornach is cOnsidered 
to be an isostatically-induced pop--up. No evidence of the frecruency 
and magnitude of former earthquake activity is available to the 
author. ' The simplest and most probable explanation, that the 
deformations were likely to have been assisted by high cleft-water 
pressures, is accepted here, though earthquake loading of slopes could 
have assisted in slope deformation,, particularly on slopes which were 
already saturated. ý 
All of the case studies are located in formerly glaciated valleys 
and it may be argued that the most probable time for their Miltiaticn 
would have been during glacier decay. At such times,, according to 
Bovis (1982), oversteepened slcpes would have tcppled as the lateral 
support of glaciers was removed. He has shown that cbsequent-scarps 
at Affliction Creek began to form c. 140 years ago (the Neoglacial 
maximum) and stated that the Affliction Glacier has wasted down about 
100 m since that time. Toppling failure during deglaciation would, 
also be favoured because of meltwater production. 
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ROck mechanics ýA4e0r`T, 'Pay, al-readY, have possible, explanaticns for 
3ýt -1 --; X. Xt P the inferred arrested toppling at the, -, study sites. Barton (1971) 
hypothesised that toppling failures wiýh 'r-o-ugh--joint surfaces may be 
self-inhibiting because of the shear-stif fness encountered during 
shear. He recorded attenuation of displacement by models which 
developed toppling forms of failure. Bovis (1982) also suggested that 
shear-stiffnpss could have led to cessation of obsequent-scarp 
formaticn at Affliction Creek. 
Pre-failure displacements of the order of 8% of the jýint lengths 
(assuming toppling columns are c. 120-m-high) would be required to 
form the 10-m-high obs equent- scarps at Ben Attow. Most of the 
obsequent- scarps, being smaller, would require only 3% shear 
displacement. It was noted in Chapter 2 that as joint length in the 
direction of shear displacement is increased, the area of contact 
between joints will be transferred from minor and steeply-inclined 
asperities to major less steeply-inclined ones with higher asperity 
wavelengths. A greater relative amount of shear displacement along a 
large-scale joint may therefore be required to bring asperities into 
contact. Pre-failure shear displacements greater. than 1% may then be 
possible. 
A factor neglected in the literature is the dynamic effect of 
forward rotation on the normal stresses acting upon layers. This 
effect can be easily demonstrated. If a joint is inclined at 89* for 
instance, a point 50-m-below the surface (assuming a rock-mass density 
of 24.5 kN) will bave a normal stress acting upcn it of 0.37 kPa (cf. 
Equaticn 7.2). Forward rotaticn of the joint by 10* will increase the 
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Figure 8.14: The calculated increases in normal 
stress experienced at a point 50-m- 
below -the surface on a forward 
rotating joint. 
I. 
normal stresses acting at point SO- 
m-below the surface to 44.6 kPa: an 
a_y. H. CW2 9 increase in normal stress by two 
orders of magnitude. The increases 
150. 
2e 
in normal stress experienced by a 
100. theoretical joint are illustrated in 
50. Figure 8.14 for forward rotations up 
to 250. The rotation will also 
5", 1ý* 150 2ýP A0 
Formrd mtation produce a decrease in the vertical 
thickness of rock material above the 
rotating point on the joint, but this change would be of little 
significance for small rotations. 
The importance of an increase in normal stress, activated by 
rotation, is that shear strength will not only be increased by 
displacement along the layers because of shear-stiffness effects, but 
also because of increasing normal stress (cf. Equation 2-1). The 
increased shear strength caused by these two factors may be 
sufficient to inhibit further forward rotation after minor tilting has 
I 
occurred and may alone explain the inferred cessation of toppling at 
study'sites A-E. Over large tilts# say beyond 150P the shear 
displacement will be so large so as to reduce the strength of the 
layers to the residual. 
Shearing of rough-joint surfaces prior to mcbilisation, of peak 
strength also leads to joint dilation (Section 2.2). Bovis (1982) 
suggested that dilation has occurred within the Affliction Creek 
slcpe. However, a point that he omitted to make is that dilaticn will 
enhance free-drainage thus reducing the risk of a build-up of 
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dangerous cleft-water pressures. If high cleft-water pressures were 
important, a factcr which Bovis did not consider, then their reduction 
must be important in maintaining stability. 
Evidence for dilation at the study sites is indirect being 
inferred from the drainage patterns on the slopes* Drainage from the 
Ben Attow slope for instance, is markedly different inside and outside 
the RSF. Springs and swallow-holes occur across the length of the RSF 
(Fig. 8.9) whereas no sinkholes were found on stable slopes; the 
springs emanating at the slope foot. A similar disruption in drainage 
was noted by Bovis at Affliction Creek. 
Data are available which indicate possible cessation of 
obsequent-scarp, development at other sites in the world. Radbruch- 
Hall (2ers. comm., 1983) reported that no movement had been recorded 
on the survey courses across two RSFs (Crested Butte and Bald Eagle 
Mt.,, U. S. A. ) which feature cbsequent-scarps. The survey courses were 
emplaced before 1976 (cf. Radbruch-Hall et al. 1976) and the 
horizontal distances between the target points sited on the slope and 
the survey origin were thought to be accurate to +/- 15 =4 It is not 
Yet Possible to infer if movements have ceased completely or whc-ther 
they occur in increments of rapid movement but Radbruch-Hall's work 
has established that continuous gravitational creep does not occur at 
tl-* surveyed sites. 
According to Rengers and Soeters (1982), the cperators of a water 
tunnel which runs through nearly the whole portion of unstable slope 
at the Muro, pyrenees, bave reported no disniptions to_ its cperations 
over Ic-- 25 years. This is supportive of the hypothesis that 
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deformation has now ceased. These authors emphasised possible 
morphological evidence for continued displacement of the slope (though 
the depth to which it reaches is unknown) and considered that the 
cbsequent-scarps are still developing. 
If the cbsequent-scarps at An Sornach were produced by toppling 
then this form of deformation may occur along discontinities with 
strike directions within 30* of the slope face. This angle was 
assumed by Goodman (1981) to be the maximum likely deviation of a 
discontinuity from the slope face along which tcppling could occur and 
may be insufficient if the interpretation of tcppling at An Sornach is 
valid. Tcppling may produce the graben-like features cbserved by Jahn 
(1964), Beck (1968), Tabor (1971) and Radbruch-Hall et al. (1976), if 
blocks tcpple cn either side of a steepp. -sided ridge. 
8.7 Cbnc]Lusicn 
Fifty-six large RSFs (greater than 0.25 km2) with obsequent- 
scarps are known in the Scottish Highlands. The examples recorded by 
the author are as spectacular as any previously recorded'in the world. 
Radbruch-Hall (1978) observed a correlation between the global 
locations 'of obs equent- scarps and tectonic plate margins. The 
Scottish data however lrxUcate Uiat cbsequent-scarps may form wherever 
slopes are steep and discontinuities dip favourably. A connection 
between RSFs featuring obsequent-scarps and former glacial limits in 
the Highlands has been suggested. 
A number of slope deformation models have been proposed in the 
literature to account for obsequent-scarp development. it is 
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suggested that toppling modes of failure may account for bulging of 
slcpes, graben-like displacement of a ridge crest and cbsequent-scarp 
formation. These features have been linked, though may not always 
occur with, large-scale slope deformation. Goodman and Bray (1976) 
suggested that the bending of strata inferred by Zischinsky (1966) may 
have been a form of flexural toppling. Despite evidence for 
overturning (rotation) of joints at Carn na Con Dhu and at Sgurr 
Breac, valleyward-bending of layers has not been proven. The presence 
of cross-joints however would have permitted block-flexural tcppling 
at these sites. " 
The Goodman and Bray (1976) kinematic test for toppling has been 
used to assess the potential for toppling at the study sites but the 
criterion for toppling is not satisfied for the overall slopes. High 
cleft-water pressures have been invoked to account for this dichotomy, 
as they Would add to shearing stresses cn the slope. Water pressures 
are not included in the kinematic test. Increases in shear stresses 
produced by possible eartbquake activity may have triggered cbsequent- 
scarp development. However, no slickensides have been found on the 
obsequent-scarp walls and the hypothesis that obsequent- scarps are 
produced directly by faulting at the study sites is therefore 
rejected. 
Two rock-slopes (Sgurr Breac and A' Chailleach) have suffered a 
mode of deformation which closely resembles the 'Sackungen' described 
by Zischinsky (1966)ý The Ben Attow and Carn na Con Dhu slopes also 
feature 'sagging' along their slope profiles but in these cases 
cbsequent-scarps have develcped. Failure-scarps are taken to indicate 
downslope deformation at the four sites, possibly along shallowly 
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dipping discontinuities, but slide toes have not develcped. Holmes 
and Jarvis (in -press) noted that if a slide toe had formed at Ben 
Attow but was later removed by glacial erosion the cbsequent-scarps 
would have been destroyed as well. 
As obsequent- scarps are unlikely to survive overriding by 
glaciers they are thought to postdate the last glaciation of the 
slopes on which they are found. The most probable time for the build- 
up of the postulated high cleft-water pressures would have been during 
deglaciation. A connection between deglaciation and cbsequent-scarp 
development has also been inferred by Tabor (1971) and Bovis (1982) 
but both ýof'authors hypothesise glacier oversteepening as the cause of 
deformation. 
It is inferred that the cbsequent-scarps are now fossil and are 
not progres sively- failing at present. The proposed attenuation of 
movement could have been caused by shear-stiffness affects combined 
with an increase in normal stress as rotation proceeds. This change 
in normal stress is peculiar to the initial stages of toppling 
failure. Drainage frcm the slope may have been enhanced by dilaticn 
which would reduce the risk of high cleft-water pressure build up. 
140 evidence for continuous gravitational-creep (sensu Radbruch- 
Hall et 2ý_I- 1976) has yet been collated, despite numerous studies 
across the world. It is advanced that the large-scale slope 
- deformati(3r,, (including massive topples) studied here, are best 
explained bY a relative short period of rapid movement which was 
terminate, d by either improved drainage, an alteration in the 
hydrologic 3cegime or by factors intrinsic to the rock-mass system or 
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some combination of these factors. 
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A major concern of geamorphology is the rate of cperaticn Of 
gec=rphic processes (identified in Chapter 1 as one of the themes of 
this research). This concer .n demands a, / 
I 
historical perspective and 
consequently the chronology of RSFs is'considered in this chapter, 
prior to discussion of the r'ragnitude/frequency relationships of RSFs 
in Chapter 10. 
Several authors have hypothesised. that RSFs occurred with greater 
frequency in the past than at present. Only seldan have attenyPts been 
rrade to date MFs and' test this hypothesis: such research is 
suamarised in Secticn 9.2. Investigatim of the chrmology of RSF is 
subject to the general difficulties of dating Quaternary landforms, 
which are often ccmpounded in mountainous areas because of the lack of 
datable deposits in the correct stratigraphic position. 
In view of the probleras encountered by the author in attempting 
to ascertain whether datable deposits exist under RSFs in the field a 
research. stretegy was decided upai early in the first field season. 
This approach utilises relative dating techniques that are cmmonly 
used by N American Quaternary scientists (e. g. Birkeland 1973o CarrOll 
1974, Ardrews and Miller 1981, Dowdesweil 1982) but bave rarely been 
used in Britain. 
This chapter details the techniques used, their assmpticins, the 
analyses of the field data and the inferences reached. Discussicn of 
the results is organised by field area. The relative dating results 
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are sumnarised and interpreted in Secticn, 9.5. 
9.2 Related studies 
Despite the large volune of. literature concerning landslides fran 
various parts of the world, few attenpts have been rrade to date RSFs. 
Inportant contributions however have been made in this field of study 
and. foremost amcrxgst these irust be that made by Jonsson (1976),, who 
dedicated nuch of his life to research into the age and fonration of 
Icelandic RSFs. 
Jonsson's (1976) book -catalogues scores of slope failures 
Cberglaup') in Iceland which he visited in the field. Ile ettarpted 
to date the Icelandic RSFs using a nuTber of relativeý age criterias, 
including the degree of vegetation cover, tepihrachronology, the degree 
of weathering, soil develc9rient and morphostratigraphic relationships 
with other landforms. He summarised the relative age data into groups 
and Whalley et al. (1983) subsequently assigned tentative ages to 
these. The last authors contend that although Jonsson's relative age 
data my be criticised they should at least be internally consistent. 
The relative age data collected by Jonsscn indicate that the 
wajority of slope failures (60%) occurred 3-5,000 years ago and that 
few RSFs (14%) took place in the early. post-glacial (7,000-10,000 
years ago). As Mialley et al. (1983) noted, this teq)oral, 
distribution contradicts the hypothesis that the majority of slope 
failures occur soon after deglaciation. Hdwever, -they found that the 
largest slope failures occurred between 7,000 and 10,, 000 years ago. 
Gardner (1980) atterrpted to date RSFs in the Rockies using 
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similar techniques to those enplcyed by Jonsson, including the degree 
of weathering of rocks, pockets of fines on RSF debris surfaces 
overlain by a surface organic horizcn, overlapping of RSF debris by 
talus slcpes and, in one instance, by a small neoglacial protalus 
raTrpart. On the largest RSF (exanple 1, in Gardner 1980) a deposit of 
Mazama volcanic ash (c. 6,700 years B. P. ) was found, indicating the 
RSFs minimal age (Gardner pers. cam. ). Gardner (1980) stated that 
all the FSF debris has similar degrees of weathering which suggests 
that most of the RSFs occurred before c. 6,700 years ago. 
A nuDber of researchers have dated RSFs by analysing pollen found 
within the sediments that overlie topographic features formed during 
slope failure (e. g. Franks and Johnson 1964, Kujansu 1971j, Gil et al. 
1974, Tallis and Johnson 1980, Blackham et al. 1981). Tallis and 
JOhnscn (1980) used pollen analysis to date the initiation of peat 
accunalation within hollows on the surface of landslides (including 
RSFs) in Longdendale,, north Derbyshire. Their work indicated that the 
oldest slope failures occurred over 7,000 years ago though significant 
slope failures took place between 3,000 and 5,000 years B. P. 
Blackham eL al. (1981) sought to date a slope failure in N 
Yorkshire using pollen analysis of lake-floor sediments. The lake 
was inferred to have been formed by movement of the RSF- They noted 
that analysis of the basal sediments would provide a minimal age f0i 
the slope failure. The lowest recorded sediment yielded a pollen 
assemblage that they correlated with a pollen zone aged between c. 
11,000 and 10,000 years old. The maximLm age of the slope failure was 
thought by them to be 15,000 years B. P., based upon dates for 
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deglaciation in N Yorkshire. The age of the RSF is thus bracketed 
between 15,000 and 10#000 years B. P. Unfortunately, the basal 
sediments in the lake were riot recovered by Blackbam et al. (1981). 
It my be argued that while detailed dating of individual RSFs is 
both interesting and important, scientific riethod demands Generality. 
Following from this and earlier discussion on the potential complexity 
of RSF occurrence, an absolute age for a single RSF will be of minimal 
scientific value unless it can be related to other slope failures. 
Pollen analysis and radiocarbon dating of numerous RSFs must be viewed 
as an inportant but long-term aim (cf. Whalley et al. 1983) e However, 
some insight into the chronology of RSF rmy be gained using 
techiliques suited to a shorter-term study. 
9.3 Methodology 
Two relative dating techniques are used in this study: (i) rock 
weathering, which assumes that various quantifiable rock weathering 
parameters are timedependent and (3'-1) worphostratigraphy, which 
relies upcn the positional relationships between landforrm. 
Rock weathering 
Particular care nust be paid to the weathering parameters as they 
may be dependent upcn factors other than time (Andrews and Miller 
1981). The field area approach bowever is advantageous in that it 
minimises the variation in factors such as altitude, aspect and, 
changes in rock type, because of the scale within which the studies 
are made. This is not to underestimate the subjectivity of the 
methods used. 
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The following weathering parameters were measured at the field 
sites. 
Weathering rinds. I 
These are zones of discoloured, rock that run 
parallel with the outer surface of boulders (Dowdeswell 1982). At 
each site 25 boulders were split open and the zone of discolouration 
was measured using a micrcoeter (accurate to 0.1 mm). Rind 
masurements were not taken fict, boulder corners but where the rind 
ran parallel with the boulder surface for a length of at least 2.5 an. 
Two weathering rind*measures were calculated: (i) the mean thickness 
of each rind (including zeros) and (ii) the percentage of boulders 
that bad devel r. 6 
Surface pitting: A rock is defined as pitted if it has me Or more 
closed depressions. Pitting is probably caused by granular 
disintegraticn wbich, as King (1977) and Ballantyne (1981) have 
observed, is an iniportant form of weathering in the Scottish 
Highlands. Fifty boulders were examined for surface pitting at each 
site and the depth of individual pits was measured using a graduated 
rod. 
Weathered/fresh ratio: -A weathered-boulder is rough to the touch and 
exhibits single-grain mineral relief (Dowdeswell. 1982). The number of 
boulders, out of fifty, that featured single-grain mineral relief cn 
greater than 75% of their surfaces was recorded at each site. 
Carparison was made between the extent of weathering cn the surface of 
each boulder and the density charts given in Gardiner and Dackarbe 
(1982). 
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Angularity: It is assuned that boulders will - 
lose their angularity 
with increasing age. The angularity of fifty boulders was estimated by 
placing a 2-m-radius circle m boulders with diameters greater than 
0.5 m and less than 1 m. If the boulder edges fell, within the circle 
the boulder was described as being angular. 
Ratting. Mica-schist boulders are prone to rotting of their outer 
surfaces arxI it is assumed that this process is ti rrv--dependent. 
Pieces of rock can be readily toni frcm a ratted mica-schist bOulder 
and crushed by hand. The number of boulders, fram, fifty,, with greater 
than 10% of their surface rotted wa3 recorded at each of the Ccwal 
sites. 
Vein relief. Quartz veins in mica-schist boulders appear to be less 
susceptible to granular disintegration than mica-schist. The relative 
relief of quartz veins was therefore assumed to be tiný--dependent and 
25 veins were rreasured (to the nearest 1 m) nonral to the boulder 
surface. 
Evidence for spalling (the periodic loss of the outer layers of 
boulders) was not observed in the field. It is suggested that the 
boulders have weathered by granular disintegration an d that 
regeneration of the boulder surfaces has not occurred through 
spalling. 
Dowdeswell (1982) provided a useful means of analysing rock 
weathering data such as the above, arxl his scheme has been adopted, 
with sane modification, for this study. There are four stages in the 
analysis used in this study:. 
I 
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a priori grouping of rock weathering data using thecwsTAN 'ýa7cKgg-e (Wishart 1977); 
(ii)' PrincipX4 components Analysis (PCA) of standardised relative 
weathering data; 
(iii) Cluster Analysis of the sites using the scores on Component 1 
frcm the PCA, to yield a second a priori grouping of sites; 
Uv) Discriminant Analysis cn botha priori groupings. 
This classification process yields statistically significant 
groupings of sites with similar rock weathering characteristics. To 
underline the stratigraphic informality of these relative age 
groupings letter designations are used (Birkeland 1974). The analyses 
of the rock weathering data will be described in detail during 
discussion of the Garbh Choire Mbr site. 
Morphostratiqraphy 
Three forms of morphostratigraphical relationships were used to 
attempt to relatively date the RSFs. These are: 
periglacial landforms overlapping RSF features such as failure- 
scarps and cbsequeýnt-scarps (e. g. Plate 9.1); 
displacement/truncation of periglacial. larAforms (e. g. Plate 
9.2); 
accumulation of periglacial debris behind RSF features (e. g. 
Plate 9.3). 
The morphostratigraphic dating technique involved geomorphological, 
mapping at 1: 5,000-scale using the mapping symbols devised by 
Ballantyne (1981). During the mapping programme particular attention 
was Paid to the above three forms of morphostratigraphic relationship 
and critical sites were mapped. 
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Plate 9-1: Periglacial debris overlapping the 
rear-scarp at Sgurr Breac in the 
Fannichs (A' Chailleach in distance). 
Flate 9-2: Disrupt-ion of solifluction lobes by 
the Sgurr na Lapaich Rbf- The 
rock outcrop (centre-right-) is pu:: t 




9.3: Solifluction lobes/sheet abuttingI47" 
against and overrunning 
obsequent-scarp on Mam Sodhail. 
.. 
1: Garbh Choire M6r, Fannich Mts. 
1= RSF debris 
Scree 
Morainic ridges/n-ounds 
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The periglacial landforms have been divided into two classes: 
active and fossil, following Ballantyne's genetic classification. In 
key areas sections were dug into periglacial 1andforms to as-ceertain 
whetlier or not fine-grained material (thought to be an indication of 
the potential mobility of periglacial landforms) was located between 
clasts. The morphostratigraphic evidence for the Nest of Fannich will 
be discussed in detail. 
9.4 Field data and analyses .. 
The Pannicbs 
The Garbh Choire Mor RSF debris shows no signs either of 
disturbance by a glacier or of having formerly fallen onto a glacier 
surface. This RSF must therefore post-date the last glaciation of 
the corrie. However,, the RSF debris is clearly ancient as its boulder 
surfaces show a similar. degree of weathering to the end moraines. 
Because end moraines,, conj=ed of gneiss boulders,, lay in the vicinity 
of the RSF debris, and scree and other deposits were found within the 
corrie,, rock weathering techniques were utilised to attempt to assess 
the comparative length of time between deglaciation of the corrie and 
slope failure. 
Five rock weatherirxg parameters were collected at 8 sites within 
the corrie (Fig. 9-1). At each site rock weathering data were 
measured frorn gneiss boulders within 10 x 10-m-squares. The sample 
plots were located on freelyýdrained ground usually on topographic 





M mean depth 
Rinds (m) 
M mean width 
Angularity 
M 
1 100 90 17.9 100 4.03 a1 
2 95 82 11.9 95 3.01 12 
3 98 90 15.1 100 4.36 10 
4 100 88 15.8 100 4.60 10 
5 72 53 3.9 82 2.45 36 
6 54 55 4.3 90 2.53 38 
7 38 50 5.4 92 2.48 38 
8 98 - 83 13.1 100 3.13 18 
Table 9.1 Rock weathering data for Garbh Choire Mor. Site locations 
are given in Figure 9.1. 
The rock weathering data were standardised to z-scores and then 
subjected to PrincipZ4 Components Analysis (PCA). Standardisation 
ensures that the variables are equally weigbted (having a mean of zero 
and a variance of one) and overcomes the problems associated with 
different scales of measurement. ý Component 1 was found to account for 
89.4% of the variability in the original data. Components 2-5, 
accounting for the remaining 11.6% of the variance in the data, were 
disgarded at this stage with some loss of original informatioru The 
Eigenvectors of Component 1 are of similar magnitude,. ranging between 
-0.42 and 0.43, indicating that Component 1 is an average variable 
(Davies 1973). 
It is not possible to use the scores on Component 1 as a direct 
measure of time since the analysis merely groups together sites that 
have similar rock weathering characteristics. It is assumed however 
that if the weathering parameters-are time-dependent, sites of 
approximate sychroneity should be grouped together. 
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SITE SCORES CN COMPONENT 1 DEPOSIT TYPE 
1 2.40 end moraine 
2 0.68 RSF debris 
3 2.21 end moraine 
4 2.37 end moraine 
5 
. -2.99 debris cone 6 -2.74 scree 
7 -2.95 scree 
8 1.02, RSF debris 
Table 9.2: Scores on Component 1 for each site within Garbh Choire 
m6r. 
Cluster Analysis places groups (sites) ot highest similarity next 
to one another and also indicates those sites with greatest 
dissimilarity. The results from a Cluster Analysis are commonly 
presented in the form of a dendrogram which terminates when all the 
cases are fused into a single cluster. A subjective choice must be 
made concerning the 'cut-off' point or the stage in the clustering 
process at which the classification of groups is imposed. 
The point at which the coefficients of dissimilarity necessary to 
fuse two groups increases rapidly is taken as the, cut-of f point in 
this study. Cluster Analysis using-. Component 1 scores as-Euclidean 
distance coefficients yielded the dendrogram shown in Figure 9.2a and 
Figure 9.2b gives the clusters computed by the CLUSTAN package using 
t"he Wards method. Three groupings emerge: (A) Moraines [sites 1,3 
and 4], (B) RSF debris [sites 2 and 81 and (C) scree deposits [sites 
5,6, and 71. 
So far, the analysis has produced only groupings with typological 
similarities. The significance of the clusters may be tested using 
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Figure 9.2: (a) Dendrogram of scores on Component 
1 (output frcm PCA) for the Garbli 
ýChoire Kor rock weathering data. 
(b) Dendrogram output frcm the 



















Discriminant Analysis which seeks to find the Iinear combinaticn of 
variables that maximises the between-group variations (Davies 1973). 
This form of analysis is particularly useful because it also provides 
an F-test on the significance of the groups produced. Discriminant 
Analyses were performed cn both a priori groupings using the original 
rock weathering data. A significance level of 95% was selected prior 
to Discriminant Analyses, as the -criterion for rejection or acceptance 
of a classificatim. 
Some delay between the onset of degliciation and RSF must have 
occurred otherwise the failed debris would have fallen onto the 
decaying glacier. It could be suggested that if the Loch Lomond 
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Stadial, intervened between deposition of the end moraines (which Pre- 
date the Loch Lomond Advance) and slope failure then the former 
deposits would have been subjected to c. 1,000 years of intense 
periglaciation which should have reduced the apparent similarity 
between the two landforms. It is not possible to estimate the length 
of delay between deglaciation of Garbh Choire Mor and RSF but it is 
tentatively suggested that RSF occurred before the LodhLcmond Stadial 
and relatively shortly after deglaciaticn of the corrie. 
The diverse periglacial landf6rms of Sgurr Breac and A' 
Chailleach were mapped in detail by Ballantyne (1981). Ii is possible 
to make some inferences concerning the relative age of the RSFs from 
his mapping (which was checked in the field), the morphostratigraphic 
relationships between the RSF and periglacial landforms, and the 
climatic regimes under which the periglacial forms are thought to-have 
been active. 
Debris-sheets were mapped by Ballantyne close to the rear-scarps 
at both Sgurr Breac and A' Chailldach. The debris sheets were 
subsequently found to overlap the scarps. According to Ballantyne's 
(1981) genetic classificaticn of periglacial landforms,, debris-sheets 
were dominantly active during the lateglacial' (c. 15,000-10,000 years 
ago) as they require a climate mucý more severe than is found at 
present. Ballantyne cautions however that as a palaeosol, was found 
under a debris lobe on Ben Wyvis movement of the lobe may have 
occurred during the Flandrian. 
At Sgurr Breac, the rear-scarp is intermittantly overlain by a 
vegetation-covered debris sheet. The frontal margin of this sheet is 
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lol? ate indicating limited flowage after the rear-scarp was formed. 
The, NE margin of IV Chailleach is also partially covered by a debris- 
sheet. The preservation of the relict, periglacial landf6rms at Sgurr 
Breac and A' Chailleach indicates that little or no deformation has 
occurred in the vicinity of the rear-scarps since the periglacial 
features overrode them. 
In addition to the relict periglacial landforms, a range of 
active periglacial landforms have developed upon the rear-scarp at 
Sgurr Breac. The active forms include: various types of terraces# 
ploughing boulders and solif luction lobes (Plate 9.1). Active 
solifluction lobes have also formed cn the S-facing rear-scarp cn A' 
Chailleach. 
The fossil forms are particularly important as they indicate that 
the Sgurr Breac and A' Chailleach RSFs occurred sometime during the 
Lateglacial. As the upper limit of the Fannich glacier was likely to 
have been c. 600-650 m O. D. (midway up the Sgurr Breac RSF and below 
the toe of the A' Chailleach example) in the Nest of Fannich at its 
Achnasheen Readvance maximum, any higher ground would have been 
exposed to intense periglacial activity during both deglaciation of 
this ice mass and later during the Loch Lomond Stadial. The fossil 
periglacial forms could therefore have overridden the rear-scarps in 
either period. 
Cowal District 
If Sutherland's (1981) reconstruction of the Looch Lomond Advance 
limits in the Cowal are correct, then all the RSFs in this field area 
lie inside these former glacial limits. As none of the exanples shows 
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C 
any sign of disturbance by former glaciers it is inferred that all 
postdate the Looch Loomond Advance. 
Rock weathering data have been collected at 14 sites on 9 RSFs in 
this field area (Table 9.3). Site locations are given in Figure 9.3. 
Site Weathering 
> 75% 






1 70 11.3 ý20 10 32 
2 100 15.8 32 28 25 
3 93 14.0 24 34 22 
4 92 18.0 28 31 18 
5 3 0.0 0 0 34 
6 97 23.0 48 28 14 
7 100 24.0 40 24 A 
a 95 18.0 36 16 30 
9 95 22.2 38 20 an 6 
10 100 18.1 26 26 25 
11 75 15.0 20 16 25 
12 100 21.3 33 25 30 
13 95 23.0 31 25 30 
14 
. 
58 12.3 24 8 35 
Table 9.3: Relative weathering data for the Cowal field area 
Because some - of the RSFs are complex (e. g. Mullach Choire a' Chuir) 
and may result frora numerous phases of movementj the rock weathering 
data were collected at more than -cne location on certain RSFS. This 
will also provide a further check on the classes produced bY the rock 
weathering parameters as different sites cn the same RSF should group 
together if the RSF debris was the product of one event. 
Three of the -sites are of particular interest. Sites 6 and 7 care 
located on a massive accumulaticn of mica-schist boulders that follows 
, the base of the N-facing crags of Beinn an Lochain (Plate 9.4). 
Watters (1972) interpreted the boulder f eature as being formed bY 
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PSF, inferring that it originated from the steep cliffs further north. 
It has been suggeqý. ed, however, that, the feature, is a rock glacipr (D. G. 
Sutherland pers comm. )., 
During discussion of the Beinn Alligin feature in Wester Ross 
(Section 3.4), it was noted that rock glaciers and rock avalanches 
possess similar morphological characteristics. However, unlike the 
Beinn Alligin feature, no scar can be observed above the Beinn an 
Lochain debris mass whereas one would surely be expected, given the 
size of the debris accumulation, if it had originated as a RSF. 
I 
Fortuitously, between visits to the feature during May 1983 a 
large boulder (c. 20 m3) fell from the cliffs, its origin marked by an 
area of fresh rock on the cliff some 100 m above the debris mass. The 
boulder formed a series of craters in the debris mass until it stopped 
some 200-m-distance from the cliff. If frost wedging released blocks 
with higher frequency during the Loch Lcmond Stadial then the genesis 
of the feature could be more easily accounted for by rockfall forming 
I 
a rock glacier rather than a large RSF-, The feature lies within 
Sutherland's reconstruction of the Loch Lomond Advance limits 
indicating that it must bave been active during deglaciatim or later. 
I 
Despite the above evidence of rockfall, the feature is probably 
fossil as rock glaciers are not presently active in Scotland (Sissons 
1975, Dawson 1977, Ballantyne 1981, Chattcpadhyay 1964). As the rock 
glacier was probably only active durirxg the close of the Loch IA=nd 
Stadial (c. 10,000 years ago) it is important as a morphostratigraphic 
marker against which the rock weathering data fran other sites can be 
arpared. 
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Plate 9.4: The Beinn Lochain rock glacier 
(direction of view shown in Fig. 
9.3). Note the very large boul- 
ders tcwards the margin of the 
feature. 
Figarce 9.3: Locati-c. --f the rodk weathering sites 
in the CaA-al field area. 
1= Rock-slope failure 
2= Location of rock-weathering site 
(mr-bers correspond to those giv- 
en in Table 9.3). 
3= Contours in 200 m intervals. 
4= The Beinn Lochain rock glacier. 
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Site 5 lies on the RSP that was described by. Clough (in Gunn et 
al. 11 897) as having occurred during the 17th Century. Lichenometry 
was utilised to attempt to date this feature in addition to rock 
weathering techniques. - Measurementsý were taken of 'the largest, yellow- 
green lichen thalli (assuming that these are Rhizocarpon spp. ) on 
gravestones at the church in Cainidow village CNN 180 1081, sited 1 km 
NW of the RSF and 200 m below it. Lichen thalli were measured to the 
nearest 1 rrm using a translucent ruler. - 
These lichen data are plotted against the ages given on the 
gravestones in Figure 9.4. The growth curve, compiled by Innes 
(1983), for Phizocarpon sPP. measured on gravestones in the Glencoe 
area is also shown in Figure 9.4 for comparison. Measurements from 
the Strone graveyard correspond broadly with those summarised by 
Imes' curve, indicating that the lichens measured by the author are 
probably Rhizocarpon spp. The largest lichens on 50 boulders within 
the RSF debris were also measured. Their mean thalli diameter equals 
18.4 mm which equates with an age of c. 250-300 years (Fig. 9.4) - 
corresponding broadly with the age given by Clough (In Gunn et al. 
1897). 
There are difficulties in using lichenometry and some caution 
must be expressed over the results. For instance, Innes' lichen 
growth curves reach back only about 150 years and lichens larger than 
those recorded cn gravestones must therefore be correlated with age by 
extrapolation. Also, the rate of lichen growth, Innes warns, is 
dependent upcn rock type. Lichens growing on the slate and sandstone 
gravestones at Caimdow may therefore possess a different growth curve 
to those growing ai the RSF debris. Despite these reservatims, the 
0 
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Figure 9.4: Growth curve for Rhizocarpon spp. 
measured in the Strone graveyard. 
licherxxnetric age of the Glen Kinglas RSF is assumed to be reasonably 
accurate, providing a useful marker for calibration of the rock 
weathering data from other sites. 
The rock weathering data-for the Cowal sites, are summarised in 
41 T le 9.3. The four stages of ana- 
lys 'is listed in Section 9.3 were 
E:, followed Scores on Component 1 are 
ý ýý -p-, 0 
.1Z.. 
Stro_, 1, ' , 
_i'ý listed 
in Table 9.4. Component 1 
Qaccounted for 81.4% of the variance 
of the original data whereas Cbmpo- 
nents 2-5 have eigenvalueq less than 
unity and therefore contained less 25 10 50 1002 Age (yrs) 
int-Ormaticn-tnan arry-one-or- e O'ri inal variables. 





























Table 9.4: Scores on Carponent 1 by site for the Cowal RSFs. 
They are disgarded for the Cluster Analysis. Eigenvectors on 







Figure 9.5: (a) Dendrogram of scores on Component 
1 (output frm PCA) for the Cowal 
field area rock weathering data. 
(b) Dendrogram output frm the 
CLUSTAN package using the 
Ward's method. 
average variab e. 
The dendrogram for the clustered Component 1 scores is, given in 
Figure 9.5a and may be compared with the output from the CLUSTAN 
p anTne shown in Figure 9.5b. Six groups' emerged from Cluster 
Analysis performed on Component 1 scores (Table 9.5) whilst at the 
cut-off point of the CLUSTAN analysis only four groups emerged. In 
the dendrogram. output fram scores on Component 1, sites 8 and 11 are 
classified as separate groups while the CLUSTAN method fused them into 
groups B and C respectively. Discriminant analysis cn the a priori 
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CLUSTERS FROM COMPIONEUr SCORES 
GROUP AcDEF 
SITES 5 1,14 11 8 2,3,4#9,6,7 
10,12,13 
CLlJSTMS OUTPUT FROM CLUSTAN 
GROUP ABcD 
SITES 5 1,11,14 2,3,4,9,6,7 
8,10,12,13 
Table 9.5: A priori groupings of sites. 
groupings revealed that only the CLUSTAN grouping of sites was 
significant at the 95% confidence level and this fourfold 
classification of sites is therefore accepted. 
Glen Clava 
This field area proved to be the most difficult in which to reach 
inferences concerning RSF chronology. However, even within this area 
there are marked contrasts in the degree of weathering and vegetation 
cover of RSFs. For instance, the Corrie of Clovat Glen Effockp Capel 
Burn and Cairn Inks RSFs are corppletely vegetation-coveted. The 
I rear-scarp of the Corrie of Clova example is overlain by partly- 
vegetated screes. Boulders found entrapped upslcpe of the cbsequent- 
scarps at Corrie of Clova and at Cairn Broadlands possess rounded 
edges and are covered by lichen. In contrast to these sites, the 
Corrie Brandy RSF features little vegetation on its failure-scarp, 
the edges of its rear-scarp are-sharp and fresh rock exposed by recent 
rockfall is evident cn the slope face (Plate 6.1). 
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The Corrie of Clova RSF lies within the limits of the, Corrie of 
Clova glacier defined by Sissons (1972). An 8-m-high and 250-m-long 
ridge composed of large schist boulders lies at the break of slope 
between the corrie'floor and backwall (Plate 7.5). The ridge feature 
is problematic. It cannot be interpreted as being formed solely by 
dislocation of blocks from the RSF, since the ridge extends beyond the 
area of failed slope that could have supplied material to it. The 
simplest interpretation of the feature is that it is a protalus 
rampart. If so, the only time when it could haye formed would have 
been during the Lateglacial. since these features are now fossil in 
Scotland (Sissons 1976b, Ballantyne 1981). Unless deglaciation of 
the Corrie of Clova site occurred comparatively early, perhaps bt--causa 
of its S exposure, the corrie was not glaciated during the Loch Loniond 
Stadial. It is suggested that the RSF post-dates the formation of 
the protalus rampart since intensive ice-wedging necessary to form the 
rampart would have destrcyed the obsequent-scarpse 
Kintail-Affric area 
Most of the RSFs in this area are not amenable to the relative 
weathering techniques outlined earlier since they did not'create 
boulder debris. Certain of the RSFs however lie within the 
reconstructed limits of the Loch Loomond'Advance. Some slope failures, 
such as An Sornach, Ben Attow, An Riabhachan -and Carn na Con D'hu, 
Possess cbsequent-scarps. These essentially delicateleatures show no 
signs of ice wedging nor ice-smoothing and, as suggested earlier* 
would probably not have survived overriding by former glaciers. 
Similarly, the levees and transverse ridges on Mullach Froach-choire 
would'have been swept away if they were overriden by a glacier. 
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Morphostratigraphic techniques were used extensively in this 
field area. 
- 
For brevity these data are summarised in Table 9.6 
though other incidental evidence is discussed below. 
At the Mam Sodhail site, relict periglacial landfbrms have built 
up behind the cbsequent-scarps (Plate 9.3) and cover portions of some 
obsequent- scarps. This indicates that the obsequent- scarps must 
either be contemporaneous with formation of the boulder lobes and 
debris sheets or pre-date them. It was noted in Chapter 9 that the 
cbsequent-scarps are poorly preserved at Mam, Sodhail being composed of 
frost riven blocks. The size of the blocks that have been prised 
apart is suggestive of macrogeliffaction, a process Vnich is thcught 
to have been restricted to the Lateglacial (Ballantyne 1981, 
Chatt()PadhYaY 1984). At An Riabhachan, f6ssi-lised debris sheets and 
lcbes have buried the cbsequent-scarps in many places. Elsewhere the 
periglacial debris has been dammed behind the scarps, indicating that 
scarp develcpment was at least contemporaneous with debris sheet/lobe 
movement. 
Holmes and Jarvis (in press rioted that the Ben Attow Obsequent- 
scarp walls are vegetation-covered while relict screes lie upslcpe of 
them. Active scree chutes have been dammed by the cbsequent-scarps 
(Plate 8.4) and undisturbed active solif luction lobes have abutted 
against the uppermost arcuate cbsequent-scarp found towards the E of 
the Ben Attow RSF (Fig. 8.3). 
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Fraoch-choire RSF to attempt to establish if peat lay beneath it* 
Onlytill was uncovered beneath the RSF debris. This is in marked 
contrast to 1.5-m-deep exposures of peat that occur elsewhere on the 
corrie f loor. It is tentatively suggested that the RSF occurred 
before formation of peat at the site. 
9.5 Interpretatim 
For economy of discussion the RSFs are tentatively classified 
into four age groups in Table 9.7. The classification is based upon 
the morphostratigraphic relationships discussed in Section 9.3, the 
rock weathering data and the constraints imposed by the Loch Lomond 
Advance, and earlier glacial limits, in the field areas. 
"Lateglacial" examples possess RSF features (e. g. rear-scarps or 
obsequent- scarps) overlapped by both fossil and active periglacial 
landforms. "EarlyýFlandrian" (sensu lato) RSFs disrupt fossil 
periglacial landforms on their surfaces but are overlapped by active 
landforms. They may also have active periglacial. landforms banked up 
behind RSF features and are usually extensively covered in vegetation. 
"Late-Flandrian" (sensu lato) RSFs disrupt both fossil and active 
periglacial landforms, and also possess areas of fresh rock with 
angular boulder edges. Vegetation cover is not as extensive in 
comparison with the "early-FlandriaiV RSFs. Only one RSF is thought 
to be "recent". due to its fresh rock boulder surfaces and low 
vegetation cover. 
A major problem in interpreting the relative age data is the 
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very tentative and the dates allotted to the age groupings are 
intended to, provide ranges of possible'age. Significant groupings in 
the rock weathering data in the Cowal have at least demonstrated that 
those RSFs havehot occurred continuously through time. Allied to 
this, sufficient variance has been encountered in the 
morphostratigraphic and rock weathering characteristics of all the 
RSFs to infer that they have occurred sporadically from the 
Lateglacial through to the late-Flandrian. 
Five RSFs, all of which lie outside the limits of the Loch Lcmnd 
Advance, are inferred to be Lateglacial in age. It may be suggested 
j that the degree of coverage by periglacial debris at the Mam Sodhails, 
An Riabhachan, Sgurr Breac and A' Chailleach slope failures J' s 
sufficently small to indicate burial shortly before the termination of 
the periglacial conditions within which they were active. The depth 
and extent of periglacial deposits in areas close to these sites is 
strongly suggestive that had a protracted phase of 'periglaciation 
intervened between RSF and the overlapping of the scarps by 
periglacial landforms then the scarps would have been completely 
buried. 
Despite the 5,000 year period imposed upon the "early Flaruiriad' 
RSFs by the classification, the majority of slope failures probably 
occurred relatively soon after Loch Lcmicnd Advance deglaciation. In 
the Cowal field area for instance, a group of RSFs are thou*xt to bave 
occurred soon after deglaciation, as a number of sites display similar 
rock weathering characteristics to a fossil rock glacier. Most of the 
Glen Clova RSFs occurred at that time. 
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A second group (C) of slcpe failures in the Cowal are -thought to 
have occurred in the, "late Fl&rx1rian". The absolute ages of the group 
are unknown but are tentatively assumed to be between 5,000 and 1,000 
years old. The Corrie Brandy, Mam Sodhail ridge and Sgurr na Lapaich 
ridge RSFs are also interpreted to have occurred within this period, 
exhibiting similar degrees of rock weathering and vegetation cover. 
The examples in the Cowal area retain the 'surface sheen' imparted by 
fresh muscovite-mica. In contrast the early-Flandrian RSFs in the 
Cowal have 'dull' boulder surfaces. 
The relative dating evidence is suggestive that the RSFS which 
have moved only slightly (e. g. Ben Attow) are now st The --ab1c 
morphostratigraphic evidence demonstrates that continuous 
gravitational deformation has not occurred within the massive RSFs, 
such as An Riabhachan and Carn na con Dhu, otherwise the periglacial 
landforms would have been disturbed. It is suggested that the 
morphostratigraphical record of slope deformation, though not as 
accurate as that given by detailed surveying and monitoring of the 
slope, is still valuable because of the length of record. 
Previous authors have often cited the need for a "post-glacial" 
perspective in RSF research (cf. Whalley et al. 1983, Gardner 1980). 
Where a sequence of advances/ readvances has occurred such as in the 
Highlands the "Post- glacial" is diachronous and may vary in length 
frIOm c- 10,000 to C. 15,000 years or greater. Although RSFs may post- 
date the deglaciation of their local area, chronology is likely to be 
cOmPlex if the glacial control referred to earlier had acted. 
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The chronology of RSF in the Highlands is more complex than that 
implied by the hypothetical model of high activity during deglaciation 
with decreasing activity through the Flandrian (Sissons 1967,1976a). 
Although slope failures are thou*rt to have been more frequent in the 
early Flandrian, rather than a gradual reduction in the frequency of 
RSFs, there appears to have been phases of resumed high activity (e. g. 
Group C in the Cowal). It is not possible to infer whether these were 
climatically6-induced. 
9.6 Ccnr-lusicn 
Rock weathering and morphostratigraphic techniquýs have been used 
to estimate the ages of twenty-eight RSFs in the four field areas. 
The rock weathering data have been analysed using Principle'Components 
Analysis, two forms of Cluster Analysis and Discriminant. Analysis 
following the strategy outlined by Dowdeswell (1982). A set of 
morphostratigraphic criteria involving Ballantyne's (1981) 
classification of active and fossil periglacial landforms and the 
positional relationships between RSF features and these periglacial 
I 
landforms has been detailed. 
A tentative classification of the RSFs according to their 
approximate age is given. The classification distinguishes between 
RSFs that are thought to be: older than 10,000 years, between 10,000 
and 5,000 years old, 5,000 and 1,000 years old and less than 1,000 
years old. Rock weathering data are most complete in the Cowal field 
area where one slcpe failure is lichenometrically dated to c. 250-300 
years. The RSF at Garbh Choire Mor in the Fannichs, in contrast# is 
thought to have occurred during the Lateglacial (but af ter 
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Or 
OWN' LGWVJý'ý'- "AdVbnOdt'' The morphostratigraphic 
relationships of four other possible Lateglacial. age RSFs bave been 
examined. 
Most of the RSFs are thought to have occurred in the early- 
Flandrian when it appears that RSFs occurred more frequently than in 
arry subsequent period. Five RSFs however are thought to have occurred 
between 1,000 and 5,000 years ago, only one of these (C6rrie Brandy) 
lies outside the Loch Lormnd Advance -limits. 
This investigaticn of RSF chronology raises two questions: why 
should a phase of high RSF frequency have occurred in the early- 
Flandrian? and why did this control(s) fail to result in RSF at those 
sites which occurred during the late-Flandrian? Both these questions 




This investigation of rock-slcpe failure within the Highlands has 
pursued several related, research themes. Analysis has alsO been 
undertaken at a number of geographic scales: fran attempted 
explanation of the distributicn of the RSF pcpulaticn to engineering- 
geology investigations of individual, slope failures. One aim of this 
Chapter is to ocirbine these separate research elements into a m)del of 
rock-slope failure for the Scottish Highlands. The model incorporates 
the possible effects upcn rock-slcpe stability" of envircnmental 
chanrýes that acccapanied deglaciation follcwing the Loch Lcmid 
Advance in the Scottish Highlands. Reports from other glaciated areas 
of the world are surrTnarised in Section 10.3 for omparison. 
The conclusions reached by analyses of the study slopes are 
extrapolated to the pcpulation in Section 10.4, where a possible 
mechanical explanaticn for the recorded variability in the response of 
RSFs to the environmental changes at the close of the Loch Lcmond 
Stadial is given. The Chapter also explores the magnitude-frequency 
relationships of RSFs in Section 10.5, where an attempt is made to 
indicate the relative significance of PSF in the denudation of the 
Highland landscape. Ccmparisons are again made with studies fran 
other areas of the uorld. 
10.2 Enviromental change md ra*-BlcPe -failure 
A spatial correlatim between former glaciers and RSFs was 
inferred in Chapter 4. This relationship extends beyond the mere 
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occurrence of slcpe failures in formerly glaciated valleys, as it bas 
been demonstrated that many RSFs occur in close proximity to the upper 
limits of the Loch Lomond Advance. Although data are most complete 
for the Advance, it has been established that a correlation also 
exists between RSFs and the upper limits of some glaciers that pre- 
dated it. Sinceýýdata are most complete for the Advance the following 
discussion largely concerns rock-slcpe failures that were controlled 
by it. An overview ýof the mechanics of the case studies is provided 
and the generality of the inferences reached is indicated. 
It was noted in discussion of the previous literature that, 
although glacial oversteepening has often been cited as a cailse of RSFF 
in Scotland and elsewhere, the mechanics have not been tested. The 
glacial oversteepening mechanism is doubted in this study for both 
rock mechanical and geomorphological reasons. The two forms of 
evidence are that: 
1. Glacial oversteepening cannot account on its own for the occurrence 
of RSFs close to glacier limits since most of the case study 
translational RSFs possess failure-planes that are inclined below the 
lowernx. -st threshold for self-weight sliding: the residual friction 
angle. The reductions in the effective friction angles required to 
have caused some translational RSFs was large, in one instance (Hell's 
Glen N wedge) the 0' would have been less than 14". As peak friction 
angles exceed 40" for most of the Highland metamorphics, if glacial 
oversteepening was the cause of rock-slcpes failure then the potential 
failure-surfaces would need to be inclined at greater than 40* and the 
slopes inclined greater than the potential failure-planes. Most 
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slcpes in the Highlarxi metamorphics do not exceed 40" (Watters 1972). 
The toppling failures discussed in Chapter 7 mostly possess 
combinations of friction angles, slope angles and di3c=tinuity set 
orientations that do not satisfy the Goodman and Bray (1976) self- 
weight toppling criterion. Although glacial oversteepening by a few 
degrees would narrow the difference between a stable slope and a 
potential tcpple by lowering the slope stability, the reductions in 
the. effective friction angles required to initiate toppling at the 
sites discussed in Chapter 8 are of the order of 100. 
2. Reservations, have been expressed by other Quaternary scientists 
over the efficacy of glacial erosion during the Loch Lomond Advance. 
Sissons (1981) inferred that part of a protalus rampart in the 
Cairngorm Mountains had been overridden by an Advance glacier without 
significant disruption. Work by Hodgson (1982) revealed that the Loch 
lomond Advance glaciers, at least in the NW Highlands, succeeded only 
in redistributing and moulding 
ýrift 
material which already lay within 
the glens. The implication is that the Advance glaciers achieved 
little bedrock erosion,, though corrie headwalls (cf. Dale 1981) and 
spurs may be exceptions. 
The amount of erosion achieved by the Advance glaciers is 
critical to the understanding, of the mechanics of RSF. Since the 
volume of material that would need to be removed to cause even a 
steepening of a valley side would be huge, douýt must now be expressed 
over glacial oversteepening as a trigger of RSFs, at least following 
the Loch Lomond Advance. Former glaciers may have created slcpes but 
did not, generally, oversteepen them so as, to trigger RSFs. 
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The climatic cbarxge from the Loch Ixxnond Stadial to the Flandrian 
triggered a plethora of envircnmental disturbances. Any mechanical 
model. of MF must recognise the nature and possible effects of those 
changes and some, thought to have contributed to rock-slope 
instability, are discussed below. 
It has been noted that the climatic amelioration at the cnset of 
the Flandrian occurred with great rapidity (cf. Bishop and Coope 
1977). Two factors would have combined to produce high water-tables 
within slopes at that time. First, the release of water from, perhaps 
rapidly melting, glaciers. The thawing of permafrost and snow patches 
would also have released large volumes of water. Secondlys to excac- 
erbate these effects, the vegetation cover was likely to have been 
sparse in the early Flandrian and would not have intercepted precip- 
itation as effectively as the present day. Evapotranspiration would 
also have'been reduced. If permafrost still lay beneath slope sur- 
faces it is possible that permeability could have been decreased and 
overland flow could have occurred. These effects would have been 
aggravated if tension-cracks had opened within slopes. 
n rifft limits have often been used by Quaternary scientists to map 
the limits of former glaciers, particularly the Loch Lcmond Advance in 
Scotland (e. g. Sissons 1972,1976a). The extent of drift may be of 
importance in the cleft-water pressure mechanism (Tallis and Johnson 
1980). Drift, because of its clay content,, may reduce the 
permeability of the slope and thus impede drainage of a high water- 
table from it. This may assist explanation of why RSFs occur close to 
the upper limi ts of the Loch Lcmcnd Advance. Unfortunately,, it is not 
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known how long it took for the mountain water-tables to return to 
their' present levels. 
It is possible that the rapid uplift that followed deglaciation 
of thb last ice sheet and continued after the Loch Lomond Advance 
created tensional stresses within rock-slcpes. Price (1966) has shown 
that uplift will give rise to tensional forces in the upper crust due 
to a stretching ef f ect. Although the tensional forces produced by 
isostatic uplift are likely to be smaller (being related to the amount 
of vertical displacement that occurred) than those created during 
orogenic uplift, they may have assisted the cpenirxg of tension-cracks 
within slopes. Wyrwoll (1977) hypothesised that rebound accompanying 
is0static recovery may have opened stress-relief joints during I-Ahe 
POst-glacial. 
Rapp (1960) suggested that RSFs would have been most favoured 
during deglaciation when earthquakes, in addition to high ground-water 
tables, may have triggered RSFs. The effects of former earthquakes in 
the Highlands, such as those hypothesised by Sissons and Cornish 
(1982), Cn rock-slcpe stability are udknown. If large earthquakes did 
Occur in ScotlarxI they should theoretically have been most frequent in 
the early Flandrian when the rates of isostatic uplift were at their 
greatest. It is perhaps surprising however that few RSFs are found 
Outside the Loch Lomond Advance limits since these areas, it may be 
hYPOthesised, 
should have experienced earthquakes following the 
deg"aciation 
of the last ice sheet and yet have not been subsequently 
Overridden by glaciers. It is therefore reasoned that earthquakes 




Earthquakes mainly occur in the W Highlands today with the 
Knoydart-Kintail area suffering the highest seismicity (Burton and 
Neilson 1980). It is planned to accurately survey selected RSFs 
within this large area and monitor any minute displacements which may 
occur in response to the higher-magnitude seismic events. 
Mechanical investigations have shown that. gkound-water tables 
would have needed to be close to the ground surface to cause rock-. 
slope failure. If the cleft-water pressure hypothesis is accepted, 
the correlation* between RSFs and former glacier limits may appear 
pu=ling since it could be argued that dangerous cleft-water pressures 
may accumulate anywhere within a slope. The possible weakening 
mechanism postulated in Chapter 3, involving the repeated seasonal 
changes in sustained high water-tables, is thought to have lowered the 
stability of those slopes that lay immediately above the Loch Lomond 
Advance limits. Sinceý, later accumu lation. of water during deglaciation 
would have proved most effective on those components of a slope least 
able to resist increased shear forces, failure would have been 
preferred on those weakened joints which lay close to the Advance 
limit. 
The factors that determine the limits of a RSF have received 
little attention. It may be asked, why a porticn of a slope failed in 
preference to the whole slope. There are two factors of importance 
here: (i) shear strengths of rock joints vary and (ii) shear forces 
vary between joints. Chapter 2 concentrated upon certain factors 
that cause variability in joint shear strength, such as rock types, 
degree of shear displacement and joint rotiqlmess. Joint rou*mess and 
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a 
the degree of openness of joints will ef fect the shear forces 
mcbilised along them. Open joints, for instance, will transmit cleft- 
water more freely than 'tighter' joints. Asperities or cbstructions 
along joints may also inhibit drainage causing localized build up of 
cleft-water pressures. The spacing of joints may also be important 
(Selby 1982). 
10.3 Evidence fcw the delayed-respcnse of RSFs to deglaciation 
Few in situ RSFs show any signs of having being disturbed by 
I glaciers. It was noted that deglaciation of the Lcch Loomond Advance 
could have occurred initially under a cold climate and that the 
occurrence of morainic ridges inside the limits is suggestive that 
retreat walginitially active. After this period of active retreat 
the Advance *glaciers are thought to have stagnated and decayed in 
situ. This is evidenced by delicate geanorphological, structures such 
as f luted moraines, occasionally found on the crests of hummocky 
moraine, that would have been destroyed had retreat been active 
(Hodgson 1982). 
If slopes had failed in the Highlands as soon as lowering of 
Advance glacier surfaces began, their debris would probably have been 
disturbed as it would have, fallen onto decaying (perhaps initially 
active) glacier surfaces. Also,, many of the RSFs reach inside the 
Advance limits, indicating that the response of slopes was delayed. 
Some slopes failed well after deglaciation, such as the Glen Kinglas 
RSF. 
There is evidence from other areas of the world for delayed- 
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response to deglaciation and these data necessitate the movement away 
from a purely climatic trigger arxI an explanation unique to the Loch 
Lomond Advance, towards a model that is both cognizant of the time- 
dependent mechanical changes within a slope and is applicable to other 
areas of the world. 
Tabor (1971) reported the delayed-response of rock-slope 
instability to the retreat of the Hoh Glacier, Washingoru Downwasting 
of this glacier left a rock-slope unsupported and slope failure is 
known to have occurred sometime after 1952. A slope trench occurs 
downslope of a 'fresh landslide scarp' (Tabor 1971: 1817). Tension- 
cracks on the slope are visible on aerial photographs taken in 1939, 
when the Hoh glacier terminus lay just upvalley of the site. Tabor 
infers that glacially oversteepened valley walls began to collapse as 
the Hoh Glacier retreated and that displacements occurred initially by 
creep, which formed tension-cracks and then by 'landsliding' which 
formed the slope trenches. Another older slope trench is located 
downvalley of the site. Glacial oversteepening was not proven by 
Tabor and he did not consider the possible consequences of high cleft- 
water pressures and progressive-failure. 
At Mount Inngtihaus, Iceland, a rock avalanche occurred in mid- 
January 1967 some 7-8 years after shepherds had noted a deep and 
narrow crack (probably a tension-crack) close to the summit of the 
mountain (Kjartansson 1967). The crack widened year by year until in 
1966 it was c. 30-cm-wide. Rock-slope failure occurred after a few 
days of heavy rain and snowmelt, the failed debris falling onto the 
snout of the Steinholtsjokull, which lay close by but well below the 
scar. 
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Wyrwoll (1977) stated that, lichen cover on RSFs in the Labrador- 
Ungava area in Canada is variable, indicating not all slope failures 
occurred immediately after deglaciation. Whalley 
. 
2t al. (1983) 
considered that most of the RSFs they examined in Iceland delayed 
their response to deglaciation, inferring that time-dependent 
mechanical processes (prcpqgaticn of cracks through the rodk-ýmasses) 
was responsible for the delay. They found that the smallest RSFs were 
generally the youngest, the largest oldest and the medium-sized RSFs 
most numerous in the period 3,000-5,000 years B. P. According to 
Whalley et al. (1983) climatic changes through the postglacial, cannot 
account for the temporal distribution of RSFs. The Scottish data are 
too limited and relatively imprecise to enable testing for a 
correlation between the incidence of RSFs and 'wet' periods in the 
Flandrian. 
10.4 A rock-slcpe fai-lure model 
Two general problems arise from the Scottish RSF data: (i) what 
caused the delay that prevented failure of most RSFs onto active 
glaciers? and (ii) why did the duration of this inferred delay vary? 
Related to the last question is: why did a few slopes remain stable, 
despite the action of the destabilising factors recognised above, only 
to fail sometime later? 
A possible answer to the first question may be the effects of 
progressive-failure. Progressive-failure may be conceptualisede after 
Terzaghi (1950), as a gradually-falling line depicting the factor-of- 
safety of a slope over time. Muller (1968) also stated that slope 
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stability was time-dependent. Decreases in the factors-of-safety,, due 
to progressive-failure reducing the cohesion of potential failure- 
surfaces by shearing through intact rock bridges and asperities, would 
have caused delayed responses to the removal of glacial support 
(rather the removal of the physical 'barrier' to RSF) and the 
hydrological changes which accompanied climatic amelioration. A 
probabilistic mcdel; 
ýof 
progressive-failure may be used to explain the 
variations in the 'response time to deglaciation. 
The initial stability of a slope (its factor-of safety) once 
deglaciation begins,, and the nature of increases and decreases of 
cleft-water pressures over time, are likely to affect the long-term 
stability of a rock-slope. Figure 10.1 illustrates the progressive- 
failure of three hypothetical rock-slcpes. The factors-of-safety of 
two curves (B and C) attain unity and these slopes are presumed to 
have failed completely. 
The Ben Attow RSF may be an analoque for slope A. It was 
inferred in Chapter 8 that this slope has toppled (perhaps slid) 
sufficiently to mobilise peak shear strength along its toppling 
layers, the initial movement being a response to high clef t-water 
pressures associated with deglaciation, following the Loch Lomond 
Advance. Some decrease in the strength of the slope may have been 
caused by progress ive- failure but such changes are thought to have 
been slight because the normal stresses acting along the steeply 
inclined layers and, therefore, the ability to shear through 
asperities is low. It is thought that most of the intact topples 
accord with this model. 
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Figure 10.1:, Hypothetical decrease in shear 
strength with time for three 
rock-slcpes. 
Slcpe C in contrast featured a rapid decrease in its factor-of- 
safety over time culminating in its eventual failure soon after 
deglaciaticn. - The Mullach Fraoch-choire example may have possessed a 
stability history similar to this 
Tim 
hypothetical example. The factor- 
of-safety of this hypothetical sic! pe 
declined markedly towards the end of 
the Advance perhaps due to the 
proximity of the upper surface of 
the glacier. On deglaciation the 
factor-of- safety of the slope was already low,, little further 
progressive-failure being required to bring the factor-of-safety of 
the slope close to unity, making the slope highly susceptible to 
increases in cleft-water pressures. 
Slope B failed much later than C. It is thought that the Glen 
Kinglas RSF may accord with this model. Here the porticn of the rock- 
slope that was susceptible to failure lay well inside the Advance 
limit, being overriden fairly early during the Advance and not 
suffering the localised weakening experienced by C. Progressive- 
failure, aided by ephemeral increases in cleft-wall. -. er pressures, is 
thought to have been the main weakening mechanism. Failure was 
prcbably triggered by high cleft-water pressures within the slope. 
I 
The rate of progressive-failure is therefore thought to vary fran 
one slope to another and may also increase or decrease over time due 
to extrinsic and intrinsic factors. The initial factors-of-safety 
will also vary for reasons cited earlier. Given these variations it 
is possible to"conceptualise the differences in the delayed response 
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times to the environmental changes. The model is not predictive, 
i 1'WIr 1ý17 
merely indicating tji4t slc s., Ipaýtpd. clode'. td, #ýe Advance limits are pe_ 
likely to be weakest, '' having a higher probability with time of 
failing. The difficulty becomes that of recognising which s1cpes, are 
approaching failure and at what rate the probability of failure 
increases. 
10.5 Magnitude/frequency re" '-*cnsbi- 
There is evidence that the majority of slope failures 
investigated within the field areas probably occurred comparatively 
socn after deglaciation. This suggests that their factors-of-safety 
were close to unity and that the cleft-water pressures associated with 
deglaciation were sufficient to have caused rock-slope failure. 
During deglaciation high-magnitude RSFs could have occurred with 
relatively high frequency (cf. Rapp 1960,, Gardner 1980). 
Figure 10.2 shows the frequency of, the 364 in situ RSFs 
occurring in various size (area) classes. The modal size group (less 
than 0.1 km2) accounts for 42% of the total. The histogram is 
negatively skewed with the smallest events being most frequent, the 
largest most infrequent. These data concur with Wolman and Miller's 
(1960) magnitude-frequency concept originally developed for fluvial 
systems. It has been hypothesised that this concept way also be 
applicable to slope processes (Brunsden and Thornes 1979,, Gardner 
1980). According to Whalley et al. (1983) the Icelandic rock-slcpe 
failures do not exhibit this distribution,, though their data may be 
influenced by the restrictions imposed upon the lower size limits of 
the RSFs and the coarse classification of RSF size. 
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If it is assumed that RSFs occurred evenly over the last 12,500 
years (the generally accepted date for final ice-sheet deglaciaticn of 
the Highlands), then, given 364 in situ RSFs, one slope-failure should 
have occurred on average every 34 years. Including debris-less RSFs 
the average frequency over the same period would equal 29 years. This 
contrasts with Sissons and Cornish's (1982) statement that no large 
RSF has occurred in the last 200 years. 
For further coirparison, the average frequency for each size group 
may be calculated giving frequencies of approximately one every eighty 
years for RSFs less than 0.1 km2 (c. 105 m3) to one in every 12,500 
years for RSFs of between 2.2 and 2.3 km2. Gardner (1980) inferred 
that rock-slcpe failures of between 102 and 105 cubic metres fail on 
average every 1,000 years. Rock-slope failures of 105 to 107 cubic 
metres occurred at an average rate of one every 10,000 years. 
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However, he examined RSFs which had failed completely and it is not 
known whether intact RSFs exist. Gretener (1967) emphasised the 
possible importance of massive RSFs in the Swiss Alps even allowing 
for their low average frequency of one every 3,000 years. 
L 
Clearly, in view of the relative age data from the field areas, 
RSFs in the Highlands have not occurred with equal frequency through 
time: rather, the early Flandrian witnessed a comparatively higher 
frequency of RSF. The amount of erosion achieved by the inferred 
phase of high RSF incidence during/immediately after deglaciation is 
of importance and this tcpic will be considered below. 
The volume of material displaced by RSF may be computed fron, tlie 
topographic survey data, providing sane estimation of - the amount of 
erosion achieved by the event. Caine (1976) has proposed that 
geomorphic work should be expressed in power units, but his te&. nique 
is applicable only if the duration over which the erosion occurred is 
known. Two techniques are therefore used in this study to compare the 
geomorphic work achieved by the different forms of RSF. First, to 
calculate the volume displaced by RSF and multiply this by the amount 
of vertical and horizontal displacement of the RSF centroid. Figures 
are given in tonne/metres (volume x 2.65 x displacement). This 
measure is particularly useful where slopes have not failed 
completely, having suffered comparatively small displacements. 
Secondly, the mean value of cliff retreat can be calculated using: 
volume of failed material 
mean cliff retreat =- 10.1 
failed slope area 
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using: As =w. (H Cosec9) 
where: As = scar area; H= height of scar; 9= angle of former slope 
surface; w= mean scar width. 
Table 10.1 shows the cliff retreat data for all the RSFs studied 
in the field areas that have failed completely. For comparison mean 
rates of around 1.0 mm. year-1 are typical for cliff retreat in high 
latitude countries such as Spitzbergen and N Sweden (e. g. Poser 1954, 
Rapp 1960, Gray 1971a, b, Caine 1974) though Kortarba (1983) has com- 
puted a mean rate of cliff retreat of up to 10 mm year: -' in the Tatry 
Mountains. Even extrapolating this highest rate, 30 - metres of cliff 
retreat is equivalent to 10,000 years of erosion: at the lower rate of 
1 mm year -1# 30,000 years. Some of the case study rock-sloPe 
, failures produced localised total cliff retreats of 30 metres (Table 
10-1) and therefore instantaneously produced many thousands of years 
of 'normal' cliff retreat. 
The only work done on the relative importance of high magnitude 
RSF is by Rapp (1960), Whalley (1974), Gardner (1980) and Whalley et 
al. (1983). Gordon et al. (1978) thought that a RSF in Antarctica was 
equivalent to 90 years'of normal erosion. Rapp (1960) noted that 
rock-slope failure near Karkevegge, perhaps over a duration of decades 
or centuries caused cliff retreat of between 10 and 20 m. This, he 
observed, was greater than ten times the amount of cliff retreat for 
the whole postgla6ial period of c. 10,000 years duration. Whalley 
(1974) considered that high magnitude RSFs could exceed the denudation 
of smaller but more numerous slope failures. 
The importance of RSF is restricted in extent and it is not 
surprising that localised rates of cliff retreat can be very high. 
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The measure of displacement against volume moved will allow comparison 
between those RSFs that transport different volumes of material over 
variable distances. These data are shown in Table 10.2. It will be 
noted that although'the complete RSFs have achieved high rates of 
erosion, the most important events are the massive RSFs such as Ben 
Attow which moved exceedingly large volumes of rock over comparatively 
small distances. 
Unfortunately few comparable data to'those given in Table 10.2 
are known to the author. The results may be compared with those 
Ruck-slope Volume Slope area CILU reUeat 
failure 
(m3) (m2) (M) 
Glen Kinglas 89,600 10,500 8.5 
Caim Inks 6,800 675 10.1 
Hell's Glen s 8,200 930 8.8 
wedge 
The Steeple 112,500 3,, 250 34.6 
Ben Donich N 288,000 9,600 30.0 
Mullach Fraoch- 730,000 19,500 37.4 
choire 
Sgurr na Lapaich 5,600 1,050 5.3 
rid4e 
Hell's Glen 122,000 15,000 8.1 
tcpple 
Garbh Choire M6r 212,000 11,200 19.0 
Table 10.1.. ]Estimated volumes, failed slope areas and mean cliff 
I retreat of selected field examples. 
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collected by Rapp (1960). He found that approximately 20,000 
tonne/metres had been transported by rockfalls over a period of 8 
years in the glacial trough near Karkevagge. The tDtal transported by 
all measured processes (including, for example, surface wash and 
RSF Volume Mass displacement 
vertical horizont 
(m3) "91 (tonne-metres x 10 ) 
A' Chailleach 5,400,000 280.0 342.0 
Garbh Choire 146r 212,500 60.4 123.9 
Sgurr Breac 36,160,000 3,353.0 2,874.7 
Cairn Broadlands 2,500,000 99.4 132.5 
Corrie Brandy 280,000 1.9 2.2 
Capel Burn 10900,000 50.4 75.5 
Corrie of Clova 480,000 63.6 50.9 
Cairn Inks 7,800 0.03 - 0.05 
Glen Effock 102,000 0.8 0.5 
An Riabhachan 6,125,000? 32.5? 113.6? 
Marn Sodhail 4,823,000 38.3 102.3 
An Sornach 18,000,000 1908.0 945.0 
Sgurr na Lapaich 7,200,000' 66.8 66.8 
Sgurr na Lapaich R 5,600 0.7 0.9 
Mullach Fraoch-choire 710,000 395.0 827.9 
Carn na Con Dhu 61,200,000 4,865.0 4,865.0 
Ben Attow 112,000,000 26,712.0 29,680.0 
Mam Sodhail ridge 1,240,000 32.9 32.9 
Cam ha Con Dhu sumdt 2,250,000 26.8 11.9 
Ben Donich SE 103,000 0.3 3.6 
Hell's Glen topple 122,000 9.7 19.4 
Hell's Glen N wedge 1,750,000 21.0 43.8 
Ben DOnich N 440,000 151.0 198.0 
The Steeple 110,000 20.4 34.9 
Mullach ChOire a' Chuir 9,600,000? 509.0? 636.0? 
Glen Kinglas 898000 22.6 47.6 
Hell's Glen s wedge 13,000 1.2 2.4 
Table 10-2. Volumes and tonneage (x distance) displaced by the study 
RSFs- "? ' denotes uncertainty caused by lack of sub- 
surface information 
solution) was c. 282,290 tonne/metres over the same period. - ExtraP- 
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olating this 8 year rate over 10,000 years yields 3.53 x 106 m3 
denudation for the Karkevagge basin: though it is recognised that the 
denu-dation rate may have been higher in the early post-glacial (cf. 
Church and Ryder 1972). This extrapolated rate, though conservative, 
is less than the denudation achieved by the Ben Attow RSF (Table 
10.2). Gardner's opinion that high magnitude RSFs, even allowing for 
their lower frequency, may be responsible for the transport of signif- 
icantly greater volumes of material than smaller scale rock-slope 
failures is vindicated by the data given in Table 10.2. 
10.5 Conclusi 
The scars and deposits of catastrophic ror-k-slopee failures in the 
field areas have been little modified during the post-glacial. It is 
therefore difficult to escape the conclusion that many of the 
Scottish Highland valley slopes are inherited, their morphology having 
changed little from that incurred by their response to the rapid 
climatic and environmental changes that accompanied deglaciation. It 
has been shown that for a comparatively short period of time 
during/immediately after deglaciation, the erosion achieved by RSFs 
may have outweighed other geomorphic processes, localised cliff 
retreat being equal or greater than that attained during the preceding 
Loch Lomond Stadial (cf. Sissons 1976a, Dawson 1977) and probably much 
greater than that achieved in the whole post-glacial. 
It is likely that numerous glaciations/interglaciat(-lons--) and 
\1-1/ 
stadials/interstadials affected the British Isles (including the 
Scottish Highlands) during the Quaternary (Bowen 1978). Glacial 
readvances, that pre-dated those of the Lateglacial. and that failed to 
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cover rock-slopes completely may have acted as RSF triggers and 
weakened other' s1cpes, following the model outlined earlier. 
No evidence was found in this study to support the notion that 
the case study RSFs located inside the'Loch Lomond. Advance limits are 
older than c. 10,000 years ago and have therefore been overridden by 
glaciers. Consequently, it is hypothesised that the majority of pre- 
Lateglacial RSF debris in the field areas (and the Scottish Highlands 
as a whole) has been transported away during intervening glaciations. 
The occurrence of debris-lesý RSFs outside the Loch Lomond Adance 
limits is proof that glacial transportation of RSF material took place 
before the Advance. 
The extent and distribution of RSFs that occurred in response to 
earlier valley glaciations, and hence the volume of failed-debris 
removed, can cnly be speculated upon. However, assuming that a corre- 
laticn between RSFs and glacier advances occurred formerly and that 
earlier valley glaciations originated from the same source areas as 
the Loch Lomond Advance, then the distribution of rock-slope failures 
in the past could have been similar to that recorded today. 
The role of the Loch Lanond Advance and older valley glaciations 
in rock-slope failure may have been to raise water tables in slopes, 
causing fluctuating cleft-water pressures that led to mechanical weak- 
ening. Following slope failure, debris was then transported either 
supraglacially/englacially or during later advances/ readvances when 
other slopes would also have been weakened. 
Millions of cubic metres of failed debris, mainly located in the 
W Highlands, presently awaits glacial transportation. If similar 
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volumes, to those found today, were created repeatedly in the past, 
then rock-slcpe failure combined with glacial transportation must have 
been a major component of the denudation of the areas of the Highlands 
where RSF is important. 
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Figure A. l: Geanetry of a plane-sliding failure. 
APPENDIX A: LIMIT-EQUILIBRIUM HMEES 
PLANE-SLIDIM 
Plane-sliding failure has the simplest geanetry of all the three 
failure modes identified by Hoek and Bray (1977): involving a 
triangular or trapezoidal-shaped block in cross-section. Plane- 
sliding failure geanetry is determined by the orientation of the slope 
face/crest, failure-plane and tension-crack (if present). Although 
the failure-surface is three-dirriensional. in nature it can be 
approximated by a two-dimensional analysis: the 'slice of unit- 
thidmess' approach. 
Assuming that the Mohr-Colourbe criterion is applicable to the example 
shown in Figure A. 1 then the factor of safety of the slope can be 
calculated using: 
I 
F= cL + (W Cos9 - U) Tano A. 1 






A jred m cw. t-w. ter 





W= V112 [ (1- (z/H2) ) Cotq - cot 
U= PW zw (H-Z) COSec Pi 
L= (H - z) Cosec9 
V=F, 2 w %ý 
('i) 
where: W= weight of the block, H= height of the slope, F= unit 
weight of rock, 8= inclination of the face, E) = inclination of the 
failure-plane, z= height of the tension crack, zw = depth of water in 
the tension-crack and'Yw = unit weight of water. 
Equation A-1 includes forces U and V which are produced by the cleft- 
water pressure acting on the failure-plane ard the downslope wall of 
the tension-crack, respectively. Post-failure solution of Equation 
A-1 assumes that the factor-of-safety (F) at the instant of failure 
equalled unity. 
There are a number of other important assumptions made in this 
analysis these include: 
U) the Mohr-Coloumbe criterion is applicable to the problem. If the 
failure-surface upon which translation occurs is rough then the 
apparent cohesion and apparent 0 will be defined by a tangent to the 
shear strength curve. The tangent will touch the curve at a normal 
stress value which corresponds to that acting upon the failure- 
surface; 
(ii) both the failure-surface and the tension-crack strike parallel 
with the slope face; 
(iii) the tension-crack is vertical and water enters it seeping along 
the base to escape at atmospheric pressure; 
Uv) forces We U and V all act through the centroid of'the block and 
M moments Occur which seek to cause rotaticn of the block. 
WEDGE-SLIDIM 
more cOmPlex analysis is required to model the limit- 
equilibrium of a wedge-slide: a block formed by two intersecting 
failure-surfaces (Hoek and Bray 1977). In the following discussion 
(vi) 
Figure A. 2. - Geanetry of a wedge-sliding failure. 
the flatter of the two intersecting planes is called A, the steeper B. 
Hoek and Bray (1977) have shown that the factor of safety for the 
example in Figure A. 2 is given by: 
F3V (cA. x + cB. y) + (A -VW X)Tan OA + (B - ir Y)Tan OB 





cA and cB = the cohesive strengths 
of planes A and B respectively, 
A and OB = the friction angles of 
planes A and B, 
P= the unit weight of rock# 
Fw = the unit weight of water, 
H= the total height of the wedge,, 
A, B,, X and Y are dinensimless 
factors wbich are dependent upon the 
gecmtry of the wedge. 
Hoek and Bray (1977) have also produced a series of design charts 
for the analysis of wedge-sliding under fricticn only. The method 
preferred here, as the effects of cohesion need to be modelled, was 
the graphical soluticn of the parameters A, B, X and Y given in Hoek 
and Bray (1977): the reader is referred to their book for full 
explanation of the analysis. 
(vii) 
Figure B-1: The area covered by the aerial- 
photographic survey. 
APP&MIX B: 1CM-SEME FAIMM INVENTCW 
Data collected. by an aerial photograph survey of the major upland 
areas of the Scottish Highlands are given overleaf. Figure Bl shows 
the area covered by the aerial-photographic survey. The RSF's are 
grouped into the 10,000 Rm2 grid squares (NC, M etc. ) and a six- 
figure GRID Rla RENCE is given for each RSF. 
The POSITION of each RSF is 
go stannarised in colum 2 where; 1= 
valley side, 2= slope crest, 3= 
spur, 4= mountain top and 5= 
corrie headwall position, and its 
ASPECr (in degrees frm true north) 
is given in colum 3. AREA is given 
in kn2 in colum 4: where the RSF is 
'DEBRIS-LESS' type the flag 
$scarp' indicates its area is 
unlemwn. 
The horizcntal DISTANCE FROM MRMER GLACIAL LIMlTS is given in 
column 5 where; 1-6 are where the RSF centroid occurs inside the 
limits (in classes of 200 m) with class 1 being within 200-mr-inside 
the limits. Classes 7-12 occur outside the limits (Class 7 being 
within 200-m-outside the 1=-ts). If the slope features OBSEQUEND- 
SCARPS the flag 'A/S' is printed in column 6. ROCK TYPE, where known# 
is given in the final column. 
(Viii) 
10 000 kn2 grid square NC 
584 265 1 128 0.28 6 A/S schist/granite 
582 261 1 120 0.02 6 schist/granite 
412 364 2 121 0.15 6 A/S semi-pelite 
431 343 5 132 0.36 6 A/S semi-pelite 
440 356 3 073 0.03 1 semi-pelite 
442 358 1 083 0.03 7 semi-pelite 
443 356 1 071 0.08 7 semi-pelite 
447 343 1 093 0.04 6 semi-pelite 
398 422 1 182 0.07 3 semi-pelite 
387 419 1 159 0.10 1 semi-pelite 
485 497 1 123 0.04 7 unknown 
347 497 1 118 0.07 7 schist 
523 497 2 108 0.18 6 A/S unknown 
10 000., km2 grid square NG 
757 068 1 247 0.05 psamite/pelite 
773 057 2 238 0.14 semi-pelite 
833 066 1 076, 0.34 pelite 
837 062 1 045 0.12 pelite 
835 017 1 160 1.79 A/S schist 
958 087 2 132 scarp semi-pelite 
986 070 2 051 0.13 unknown 
800 005 1 151 0.88 pelitic schist 
789 003 1 189 0.04 pelitic schist 
880 003 1 125 0.04 pelitic schist 
986 066 1 053 scarp pelite 
988 063 1 134 0.08 pelite 
985 062 1 160 0.03 pelite 
998 073 2 164 0.24 psamite/pelite 
862 113 3 123 0.28 gneiss 
873 122 4 067 scarp 1 granite/gneiss 
930 170 3 093 0.54 pelite/psamnite 
986 151 2 030 scarp psam-aite 
987 147 1 159 0.14 psanTdte/semi-pelite 
963 314 1 170 0.19 unknown 
804 459 5 127 0.05 1 sandstone 
932 4910 3 101 0.26 1 sandstone 
922 576 5 354 0.03 1 unknown 
866 610 ,5 168 scarp 1 sandstone 976 616 1 097 scarp 1 pipe rock/quartzite 
937 766 1 041 0.06 6 unknown 
978 771 1 212 0.04 2 unknown 
873 127 1 058 scarp 1 granite/gneiss 
10 000 km2 grid square Nli 
018 093 2 158 
035 088 2 092 
070 090 2 305 
438 022 1 316 








647 092 2 122 0.13 unknown 
665 033 2 299 0.06 unknown. 
663 031 2 285 0.05 unknown 
101 189 1 334 0.20 psanmite 
115 173 3 092 0.42 psanmite/pelite 
107 154 2 313 0.17 psamite/pelite 
llý 158 2 343 scarp psanmite 
127 147 1 318 0.12 psamnite/semi-pelite 
140 120 1 220 0.21 1 quartzite 
141 145 1 180 , 0.22 1 psanudte 
163 115 1 185 0.14 9 granite 
163 184 1 331 0.27 psanmite/semi-pelite 
168 179 1 200 0.13 psarrTnite/pelite 
370 163 1 150 0.48 unknown 
010 184 1 221 2.21 A/S psanTaite 
043 191 2 019 scarp psanrdte/pelite 
051 192 2 008 scarp psanmite/pelite 
019 143 1 188 0.17 pelite 
023 140 1 215 0.34 pelite 
005 115 1 119 0.46 pelite 
047 147 1 109 0.62 Pý =mite 
047 157 3 168 scarp psamnite/pelite 
031 149 2 095 0.07 psarindte 
064 128 3 123 scarp psanmite 
062 135 2 067 . 0.11 psamnite 058 141 2 075 scarp psamnite/pelite 
059 146 3 091 0.03 psamnite/pelite 
064 155 3 133 0.21 psanTaite/pelite 
063 162 3 145 scarp psamnite/pelite 
063 166 2 119 scarp psanmite/pelite 
070 173 1 066 0.51 A/S pelite 
090 150 2 250 0.41 psamnite/pelite 
100 140 3 145 scarp psarmiite/pelite 
096 167 5 048 scarp psamnite/pelite 
098 172 5 159 scarp psarrmite/pelite 
020 100 2 098 0.49 psarrTdte/pelite 
683 149 1 305 0.20 psamnite 
114 155 2 122 0.54 psamnite/pelite 
701 154 3 020 scarp unknown 
159 -208 1 004 0.03 psarrmite/pelite 
064 257 2 103 0.18 1 A/S psanTaite/pelite 
073 243 2 308 0.11 1 psam*aite/pelite 
080 242 1 125 1.02 1 A/S Psamnite/semi-pelite 
101 244 1 314 0.14 semi-pelite 
095 214 1 179 0.43 Psammite/pelite 
114 245 5 156 0.06 psanTaite/semi-pelite 
118 253 4 291 0.17 A/S pelite 
130 249 2 199 0.02 pelite 
140 247 2 015 0.09 psamnite 
152 246 4 005 0.31 psanmite/pelite 
112 269 1 276 0.04 psanudte/pelite 
(x) 
NH cont. 
112 282 1 251 0.08 pelite 
210 275 1 184 1.22 2 A/S semi-pelite 
056 339 3 005 0.01 schist 
055 338 3 347 0.03 schist 
095 334 1 291 0.99 A/S gneiss 
116 337 5 189 0.16 gneiss 
123 335 5 108 0.07 gneiss 
144 339 3 161 0.14 gneiss 
148 318 1 201 0.15 pelite 
153 314 1 196 scarp pelite 
160 315 1 192 0.32 pelite 
162 346 5 130 scarp 1 gneiss 
163 349 5 133 scarp 1 gneiss 
153 376 1 190 0.05 schist 
159 377 1 165 0.04 schist 
199 323 1 142 0.15 semi-pelite 
289 393 1 183 0.04 schist 
076 408 1 036 scarp gneiss 
085 426 1 171 0.21 gneiss 
097 429 1 170 0.04 gneiss/schist 
106 440 5 137 scarp schist 
211 434 5 116 scarp schist 
208 438 1 311 0.55 gneiss/schist 
199 462 1 164 scarp schist 
189 489 1 021 scarp gneiss/schist 
218 458 1 337 0.07 schist 
245 480 1 316 0.94 A/S gneiss/schist 
258 423 1 187 0.28 schist 
293 424 1 165 0.12 pelite 
296 427 1 167 scarp pelite 
092 477 1 170 0.22 3 gneiss 
103 487 1 Ile 0.10 3 gneiss. 
108 485 1 182 0.24 1 gneiss 
111 490 5 124 scarp 3 schist 
117 485 1 190 0.16 1 schist 
326 408 3 223 0.12 gneiss/schist 
363 562 1 159 0.11 unknown 
442 664 1 225 0.12 gneiss/psamnite 
254 673 5 057 0.10 schist 
162 623 5 085 scarp pelite 
140 686 3 186 0.58 gneiss 
341 751 1 071 0.32 A/S pelite 
088 768 1 307 0.12 unkrx)wn 
187 715 5 090 0.03 gneiss 
150 705 5 206 0.82 gneiss 
137 712 5 155 0.23 gneiss 
050 737 4 309 scarp 1 unknown 
357 792 1 278 '0.13 psamite 
390 758 1 113 0.06 schist/gneiss 
(xi) 
NH cont. 
058 734 3 104 scarp 1 unknown 
459 833 3 359 scarp gneiss. 
457 834 3 338 0.03 gneiss 
431 845 1 020 0.11 schist 
411 896 2 146 0.02 schist 
409 895 2 182 0.03 psamnite 
392 898 2 036 scarp psanutite 
394 893 3 109 scarp psamnite 
392 891 1 153 0.07 psamnite 
373 850 2 132 0.12 psamdte 
267 861 4 108 0.13 schist 
220 848 2 228 0.16 schist 
321 839 2 172 0.01 psamnite 
323 837 1 168 0.02 psanudte 
325 837 1 163 0.04 psamnite 
ý307 ' 396 905 2 280 0.14 schist 
392 907 1 212 0.04 schist 
10 000 kn2 grid square NJ 
002 014 2 018 0.04 granite 
10 000 km2 grid square NM 
695 435 2 175 0.16 basalt/sandstone 
706 426 1 232 0.15 basalt/sandstone 
723 422 1 196 0.25 basalt/sandstone 
632 552 2 033 scarp basalt/sandstone 
639 550 2 035 0.36 A/S basalt/sandstone 
644 545 2 053 scarp basalt/sandstone 
687 563 2 254 0.17 basalt/sandstone 
689 553 1 239 0.20 basalt/sandstone 
813 536 1 018 scarp granite 
810 666 2 019 scarp psanudtic granulite 
783 642 1 305 0.26 psamnitic granulite 
958 889 2 119 0.17 pelite/psandte 
947 860 4/5 170 0.23 pelite 
999 862 1 116 scarp psamnite 
941 879 4 124 scarp psammite/pelite 
BQ 894 1 088 0.04 A/S psairtnite/pelite 
846 842 1 351 0.13 pelite 
946 958 2 134 0.12 pelite 
988 943 2 081 0.03 pelite/psanTnite 
793 953 1 227 0.11 semi-pelite 
856 966 1 153 0.20 semi-pelite 
899 946 1 147 0.26 pelite/psarmnite 
910 905 4 172 1.48 A/S pelite 963 967 1 149 0.19 psamdte/pelite 
794 954 1 223 0.11 semi-pelite 
(xii) 
NM cont. 
880 988 1 097 0.04 pelite/semi-pelite 
879 995 1 127 0.22 pelite 
988 952 1 314 0.05 pelite 
10 000 km2 grid square NN 
241 002 1 119 0.50 A/S schist 
162 004 1 214 0.15 schist 
159 006 4 200 0.05 schist 
160 007 4 312 0.06 schist 
143 020 1 337 0.14 schist 
251 096 1 279 0.13 schist 
252 089 2 279 0.14 A/S schist 
257 056 4 206 0.20 schist 
241 086 1 311 0.05 schist 
240 080 1 292 0.12 A/S schist 
226 093 1 350 0.01 schist 
220 090 1 351 0.15 schist 
215 076 1 258 0.21 schist 
217 072 3 158 scarp schist 
200 084 1 333 0.18 schist 
198 OB1 1 332 0.02 schist 
190 096 1 351 0.07 schist 
181 062 1 217 0.03 schist 
180 056 1 032 0.49 schist 
176 055 1 009 0.02 schist 
173 059 1 018 0.02 schist 
213 053 1 015 scarp schist, 
228 056 1 092 0.09 A/S schist/schistose grits 
233 046 1 042 0.03 A/S schist 
230 045 3 035 0.02 schist 
227 048 -2 070 0.20 schist 
220 048 1 332 0.14 A/S schist 
173 038 4 027 0.32 A/S schist 
168 039 1 037 0.09 schist 
166 042 1 042 0.06 schist 
245 037 3 359 0.02 A/S schist 
248 035 1 030 0.01 schist 
251 032 1 356 0.04 schist 
118 099 1 293 0.13 phyllite 
387 191 1 336 0.03 schist 
390 103 1 158 0.04 schist, 
385 103 3 165 scarp schist 
123 115 1 284 0.24 phyllite 
123 118 1 301 0.08 phyllite 
124 121 1 288 0.03 schist 
190 113 1 314 0.17 schistose grits 
211 140 1 301 0.04 A/S schist 
188 182 1 320 0.07 phyllite 
(Xiii) 
NN cont. 
227 105 1 175 0.40 schist 
244 117 1 136 0.36 granite 
288 132 1 262 0.06 A/S schist 
276 119 1 058 0.09 schist. 
289 122 1 260 0.06 schist 
393 138 1 216 0.43 schist 
446 114 1 087 0.21 1 schist 
445 122 1 094 0.05 7 schist 
446 132 1 091 0.01 1 schist 
461 137 1 112 scarp 6 schist 
533 125 1 
. 
258 0.91 1 A/S schistose grits/greywackes 
553 126 3 346 0.05 schistose grits 
566 127 1 034 0.02 schistose grits 
573 128 2 029 0.20 schistose grits 
627 189 3 312 0.02 2 schistose grits 
564 105 1 057 0.21 schistose grits 
589 161 2 096 0.47 sd-Listose grits/greywackes 
535 125 1 263 0.91 2 A/S schistose grits/greywackes 
553 126 3 244, 0.05 schistose grits/greywackes 
566 127 1 034 0.02 schistose grits/greywackes 
573 128 2 028 0.20 schistose grits/greywackes 
564 105 1 051 0.21 schistose grits/greywackes 
449 147 1 115 0.01 1 Sd-List 
592 140 1 270 0.94 1 A/S schistose grits/greywackes 
589 161 2 100 0.47 1 schistose grits/greywackes 
407 140 1 116 0.12 schist 
409 133 1 092 scarp schist 
419 196 4 077 0.23 schist 
404 213 1 006 0.05 schist 
410 212 3 055 0.02 schist 
437 212 1 246 0.47 A/S sdiist 
375 200 2 306 0.28 schist 
392 228 2 005 scarp schist 
245 254 1 227 1.08 schist 
268 265 2 071 scarp schist 
444 206 1 051 scarp schist 
428 227 1 286 0.08 SdAst 
436 232 1 022 scarp schist 
464 205 2 239 0.13 schist 
448 228 1 332ý 0.15 Sd-List 
Q3 249 1 333 0.22 schist 
440 248 1 097 0.03 schist 
515 244 3 301 0.01 schist/limestone 
583 214 1 310 0.31 1 schistose grits/greywackes 
608 200 2 322 0.12 2 schistose grits/greywackes 
492 205 2 173 0.04 1 Sd-List 
496 206 1 167 0.01 7 schist 
497 212 1 058 0.08 1 schist 
527 226 1 255 0.23 sdiist 
571 261 1 036 0.03 schist 
574 260 1 061 0.08 SdAst 
(Xiv) 
NU cont. 
575 257 1 074 0.03 schist 
574 245 1 052 0.03 schist 
576 244- 1 052 0.05 schist 
580 237 3 097 0.15 schist 
439 222 3 039 scarp schist 
605 217 1 310 0.14 1 schist 
603 214 1 285 0.03 1 schist 
689 321 1 118 0.03 3 granite 
705 322 1 213 0.10 12 schist 
713 345 2 055 0.22 12 schist 
730 358 2 060 0.08 1 schist 
732 354 2 059 0.03 1 schist 
718 378 3 331 0.08 1 schist 
577 384 5 349 scarp 1 schist 
736 363 1 245 0.06 1 schist 
740 360 1 246 0.12 1 schist 
059 319 5 024 scarp 1 granite 
063 325 5 324 0.05 1 granite 
355 325 1 270 0.91 A/S schist 
347 338 1 082 0.20 schist/schistose gr. 'Ats 
402 325 1 077 
r 
0.09 1 schist 
372 436 1 180 0.11 1 schist 
399 438 1 272 0.16 9 schist 
635 412 4 212 0.25 12 schist 
672 423 1 211 0.14 2 schist 
647 404 1 154 0.39 2 schist 
571 419 1 063 0.10 7 schist 
566 443 1 065 0.12 6 schist 
615 424 1 024 scarp 1 schist 
617 446 1 060 scarp 2 schist 
619 449 1 081 0.10 1 schist 
598 480 1 199 0.06 7 schist 
605 482 1 171 0.49 1 schist 
611 499 1 076 scarp 1 schist 
091 563 1 284 0.59 7 A/S schist 
080 545 1 164 0.81 1 A/S schist 
137 592 5 315 0.20 1 quartzite 
165 556 1 128 0.08 7 quartzite 
248 567 1 050 scarp 1 granite 
517 538 1 224 scarp 12 schist 
494 689 1 224 0.08 7 psandte 
147 648 1 190 0.60 1 A/S quartzite/schist 
196 650 3 270 0.49 7 A/S quartzite/schist 
197 642 1 246 0.54 8 quartzite/schist 
142 647 1 199 0.57 7 quartzite/schist 
226 661 1 308 0.24 7 quartzite 
182 611 1 007 scarp 9 quartzite 
523 678 2 291 0.26 1 psanTaitic flaggy gneisses 
176 698 1 270 0.04 lirmstone/schist 
(XV) 
NN cont. 
200 697 1 180 0.39 9 quartzite/schist 
224 698 1 169 0.22 11 quartzite 
334 630 3 142 0.02 7 schist 
639 710 1 308 0.20 1 A/S psarnnite, 
229 710 1 169 0.10 7 schist, 
228 714 4 329 0.06 2 quartzite 
228 722 1 296 0.08 2 quartzite 
223 720 1 301 0.06 1 quartzite 
254 726 1 157 0.43 a A/S quartzite/schist 
242 722 3 113 scarp 1 quartzite 
260 720 2 297 0.41 B quartzite/schist 
269 725 1 035 0.05 1 quartzite 
266 737 3 114 0.11 7 quartzite 
262 735 1 189 0.13 7 quartzite 
259 739 5 014 0.04 2 quartzite 
514 709 5 113 0.02 6 quartzite 
922 738 1 142 0.44 diorite 
917 736 1 147 0.05 granite/schist 
958 755 1 048 0.20 schist 
960 744 1 031 0.19 schist/quartzite 
967 745 1 004 0.18 schist/quartzite 
335' 750 1 103 scarp a unknown 
322 737 1 153 0.10 1 schist 
590 795 1 314 0.24 6 A/S unknown 
210 708 3 098 0.02 7 quartzite 
467 738 1 -229 0.06 1 A/S psainnite 
523 740 3 063 scarp 4 unknown 
058 888 1 194 0.13 A/S psanudte 
063 885 1 199 0.10 psanndte 
243 891 1 311 0.56 8 pelite/quartzite 
ý68 887 1 182 0.19 7 psanrdte/schist 
303 865 1 281 0.21 2 unknown 
581 808 1 132 0.30 6 A/S unknown 
590 817 1 137 0.56 6 A/S unknown 
712 803 1 293 0.10 a psamdtic schist 
716 810 1 304 0.11 7 A/S psamitic schist 
723 811 1 091 0.14 10 A/S psanrdtic schist 
730 810 1 303 0.53 7 A/S psarnnite 
752 828 1 294 0.32 1 psannitic schist, 
511 810 1 112 scarp 6 unknown 
317 886 1 332 0.51 6 unknown 
231 962 3 048 scarp 1 psamnite/granodiorite 
311 989 1 311 0.26 a unknown 
219 906 1 142 0.48 1 tcnalite 
289 916 1 294 0.34 4 unknown 
343 912 1 305 0.27 12 unknown 
313 900 1 144 1.02 12 A/S unknown 
(Xvi) 
10 000 km2 grid square NO 
239 627 1 296 0.22 schistose grits 
316 621 1 330 0.07 schistose, grits 
318 718 1 032 0.13 6 schist 
313 722. 3 073 0.02 6 A/S S&List 
273 776 3 076 0.08 6 A/S schist/diorite 
297 781 1 317 0.09 1 A/S schist 
329 758 2 209 0.05 1 A/S schist 
336 758 2 113 0.04 1 A/S schist 
334 754 3 248 0.01' i schist 
329 739 1 177 0.19 6 schist 
429 767 2 341 0.04 1 schist 
200 748 1 308 0.72 A/S gneiss 
387 883 1 333 0.09 schist 
147 818 1 316 0.04 schist/quartzite 
139 883 1 117 0.40 schist/quartzite 
094 854 1 060 0.21 schist/quartzite 
095 846 1 121 0.13 quartzite 
069 863 3 084 scarp schistose grits 
062 855 2 138 1.07 schistose grits/schist 
10 000 km2 grid square NS 
117 897 1 087 0.05 schist 
116 893 1 093 0.04 schist 
123 891 1 342 0.03 schist 
126 892 1 351 0.09 schist 
122 852 1 054 0.09 schist 
105 878 1 215 scarp schist 
104 886 1 278 0.04 schist 
097 894 3 244 0.03 schist 
098 897 1 268 0.01 schist 
293 965 3 150 0.06 schist 
289 955 2 225 0.86 A/S schist 
277 959 1 174 0.41 schist 
272 952 1 036 0.07 schist 
134 994 1 280 0.01 schist 
237 985 1 098 0.01 schist 
093 905 1 297 0.05 schist 
102 911 1 296 0.19 schist 
109 913 2 037 0.01 schist 
112 912 2 004 0.05 schist 
116 912 1 083 0.08 schist 
127 910 1 031 0.35 schist 
131 907 3 079 0.05 schist 
176 931 1 067 0.07 schist/quartzite 
152 981 1 274 0.06 schist 
151 989, 3 352 0.04 schist 
142 993 1 018 0.07 schist 
136 991 2 246 0.06 schist 
138 996 1 343 0.16 schist 
259 983 1 296 0.56 schist 
(Xvii) 
NS ccnt. 
320 955 1 201 0.18 schist 
239 996 3 158 0.29 A/S schist 
(xviii) 
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